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Abstract
The increasing economic relevance of software measurement for organizations cannot be
neglected. But issues like complexity and missing traceability of measurement processes
constitute the need for direction and measurement tool support.
Unfortunately, the area of software measurement tools is dominated by inflexible,
monolithic, and self‐contained tools. This situation aggravates a process comprehensive
solution and results in n unsatisfying situation regarding corporate measurement programs.
Due to manifold advantages of high‐flexible infrastructures compared to monolithic products
a lot of initiatives propose approaches for the integration of single components (e.g.
services).
Having analyzed the SOA‐capability of existing measurement tools this thesis introduces a
framework for creating a measurement infrastructure by means of a service‐oriented
architecture.
Beyond the presentation of different components to implement the infrastructure the
specific relevance of software measurement databases is addressed by the design of a
service‐oriented measurement database.
Beside the functional characteristics the quality of developed architectures is of substantial
interest for the success of systems integration in the long run. Therefore for a procedure for
quality driven design of service‐oriented architectures has been integrated into the
framework.
Additionally, formal considerations of existing paradigms in comparison to the service‐
oriented approach constitute the reasonability of the presented research topic.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
The influence of software in our daily life has been raised dramatically over the past decades.
Software is an important part almost everywhere and used for various reasons from sending
a greetings card via email to automatically control the flight of an airplane. Living without
software is nearly unimaginable these days. These increased influence and the associated
usage was made possible in particular through the rapid price decline of computer software
and hardware in the past decades. This process was again accelerated through the
globalization in the nineties.
From software producers point of view new challenges arises through this development:
competitors have to respond very fast to the customer’s demand for high quality and low
priced products.
Through the incoherency of these requirements a huge risk for development projects arise
and in many cases projects overrun time or budget or they fail achieving high quality.
To avoid failure of projects even under these requirements and to clinch project goals
methods, procedures, and tools have to be evolved and have to be applied to support
software development in every of its branches.
One approach to target the set of problems is to identify well‐tested methods from other
engineering disciplines which are faced with comparable challenges. A second one is to
observe leading competitors which achiever better results than their fallen behinds.
In doing so, beyond minor factors like excellent technical staff or professional work climate,
such leading organizations achieving their goals by applying a quantitative approaches to
software development that has been successfully used over large number of years.
Therefore the measurement of the software development process, software development
resources, and software work products can provide important support to overcome
conflictive requirements within the software engineering discipline.
A setting of tasks arises in particular for software management with it sub disciplines project
management and quality management, to make decisions on basis of certain measurement
values and with the application of standardized methods.
Another motivation for the usage of software measurement in the scope of a software
development project was already outlined by Mary Shaw in the early nineties. She identified
that software measurement is required to evolve the software development to a
professional engineering discipline where measurements are used to distinguish whether or
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not specified quality requirements have been achieved during the development process
[Jones96].
Figure 1 shows the evolution of an engineering discipline where the lower line track the
technology and the upper line represent the influence of production skills and scientific
knowledge carry new capabilities to the engineering practice.

Figure 1: Evolution of an engineering discipline [Shaw90]
In comparison to other engineering disciplines the evolution software engineering is still in
progress. Even though the term “software engineering” is used since 1968 [Shaw90] and the
application of scientific analysis and standardized methods emerged the lack of mature tools,
trustworthy experience, and the lack of established software measurement technology
draws the picture that the path to professional engineering is still in progress [Boehm06]
The quantifiable approach of software measurement is backed up by IEEE’s definition of
software engineering [IEEE90]:
(1) Software Engineering is: “The application of a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable
approach to the development, operation, and maintenance of software; that is, the
application of engineering to software.
(2) The study of approaches in (1).
In a formal consideration according to [Dumke05] the entities comprised in software
engineering (SE) are SE methods, supporting tools of Computer‐Aided Software Engineering
(CASE), system of measures, standards, the produced software system, derived experience
which is shared in SE‐communities:
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SE = (MSE, RSE)
= ({SE‐Methods, CASE, SE‐SystemOfMeasure , SE‐Standards,
SE‐SoftwareSystems, SE‐Experience, SE‐Communities}, RSE )
The realization of software engineering in order to conduct a specific development project
leads to the definition of Software Engineering Management as the “application of
management activities – planning, coordinating, measuring, controlling, and reporting – to
assure that the development and maintenance of software is systematic, disciplined, and
quantified!” [AbranMoore+04].
In order to support software management software measurement has been identified as an
important assistance.
The interplay of software measurement and management phrases by the following citation:
“management without measurement […] suggests a lack of rigor, and measurement without
management suggests a lack of purpose or context.” [AbranMoore+04]

1.2. Research Question
One on the major success factors for the applicability of software measurement is the
overcoming of manual activities in software measurement. Therefore tools are used to
automate as much activities as possible.
The dedicated task for this thesis is to investigate the lack of measurement maturity and
measurement tool distribution.
The main research question that is investigated by the thesis is therefore:
How should an infrastructure for software measurement be arranged, to implement the
software measurement process of an organization?
To address the primary research question the following questions are also investigated
which simultaneously represent the scope of the thesis:
1. What are the special challenges for the implementation of software measurement
programs?
2. Which basic software measurement approaches are significant for the software
engineering discipline?
3. Which software measurement process should be realized by a measurement
infrastructure?
4. What measurement process level can be observed in existing solutions?
5. Which elements should be part of a measurement infrastructure and how should an
example be implemented?
6. How can quality requirements alongside with functional requirements quality
requirements be achieved?
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1.3. Research Methodology
The following section should give an overview about the used research methodology and
steps which resulted in the thesis in hand.
Step 1 – Definition: consists the following activities
(1)

Identification of a problem which has never before solved in industry or
academia

(2)

Documentation of the research question

(3)

Identification and documentation of the methodology for the proposed
solution.

Step 2 – Planning of the research project: consists a literature study to the state of the art of
the two significant topics:
(1) Software measurement
(2) Software measurement programs
Step 3 – Design and implementation of the proposed solution
Step 4 – Interpretation and Evaluation of the proposed measurement infrastructure
Table 1: Step 1 ‐ Definition
Motivation

Objectives

Proposal

Research Stakeholders

How should a
measurement
infrastructure be
designed to automate
the software
measurement
process?

Evaluate tools and
architectures and
support the
enhancement.

A framework that
contains components
to realize a
standardized software
measurement process.

‐ measurement tool
manufactures
‐ software
measurement tool
users
‐ researcher in
software
measurement

Table 2: Step2 ‐ Planning
Stages of the project

Inputs

Outputs

Literature review of the
detailed practices of software
measurement programs

-

literature review of
software measurement

-

-

literature review of
corporate measurement

a technical report covering
the state of the art in
measurement data
storages
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programs
-

-

formalization of the
software measurement
process level

-

survey about exiting
measurement tools

-

survey among tool
producers regarding
measurement tool
capabilities

-

the role of Software
Measurement Databases
(SMDB) in this regard

evaluation of existing tools
and architectures

Table 3: Step 3 ‐ Development and Operation
Preparation

Execution

Analysis

Evaluation of existing
measurement paradigms

-

Study sources for
automatic service
composition

-

-

Enhancement of existing
approaches to a holistic
quality driven procedure

description of the
framework for the
proposed infrastructure
with different modeling
languages (UML, BPMN)

-

requirements for
measurement services

-

quality attributes for
services

-

introduction of quality
oriented service selection

Design of an architecture
framework for dynamic
assembled measurement
infrastructures

-

-

Use a stepwise mapping of
ISO/IEC 15939
measurement process
standard to different
components

Creation of semantic
knowledge for automated
procedures

-

Integration of existing
measurement databases
for empirical analysis

-

Design of a measurement
cockpit for empirical
analysis
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Model verification

-

Selection of a SOA‐
paradigm for measurement
process automation

-

Implementation of selected
components for a proof of
concept

-

Evaluation of measurement
process level

-

Framework related papers
appear at international
conferences

Table 4: Step 4 ‐ Evaluation
Evaluation context

Continuation of results

Future work

Model validation

-

Delphi study about the
framework for a service‐
oriented measurement
infrastructures

-

Case studies of the usage of
implemented components
and empirical analysis
about the usage of the
framework in comparison
to monolithic tools

Framework distributed along
software tool manufactures,
software measurement users
and researchers

-

prototypical
implementation was
integrated into software
development environment
via a plug‐in approach and
as services to demonstrate
the concept of ubiquitous
software measurement by
the use of a service‐
oriented measurement
infrastructure

-

publication of the
framework

-

integration of existing
measurement tools to
enhance provided
functionality

-

providing semantic
knowledge about software
measures for support and
automated procedures

-

proposal of a measurement
SOA guideline for future
measurement tool
developments
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1.4. Thesis Structure

Figure 2: Thesis structure
The thesis in hand is divided into six parts. The structure of the thesis and the information
path is shown in Figure 2. While the first chapter deals with motivation, scope, and goal of
the thesis the subsequent chapters addresses the research work and is structured as follows:
Chapter two examines the foundation about software measurement, describes software
measurement systems and processes, and analyzes their application in software
measurement programs.
The third chapter reviews the current situation and state of the art regarding software
measurement tools, measurement data repositories, and analyzes different approaches for
software measurement.
Chapter four provides an overview about service‐oriented architectures, examines the
technology aspects, and reviews the SOA‐capabilities of existing measurement tools.
The fifth chapter presents a framework for a Service‐oriented Measurement Infrastructure
including process description, an approach for a quality driven design of service‐oriented
architectures, and the presentation of a service‐oriented measurement database.
Chapter six contains a summary of the research’ contribution, a review of the questions
asked, and an outlook for future work.
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2. Software Measurement Foundations
In particular experimental sciences bases on the possibility of quantifying certain aspects of
theories to justify or reject assumptions. Centuries ago, Galileo Galilee (1564 ‐ 1642) shaped
the slogan:
"Measure what is measurable, and what is not measurable, make it measurable.”
Similarly for the software engineering discipline measurement more precisely software
measurement has been identified as a key success factor for software engineering
management. Tom DeMarco gives good evidence of its importance with his paraphrase "You
can’t control what you can’t measure." [DeMarco82]

2.1. Metrics and Measures
In colloquial language measurement is a way of assigning a number, representing an
attribute, to a physical object. In mathematics such assignment is usually called a mapping or
a function.
For a lot of objects and measures the relationship between both is clear. If one tree trunk is
five meters long and another one ten meters then the second one is longer. We can select
the longer one even without doing measurement at all because of an intuitive perception of
“length of a tree trunk”.
But in most cases related to software engineering the relationship is anything but clear. For
example we have to evaluate software systems consisting of different classes. One system
contains ten classes each with complexity measures in the range of 30 to 40 and the other
one 20 classes each with complexity measures in the range of 10 to 20. Which software
systems contain less overall complexity?
With this example one can visualize the difficultness of an important engineering question:
selection of different possible solutions. With appropriate measures software measurement
can be very helpful to answer this type of questions. Usually there is more than one measure
which determines the alternatives and tradeoffs between them have to be made.
The first example presented an intuitive perception regarding a specific measure but the
second one showed that most cases in software measurement are not intuitive. The missing
human ability of intuitive conclusions in every case is described in literature as an
intelligence barrier.
Jürgen Kriz provided the following figure which illustrates the measurement process as the
way to pass this barrier.
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Figure 3: Measurement to pass the intelligence barrier [Kriz88]
The first step in this regard is to measure real‐world objects to achieve numbers. The next
step is to apply mathematical or statistical operations on the achieved numbers. The result is
a second set of numbers which relates to the original object in the real world and the
wanted conclusions. The last step is the interpretation of numerical result to achieve an
answer in the objects domain.
Gary Ford gives a good example of this relationship which can be mapped to our previous
one. Suppose you were given a dozen tree trunks with different lengths and asked to select
the tree trunk of “average” length. Most likely it is not intuitively obvious which tree trunk
one has to pick. If one measures the length of all tree trunks the result is a set of numbers.
So after that one can compute the average (arithmetic mean) of those numbers and finally
interpret this number as the length of the tree trunk to be chosen, and pick the trunk closest
to this length. [Ford93]
For formal examinations the real‐world objects with the included set of operations and
relations is named as empirical relational system A with the following definition according to
[Zuse1998]:
Let A be a non‐empty set of objects, • ≥ is an empirical relation on A and o is a closed
binary operation on A , the empirical relational system is defined as A = ( A,• ≥,o) .
The set of numerical objects with the included set of operations and relations is named
numerical relational system B. With B = (ℜ, ≥,⊗) where ℜ are the real numbers, ≥ a
relation on A , and ⊗ stands for an arbitrary closed binary operation on ℜ .
The process of measurement is defined as the one‐to‐one mapping μ from objects out of A
to elements of B:

μ:A→ℜ
with

a • ≥ b ⇔ μ (a ) ≥ μ (b) ∀ a, b ∈ A

The one‐to‐one mapping ensures that every object has exactly one measure.
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In this case the tuple (A, B, μ ) is called a scale. But there are a number of possible numerical
representations for a given empirical relational system. If two numerical representations are
acceptable measures the mapping from one measure to another is called admissible
transformation [FentonPfleeger97].The set of admissible transformations that exist in each
class of scale determines a scale type [Whitmire97].
In measurement five scale types can be named: nominal, ordinal, interval, ratio and absolute
scale. In theory there are other scale types known but the mentioned four are sufficient for
meaningful statistical operations [Zuse98]. Shari Pfleeger pictures the importance of
determine the scale type with the phrase: “Unless we are aware of the scale types we use,
we are likely to misuse the data we collect.”[Pfleeger97].
Nominal scale type is the most primitive form of measurement and simply gives numeric
terms to objects and any distinct numbering of elements is an acceptable measure but there
is no notion of magnitude possible. Nominal‐scale measures create a classification of
elements but the classes are not ordered even if they are numbered from 1 to n.
In this regard the only informative operation for nominal‐scale measures is the empirical
equivalence relation ≈ for two objects a, b ∈ A which is expressed by the numerical
equivalence relation = . The formal expression of the nominal scale is:

(( A, ≈), (ℜ, =), μ )
The set of admissible transformations spans over all one‐to‐one mappings that assign the
same equivalence class to equivalent instances (with g is the set of admissible
transformations: g = any one‐to‐one) [Zuse98].
Ordinal scale type measures assign numbers to objects in a specific order.
In addition to the empirical equivalence relation ≈ statements about the empirical ranking
• ≥ of two objects a, b ∈ A are possible. (( A,• ≥), (ℜ, ≥, μ )
Ordinal scale (( A,• ≥), (ℜ, ≥, μ )
where for all a, b, c ∈ A
a• ≥ b and b• ≥ c => a• ≥ c (transitive)
a• ≥ b or b• ≥ a (connected)

In the case of a transitive and connected relation • ≥ , ( A,• ≥) is called a weak order.
[Zuse98]
Because only ranking can be represented by ordinal scale type measures addition,
subtraction and other arithmetic operations have no meaning.
Any mapping that preserves the order of the elements can be accepted. So, two measures
can be related by a monotonic mapping and the class of admissible transformations is the
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set of all strictly monotonic mappings (g: strictly increasing monotonic function)
[FentonPfleeger97].
Interval scale type measures enhancing the idea from ordinal scale in a way that the interval
size between two empirical objects is meaningful throughout the range of values. In this case
the gap between one class and another is reflected. For formal examination the term
algebraic structure should be defined at first.
Let A be a non‐empty set of objects and let • ≥ be a quaternary relation on A (quaternary
means for example a binary relation ( AxA) on then the pair ( AxA,• ≥) is called algebraic
structure if for all a, b, c, d , a′, b′, c′, d ′ ∈ A the following axioms are sufficient satisfied.


( AxA,• ≥) is a weak order.



ab• ≥ cb then dc• ≥ ba



ab• ≥ a'b' and bc• ≥ b'c' then ac• ≥ a 'c' .



ab• ≥ cd • ≥ aa , then there exists d ' , d ' '∈ A , such that ad ' ≈ cd ≈ d ' ' b .



a1 , a 2 ...ai ,... is a strictly bounded sequence ( ai +1 , ai ≈ a 2 a1 for every a i , a i +1 in the
sequence; not a 2 a1 ≈ a1 a1 ; and there exist d ' , d ' '∈ A such that d ' d ' '• ≥ ai a1 • ≥ d ' ' d '
for all ai in the sequence), then it is finite.

To complete the formal view the interval scale can be defined as ordered containing the
algebraic structure ( AxA,• ≥) the numeric relational system B and the measure μ .
Interval scale (( AxA,• ≥), (ℜxℜ, ≥), μ )
As an enhancement in comparison to ordinal scale type addition and subtraction are
acceptable and according to Zuse any positive linear function (g(x)=ax+b, a>0) is an
admissible transformation [Zuse98].
Ratio scale type measures assign values in a way that preserves the ratio of scale values. In
doing so, ratio scale type is highest scale type of measurement. Ratio scale type is common
in other academic fields like physics. For example “length” is a ratio scale type no matter of
the measurement unit because ratio concepts are meaningful (e.g. “twice as long”).
The main characteristic is a zero element which stands for the total lack of the measured
characteristic. This zero element is a consequence of the introduction of an additive
property over a concatenation operation which increases over equal intervals.
For formal examinations it is important to define the term closed extensive structure
[Zuse98]:
Let A be a non‐empty set of objects and let • ≥ be a binary relation on A , and let o be a
closed binary operation on A then the ordered triple ( A,• ≥,o) is called a closed extensive
structure if there is a function μ on A on the domain ℜ such that for all a, b ∈ A :
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a• ≥ b ⇔ μ (a) ≥ μ (b)



μ (a o b) = μ (a) + μ (b)

Additionally the function μ ' satisfies both statements, when there exists α > 0 such that
μ ' (a) = αμ (a) .
The formal expression of the ratio scale then is: (( A,• ≥,o), (ℜ, ≥,⊗), μ ) where the described
axioms of the extensive structure are valid.
The above described function μ ' defines the only admissible transformation for ratio scale
measures which can alternatively be defined as positive linear functions in the form (g(x)=ax,
x>a).
The last considered scale type is the absolute scale. It is the most restrictive scale type of all
mentioned. The only way of measuring objects in this case is the counting of the number of
elements and the only admissible transformation is the identity transformation (g(x)=x)
[Zuse98].
For formal expression let A = ( A,• ≥, o1 , o 2 ,...) be a totally ordered structure than μ is an
absolute scale type measure for A, if there exists a numerical relational system B that is the
set of N‐representations for A that are onto B. The numerical relational system B has exactly
one element.
The described sequence of scales is increasingly restrictive. Every interval scale is also an
ordinal scale, but not vice versa. Every ordinal scale is also a nominal scale, but not vice versa.
A summary of the presented scale types with the defined relations, applicable statistics and
admissible transformations is shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Measurement scale types and admissible transformation
Defined Relation

Type of Scale

Applicable

Admissible

Statistics

Transformation

Frequency
Equivalence

Nominal

distribution,

Any one‐to‐one

contingency
Distribution,
Equivalence,
greater than or
equal

Median, Kendall
Ordinal

and Spearman
Correlation,
association

g: strictly
increasing
monotonic
function
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Arithmetical
median, standard

Equivalence,

deviation, Pearson

greater than or

Interval

equal ratio value

correlation,

within an interval

g(x)=ax+b, a>0

multiple
correlation

Identity, greater

Geometrical

than or equal, ratio

Ratio

value as per two

median, coefficient
of variation, all of

values

Identity

g(x)=ax, a>o

the above
Number of

Absolute

g(x)=x

occurrences

Having introduced measures and scale type another term often linked with measurement is
metric. A metric measure the distance between two points and has an accurate mathematic
definition: A function f is called metric if it satisfies the following three properties, where
(x,y) is the distance between two points x and y:
f(x,y) = 0

if x=y

(equity)

f(x,y) = f(y,x)

for all x,y

(symetric property)

f(x,z) <= f(x,y) + f(y,z) for all x,y,z

(triangular inequation)

A familiar example for a metric is the metric of Euclid which measures the shortest distance
between two points on a plane:
Let p1 = ( x1 , y1 ) and p 2 = ( x 2 , y 2 ) be two points in a plane. Then the distance d is defined
by Euclid as: d ( p1 , p 2) = ( x1 − x 2 ) 2 + ( y1 − y 2 ) 2 .
A 2nd example is the so called “Manhattan” metric which calculates the distance between
two points that one would travel on a grid layout of streets (for example on idealized
Manhattan Island, New York).
With the above defined two points on a plane the metric is defined as:
m( p1 , p 2 ) = x1 − x 2 + y1 − y 2 .
The following figure exemplifies both metrics. The Manhattan metric as the way a car or a
person has to drive or walk to reach a specific location in a checker‐board pattern built town
like Manhattan and the Euclid distance as the air‐line distance between the same points.
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Figure 4: Difference between Euclid distance and Manhattan metric
Some but not all software measures are metrics and because of that in software engineering
the term is ambiguous. Some researchers decline the usage of the term “metric” because
“The use of the term “metric” for any other type of measure is imprecise at best and
misleading at worst.” [Whitmire97] They argue that the term “metric” should be reserved
for the area of geometry in mathematics. Other researchers refuse ignoring the term and
tried to find a solution by adapting the meaning. Definitions like “metric is a measurement
function” [KanerBond04] or “software metric is a term that embraces many activities, all of
which involve some degree of software measurement” [FentonPfleeger97] imply that a
software metric is an application of some kind of software measurement.
Summary: Metrics and Measures
Out of the presented viewpoint Software Metrics can be defined as: “The continuous
application of measurement‐based techniques to the software development process and
its products to supply meaningful and timely management information, together with
the use of those techniques to improve that process and its products.” [Goodman04]
But since the difference of metrics and measures is not essentially [Zuse98] both terms
“software metric” and “software measure” will be used as synonyms in the thesis in
hand.

2.2. Measurement Sources
Having introduced the mathematical foundations of software measures the mapping to the
practical implementation in software engineering is presented next. The term software
measurement is defined as: “Software measurement is the process of the quantification of
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software engineering attributes according to selected measurement goals by using (if
possible) appropriate tools.” [Dumke04]; [FentonPfleeger97], [AbranMoore+04]
After introducing software management as the application of management activities (among
others namely measurement) the classification of the software management areas and the
interconnections are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Software management areas [Dumke04]
Out of this classification the main areas for the comprehension of software measurement
are project management and quality management.
Software project management thereby contains the planning, observation and controlling of
software projects for the supply of resources on schedule and the realization of a software
product on time and budget. [Dumke04], [Wallmüller01]
Software quality management means the assurance of quality characteristics for a software
product on basis of process and resource quality by the application of organizational
methods, chosen techniques and technologies. [Dumke04] [Wallmüller01]
Whereas software quality different meanings and can be defined in various ways [Dumke03],
[DeMarc89], [Weinberg92].
For the thesis in hand the definition from ISO has been used where software quality is
defined as the totality of features and characteristics of a product or service that bear on its
ability to meet stated or implied needs [ISO/IEC94].
Thus, the quantification of instances of entities which are involved in some way in a software
engineering process is the intention of software measurement. The question what such
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entity can be and what characteristics can be measured was of substantial interest for the
software measurement community over years.
Norman Fenton presented in 1991 a framework introducing three classes for software
engineering entities namely products, processes and resources [Fenton91]. Some researchers
enhanced the framework by adding projects or exchanging resources with projects
[Whitmire97] [Daskalantonakis94].
Since the framework from Norman Fenton is still the most accepted and feasible one, it is
used for the thesis in hand.

Figure 6: Interdependences between entities [Lother07]

2.2.1. Product Measurement
The measurement of software engineering products can be seen as the origin of software
measurement. Information about final product characteristics satisfies the costumers desire
to know as much as possible about used commercial software [Pfleeger97]. Examples for
such measures are the number of implemented lines of source code (LOC), the metrics from
Halstead (volume, effort), or the cyclomatic complexity by McCabe [McCabe76]. In the
course of time fewer and fewer people wanted to wait until final products were available
and many software engineering projects failed to deliver some kind of a final product. Beside
simply applying the above described metrics to semi‐products, measures has been evolved
to evaluate early stages of software engineering.
Considering the early stages of software engineering quantitative information about the
quality of requirement specifications defined by Mora and Denger [MoraDenger03] can
provide useful information.
Afterwards, quantitative information about the emerged design of software has been
identified as important. Measures for design complexity (Henry and Kafura´s structure
metrics) [HenryKafura81] or several object‐oriented measures for design quality (Chidamber
and Kemerer´s metrics suite for object‐oriented design) [ChiKem94] have been invented to
answer this need.
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The ISO/IEC 9126 international standard for product quality and the successor ISO/IEC 25000
provide a comprehensive compendium about software product quality attributes and
measures [ISO/IEC01]. The ISO/IEC 9126 standard is divided into four parts.
Part1: Software Engineering Product Quality ‐ Quality model: describes the relationship
between different approaches to quality and describes the quality characteristics and sub‐
characteristics of a distinct software product [ISO/IEC01].
Part2: Software Engineering Product Quality ‐ External metrics: describes the external
metrics used to measure the characteristics defined in Part 1 [ISO/IEC03a].
Part3: Software Engineering Product quality ‐ Internal metrics: describes the internal metrics
used to measure the characteristics defined in Part 1 [ISO/IEC03b].
Part4: Software Engineering Product quality ‐ Quality in use metrics: identifies the measures
used to distinguish the effects of the quality characteristics for the user [ISO/IEC04].
Table 6: ISO/IEC 9126 Internal and external quality characteristics
Functionality

Maintainability

•

Suitability

•

Analyzability

•

Accuracy

•

Changeability

•

Interoperability

•

Stability

•

Security

•

Testability

•

Functional compliance

•

Maintainability compliance

Efficiency

Reliability

•

Time behavior

•

Maturity

•

Resource utilization

•

Recoverability

•

Efficiency compliance

•

Fault tolerance

•

Reliability compliance

Usability

Portability

•

Understandability

•

Adaptability

•

Learn ability

•

Install ability

•

Operability

•

Co‐existence

•

Attractiveness

•

Replace ability

•

Usability compliance

•

Portability compliance
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The ISO/IEC 9126 does not treat the product isolated and the connections to other entities
are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: ISO/IEC 9126 Quality in product life cycle [ISO/IEC01]
Whereas the internal quality attributes measure a product by means of the principles of
static analyzes. The static analysis contains syntactic and semantic analysis of the source
code and delivers results for complexity measures, call graphs, control graphs, quality
reports, and so on. The principle of static analysis is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Principle of static source code analysis [EbertDumke07]
In contrast to this procedure dynamic source code analysis measures the running program.
Previous the compiling the source code statements are marked and instrumented. During
the execution information are written into the execution result file. Afterwards information
about test coverage and other dynamic measures can be analyzed. This dynamic source code
analysis measures external quality attributes and therefore all ISO/IEC 9126 external quality
characteristics are applicable. The principle of dynamic source code analysis is shown in
Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Principle of dynamic source code analysis [EbertDumke07]
Additional to external and internal quality attributes the product quality can be determined
by measuring the effect of a software product in its context of use. The characteristics taken
into account for the quality in use model are shown in

Figure 10.

Figure 10: ISO/IEC 9126 Quality in use characteristics [ISO/IEC04]
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Due to the great spread of different stakeholders, users, and use‐cases of software products,
quality can mean something completely different for different kinds of software. Some
attributes are of higher or lower relevance and it is not the silver bullet to measure all of
ISO/IEC 9126 over 300 measures each time when quality evaluation is needed.
To tackle this problem the definition of so‐called quality models arises as early as product
measures have been established. The usual procedure thereby is to specify quality
requirements and to make trade‐offs between software product capabilities [ISO/IEC01]
[BoehmBrown+76] [McCallRichards+77].
The result is a quality model containing a set of measures with aligned thresholds for
different quality characteristics and possible different weighting of these characteristics.
[BuglioneAbran99]
As an example for a set of measures for a distinct area of product characteristic the metric
suite for object‐oriented design should be presented next.
This metrics suite was proposed in [ChiKem94] by S. R. Chidamber and C. F. Kemerer. The six
structural design metrics proposed by them are:

•

Weighted Method per Class (WMC)
WMC is the sum of complexities of all methods in a class. Consider a class C1 with
methods M1, . . . ,Mn that are defined in the class. Let c1, . . . ,cn be the complexity of
each of these methods. Then WMC has been defined as:
n

WMC = ∑ ci
i =1

•

Depth of Inheritance Tree (DIT)
The DIT of a class is defined as the longest way from a class in the inheritance tree to
the node.

•

Number of Children (NOC)
The Number of immediate sub‐classes subordinated to a class in class hierarchy.

•

Coupling between Objects (CBO)
CBO for a class is the count of the number of other classes to which it is coupled. Two
classes are coupled together if methods of one use methods or instance variables of
another. Excessive coupling between object classes is negative to modular design and
inhibits the reuse of the class in other applications. As more independent a class is, as
higher is the reusability.
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Response for a Class (RFC)
RFC = RS where RS is response set for the class. This is a set of methods that can

potentially be executed in response to a received message. This message is sent by an
object of that class. Additionally calls from outside the class can be included. Thus,
RFC is also a measure for the communication between on class and another.

•

Lack of Cohesion in Methods (LCOM)
The LCOM is the count of the number of method pairs whose similarity is 0 minus the
count of method pairs whose similarity is not zero. The degree of similarity for two
methods M1 and M2 in class C1 is defined by:
∂ () = {I 1 } ∩ {I 2 }where {I 1 } and {I 2 } are the set if instance variables used by M1 and

M2.
As larger the number of similar methods is as more cohesion exists between these
two classes. In object‐oriented design the cohesion should be as high as possible.
The interplay between coupling and cohesion is shown in Figure 11. The right hand side
represents the object‐oriented ideal.

Figure 11: Interplay between coupling and cohesion [ChiKem94]

2.2.2. Resource Measurement
Beside the product itself, the used resources to create the products are of high importance.
The primary domain is thereby human resources: skills or abilities as well as difference in
mental conditions of involved people results in variation of quality and complexity of created
products [Basili1996], [DeMarco89].
Alongside with human factors non‐human factors like time schedule, production equipment
(development tools, working environment) and monetary budget are important factors, too
[ZenkerKunz+08a].The following Figure 12 shows a possible distribution of the different
characteristics addressed to the main parts of the software development resources.
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Figure 12: Basic visualization of resource characteristics [DumkeKunz+08]
To control and predict the software development measurements of resources
quantifications as well as prediction of future trends are of substantial interest
[ZenkerKunz+07]. Measurements of personal resources can be done according to the
Personal Software Process (PSP) where the activities of stakeholders are recorded in an auto
didactical process [Humphrey96].
For cost and schedule related aspects there exists a complete research area called effort
estimation. Models like the Constructive Cost Model (COCOMO) with different variations
(COCOMO 2.0 and COCOMO II) [Boehm00] or the Functional Size Measurement Model with
different methods (e.g. IFPUG Function Points [IFPUG99], COSMIC Full Function Points
[AbranOligny+00]) provide techniques for measuring and estimation of financial costs,
project duration, or head count [Kunz+07b].

2.2.3 Process Measurement
In the course of time deeper insights of researchers’ leads to the meaningfulness of taking
into account not only resources and products but also the activities which lead to these
products [Wallmüller01].
Considering theses activities it is important because of “product quality is evidence of
process success” [Pfleeger97].
But the definition of “process” is not beyond controversy in software engineering research
community. As mentioned in the entity classification some researchers prefer the term
“project” or embrace a time factor. To avoid misunderstanding a well‐defined demarcation
is needed.
According to [Pall87] [Lonchamp93] [AbranMoore+04] a process can be defined as the logical
organization of people, materials, energy, equipment, and procedures into work activities
designed to produce a specific end result.
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In contrast to that definition projects bear references to the time and are nonrecurring while
processes are based on repeatable activities. They can be defined as a distinct execution of a
software development process with a set amount of resources within a set interval
[Whitmire1997]. That means that a project is a set of entities and not an entity given alone.
Summary: Product, Resource, and Process Measurement
Embracing the aspects the software product (SP) can be defined as:
SP = (MSP, RSP) = ({programs, documentations}, RSP)
Even though product measures are these days able to quantify a lot of different aspects,
one has to take into account other entities to get a complete picture.
For formal considerations the software development resources SR can be defined as:
SR = (MSR, RSR) = ({personnelResources, softwareResources, platformResources,
financialRessources}, RSR)
whereas the software resources play a dual role in the software development: as a part
of the final system (as COTS or software components) and as the support for the
development (as CASE or integrated CASE as ICASE).
Dumke et al. [DumkeKunz+08] defines the software development process (SD) as the
collaboration of elements from development method, lifecycle model, software
management, and needed resource entities (SR).
SD = (MSD, RSD) = ({developmentMethods, lifecycle, softwareManagement} ∪ MSR, RSD).
A formal notation of a software development project (SDP) can be defined according to
[DumkeKunz08] as following:
SDP = ((MSDP, RSDP) = (MSP ∪ MSR ∪ MSD , RSDP)
Measureable attributes in this regard are for example number of resource usage, mean
cost per detected error, number of coding faults found. But the boundaries between
process and project measures often overlap since some of the measures contains as
time reference and thereby quantifying a process by measuring its application in
concrete projects.
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2.3. Software Measurement Systems and Processes
The formal representation of the synthesis of the above elements can be defined as a
Software Engineering Measurement System (SEMS) [DumkeKunz08].
SEMS = (MSEMS, RSEMS) = ({G, A, M, Q, V, U, E, T, P}, RSEMS)
where G is the set of the measurement goals, A the set of measured artifacts or
measurement objects, M the set of measurement methods, objects or entities, Q the set of
measurement quantities, V the set of measurement values (especially we could have the
situation Q =V), U the set of measurement units, E the set of measurement‐based
experience, T the set of measurement CASE tools (respectively CAME tools), and P the set of
the measurement personnel. RSEMS defines all meaningful relations between the elements of
MSEMS.
Especially, the measurement process MP as one of the instantiations of a software
measurement system is explained by the following sequence of relations
MP:

(G × A × M)T,P → (Q × E)T,P → (V × U)T,P → E’× A’

This measurement process description explains the process results as quantities including
some thresholds, values involving their units and/or extended experiences combined with
improved or controlled measurement artifacts.
Software measurement process is embedded in the general motivation and classification
characterized in the following figure.

Figure 13: The general layer model of software measurement
Furthermore, the detailed phases of software measurement and their different kinds of
measurement methods can be described as the following.
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Figure 14: Software measurement phases and methods

2.3.1. Measurement Ingredients
The tuple of (G × A × M) describes the input and basis for any software measurement. The
detailed characteristics of these three sets are [DumkeKunz08]:
G:

Intention: Goals are considered as understanding, evaluation, improving and
managing. This enumeration corresponds to an increasing level of measurement
goals.
Viewpoint: On the other hand the goals depend on the special viewpoint such as
internal goals/quality, external goals/quality and goals/quality in use. [ISO/IEC01]

A:

Domain: The considered measurement artifacts should be the general classification
of software as products (systems), processes (e. g. project) and resources (including
their different parts or aspects (e. g. product model, process phases or personal
resources)). [Fenton91]
Origin: Note that a pendant or analogical artifact of measurement is considered to
drive the path to the kinds of measurement as analogical conclusion. Analogy can be
defined as tuning (where a pendant in the same class of software systems is used)
and as adaptation (where another pendant of artifact is used). This kind of
description is motivated in the following consideration.
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The complexity of the measured artifact is explained as: Software measurement of
different systems is related to the kind of systems (information‐based, embedded,
web‐based, decision support, knowledge‐based etc.) and to the different kinds of
software development paradigms such as object‐oriented software engineering
(OOSE), aspect‐oriented programming (AOP), component‐based software
engineering (CBSE), feature‐oriented development (FOD), service‐oriented software
engineering (SOSE), event‐based design (EBD) and agent‐oriented software
engineering (AOSE).
In contrast, general characteristics of software systems are meaningful in different IT
environments such as performance, security, and usability or context‐dependent as
outsourcing and off shoring. And finally, measurement artifacts can depend upon
different kinds of systems such as embedded systems and information systems etc.

M:

Method: The chosen measurement methods are classified here as experiment/case
study, assessment, improvement and controlling. That means that measurement
should contain the partial phases as referencing, modeling, measurement, analysis,
evaluation and application and could cover different parts of these phases. Note that
the dominant use of experiences could lead to the kinds of measurement as
estimation or simulation.
Sort: Furthermore, depending on the measured artifact(s) that is involved in the
measurement it will be distinguished between no measurement (no artifact), aspect‐
oriented measurement (considering some aspects of product or process or resources),
capability‐oriented measurement (considering the whole product, the whole process
or all resources) and whole measurement (considering all, product and process and
resources).

Measurement Output
The immediate output of software measurement consists of numbers that would be
interpreted by using any experience described by the pair as (Q × E). The typical properties
of these sets are:
Q:

Value: This set of metrics values/numbers characterizes a qualitative measurement
and are given in a nominal scale or ordinal scale.
Structure: Measured values could be structured in different kinds of presentations
and transformations such as tuple, table, aggregation and normalization.

E:

Form: The appropriate experiences for Q are given as analogies, axioms, correlations,
intuitions, laws, trends, lemmas, formulas, principles, conjectures, hypothesis’s and
rules of thumb.
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Contents: The contents or kinds of experience could be thresholds, lower and upper
limits, gradients, calculus and proofs.
Measurement Results
As a higher level of measurement output the goal is to achieve real measures including their
units. Characteristics of the sets in the tuple (V × U) are:
V:

Measure: This set of metrics values characterizes a quantitative measurement and is
given an interval scale or ratio scale.
Aggregation: The values could be built as different structures and aggregations such
as measurement repositories, simple visualizations (e. g. diagrams scatter plots),
dashboards and cockpits.

U:

Type: The measurement unit could be CFP (COSMIC FFP functional size), program
length of Halstead [Halstead77], kilo delivered lines of code (KDSI), cyclomatic
complexity of McCabe [McCabe76] etc.
Standard: Otherwise the mostly used units could be classified as physical, economical,
sociological, software and hardware units.

Measurement Resources
Every phase of the software measurement process is supported by tools used by personnel.
The detailed characteristics of these sets are:
T:

Level: The kind of tool and the tool support should be classified as manual (without
any tools), semi‐automatic and automatic.
Support: In contrast, the tool could be applied in the IT area (as internal
measurement) or by vendors (as external measurement).

P:

Kind: The measurement personnel involve the different kinds of measurement and
intentions and could be distinguished as measurement researchers, practitioners and
managers.
Area: Furthermore the measurement personnel is divided in origin measurement
staff (measurement analyst, certifier, librarian, metrics creator, user and validator)
and in IT staff who use the software measurement indirectly (administrator, analyst,
auditor, designer, developer, programmer, reviewer, tester, maintainer, customer
and user).

Measurement Repercussions
Finally, the software measurement is leading to extensions of the experience and to
improvements of the measures artifacts explained in the tuple (E’× A’). Typical properties
are:
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E’:

Form: The obtained experiences are also given as analogies, axioms, correlations,
intuitions, laws, trends, lemmas, formulas, principles, conjectures, hypothesis’s and
rules of thumb.
Extension: Especially the marked set of experiences explains the extended knowledge
based on the measurement, evaluation and exploration and can produce formula
correction, principle refinement, criteria approximation and axiom extension.

A’:

Domain: The kinds of measurement that include the change or improvement of the
measured artifacts leads to such a marked set A.
Changing: Depending on the measurement process goals and methods, the artifact
could be understood, evaluated, improved, managed or controlled.

The measurement process MP itself should be characterized by the level of
covered/measured artifacts (as approach) and by the kind of IT relationship (as solution).
Hence, the essential measurement process characteristics are defined in the following
formal manner [DumBra+07]:
intention

domain

MP = (G viewpoint × A origin × M
(V

measure
aggregation

×U

method
level
sort
) support

type
level
standard )T support ,P kind
area

T

form

kind
,P area

value

→ (Q structure × E

form
level
contents )T support ,P kind
area →

domain

→ E extension × A changing

2.3.2. Measurement in Software Development Process
As mentioned above the quality of a software development process intensely influences the
quality of the resulting product. That leads to several approaches for evaluating process
quality [Humprey87]. Important standards and methods are the ISO/IEC 900x series
(including [ISO/IEC00a] and [ISO/IEC00b]) and the CMMI (Capability Maturity Model
Integration) [SEI02a] [SEI02b]. These models take into account the key role of the logical
organization of all activities for the software development process and therefore integrates
product, resource or project related sub processes into a holistic process model.

2.3.2.1. ISO/IEC 900x Series
ISO/IEC 900x is not limited to software development processes but used in different fields of
application. ISO/IEC published a survey stating that nearly 800.000 organizations have been
evaluated by ISO/IEC 9001:2000 [ISO/IEC05].
The general goal of the standard is to describe minimal characteristics of quality and process
management to establish a quality system [Pandian2003]. Such quality system is often a
basic business precondition for customers before ordering products or services.
For the development process especially the ISO/IEC 9000‐3 gains importance because the
standard connects the ISO/IEC 900x series to the software engineering to other IT‐related
standards. The different documents and their affiliation to the different series are presented
in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: ISO 900x series
The ISO/IEC 900x series quality management system aims a continuous improvement to
satisfy customer requirements. The basic activities of this process‐oriented quality
management system are shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16: Process‐oriented Quality Management System
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2.3.2.2. CMMI Framework for Process Integration and Product
Improvement
In contrast to the ISO/IEC 900x series the Capability Maturity Model Integration has been
developed specific for the software development process. The model is originated from the
Capability Maturity Model (CMM) which has been developed by the Software Engineering
Institute at the Carnegie Mellon University for the U.S. Department of Defense to choose
among different software development companies [Humprey87].
Alongside with the mentioned CMM, the Systems Engineering Capability Model (SECM), and
the Integrated Product Development CMM (IPD‐CMM) has been combined to the CMMI
Framework. [SEI02a] [SEI02b]
Due to different approaches in the initial models two variable representations for the
underlying process has been provided: staged and continuous [ChrissisKonrad+03].

Figure 17: CMMI staged and continuous structure
The different order of the elements in the two structures is compared in Figure 17. The
unique maturity levels of the staged representation, the focus of the different stages, and
the aligned processes are shown in Figure 18. The process areas and the capability levels of
the continuous representation are presented in Figure 19 and Figure 20.
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Figure 18: CMMI staged representation – maturity levels
Beside this two dispread models for software development process evaluation there exists
some other approaches with the same goal, for example ISO/IEC 15504 (Software Process
Improvement and Capability determination (SPICE)) [ISO/IEC98] [Drouin95] and BOOTSTRAP
[KochKuvaja+94]. Since worldwide studies discovered that ISO 900x series and the CMMI are
by far the most popular ones [KugRem95] [WangDorling+99], the other models are out if
scope here.

Figure 19: CMMI continuous representation – process areas
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Figure 20: CMMI Continuous Representation – Process Capability Levels
The detailedness of the software process quality models and the definition of an optimum
(e.g. CMMI Level 5) prescient these evaluation methods from software measures.

2.3.3. Measurement Process Methodologies
Integrated into a software development process the software measurement process aims to
be a tool for the following goals [Ebert+05]:
-

estimation of future product components, resources and process aspects

-

analysis of artifacts, technologies and methods used in a development process

-

structuring of the software process

-

improvement of methodologies and techniques

-

control the software development process and the resulting product quality

Consequently, different stakeholders or costumers of software measures can be identified as
[Kueng00], [ListBruckner+05]:
-

project management

-

software engineers

-

specialists (e.g. software quality management, process engineering, configuration
management)

-

functional (senior) management

-

users/costumers

In order to aim the described goals for the named stakeholders different views on above
described entities (product, resource, process) has to be distinguished.
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In literature three major views for software measurement are defined. Strategic issues taken
into account by functional (senior) management, tactical issues are addressed by project
management, and technical issues are treated by specialists (e.g. software engineers or
software quality managers) and costumers [Whitmire1997] [Ebert97].

Figure 21: Views on software measurement
Strategic view
The strategic view is the most abstract one and addresses the feasibility of the whole
business process in the long run. Therefore functional manager is interested in
organizational goals which should be stated in measurable terms.
Usually the strategic view tracks trends of summarized statistics and determines if and how
well business goals are being met. Since, not more than trend‐setting data is used, raw or
detailed software measures can be counterproductive.
Examples for such measures are:
-

unit cost (labor hours/size)

-

defect rates (delivered defects/size)

-

cycle time (project days/size)

Tactical view
The tactical view is concerned about the performance of individual projects. Therefore
project managers are responsible for established processes and they should use
measurement data for building project planning and project controlling. In doing so
measurement data is used to compare actual results to target results in which any variances
should be investigated. Another use case for measurement values in the tactical view is the
prediction of values by using measured ones (for example using project size to predict cost
and schedule).
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Examples for such measures are:
-

Planning:
o Resource (time and skill level) required for each task
o Activities and processes required to complete tasks
o Cost of resources required for the project

-

Controlling
o Actual effort‐to‐date by activity or product deliverable
o Progress‐to‐date
o Expected effort required to complete project
o Target performance using target values of product measures
o Defect data (defect rates, correction efficiency, cost of rework)

Technical view
All measures used in the strategic and technical views are built from fundamental technical
measures. Physically, all previous described measurements are realized at the technical level.
Furthermore the technical view deals with the detailed software measures needed for
engineering purposes. They are focused upon a set of internal attributes of a single work
product or process and the applied measures strongly depend on the used technology on
the software development process.
Examples for such measures are:
-

Size and complexity to choose between alternative implementations

-

Coupling and cohesion to evaluate software design

-

Defect rates and direct product measures to investigate relationships

-

Productivity of own process to assess the effects if using new tools or methods

The different views and resulting differences in information needs for the roles have been
summarized in the following figure [Ebert+05].
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Figure 22: Information need by stakeholder role
The different types of information needs and the manifold forms of technology and their
application into a software development process facilitate a huge amount of different
measures. In the course of time an uncounted number of measures have been published. A
decade ago 1500 have been counted and a quantity of a few thousand has been estimated.
The increasing economic relevance of software measurement for organizations cannot be
neglected. But issues like complexity and missing traceability of measurement processes
constitute the need for direction and guidance in this regard.
To establish a well defined measurement process describing the path from the information
need to the execution of measure has been targeted to making software measurement a
success.

2.3.3.1. The GoalQuestionMetric Method
Researchers and practitioners have been trying over time to address this topic and to
develop methodologies and procedures for a standardized measurement process. Early
approaches propose a top‐down architecture containing planning and execution of a set of
software measures assigned to defined measurement goals.
One of the first models for a structured measurement process was published in the nineteen
eighties by Basili et al. [BasiliWeiss84] [BasiliSelby+86]. The Goal/Question/Metric (GQM)
method assists one in detecting matching measurement approaches and measurement goals.
(cf. [SolBer99])
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Figure 23: Goal‐Question‐Metric paradigm

Figure 24: An example of the appliance of the GQM method
GQM (as exemplified by [Dumke03]) initially requires the definition of distinct goals and in
the following the compilation of suitable questions, which are thought to highlight the
indicated issue from different sides. At the same time in the majority of cases hypotheses
are nominated, that have to be approved or confuted in the course of the numerical
evaluation. In case those hypotheses can be debilitated as wrong assumptions, they are to
be classified among experts as myths. One of these wrong assumptions is for instance the
one every programming expert being an excellent team leader, as well [Dumke03].
Ultimately, for the quantifiable answer to the questions only the required measures have to
be determined.
In order to support the measurement beyond the identification of measures and to integrate
the different sub processes the GQM approach was enhanced with a more holistic process
model [GresseHoisl+95].
This model separates the measurement process into four different phases (sub processes):
1. Planning
a. establish GQM team
b. create project plan
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c. training of staff
2. Definition
a. Definition of measurement goals
b. Define Question and hypotheses
c. Define metrics
d. Review metrics on completeness and consistency
e. Produce measurement plans
3. Data collection
a. Create measurement database
b. Define analysis methods
c. Collect data
4. Interpretation
a. Provide feedback
b. Mapping of results to definition phase
c. Control achievement of goals
d. Report measurement results
The interrelations and connections between the particular phases are depicted in Figure 25.

Figure 25: Goal‐Question‐Metric method
An often mentioned problem of goal oriented approaches is that practitioners feel not being
involved in the goal definition and interpretation of measures which they have to implement.
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But the straightforward and intuitive characteristic and a quite high propagation makes it a
promising approach in the past.
A related approach can be found in the factor‐criteria‐metric model [Balzert08] where a
quality goal is expressed by different factors. Afterward criteria’s for the compliance of
factors are defined and quantified by selected metrics.

Figure 26: Factor‐Criteria‐Metric model

2.3.3.2. The E4 Software Measurement Process
But in the course of time process improvement gains more and more importance and the
measurement process was surveyed in this regard, too.
In doing so the design of cyclic models has been identified as a promising approach for
future measurement processes. Especially the idea of improvement objectives behind
measured artifacts promotes the development of cyclic measurement processes.
One example for a cyclic measurement process is the E4 process model proposed by Ebert
and Dumke containing four sub processes: “Establish”, “Extract”, “Evaluate”, and “Execute”.

Figure 27: Continuous improvement circle [Ebert+05]
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Trying to overcome described disadvantages of single ad‐hoc measurement approaches two
things can be identified as success factors for a successful measurement process [Ebert+05]:
-

integration of the measurement process into engineering and management
processes

-

fertilization of measurements by the corporate culture

Beside this integration perspective the realization of cyclic measurement approaches leads
to a so called measurement lice‐cycle. This aims to overcome single ad‐hoc measurement
activities.

Figure 28: measurement life‐cycle [Ebert+05]
The measurement life‐cycle contains four phases:
1. Status assessment: define improvement goals for enterprise and identify what
matters.
2. Goal orientation: implementation of goal‐oriented measurement.
3. Practical measurement: execution of software measurement.
4. Optimization: close the loop and provide feedback, decision for further measurement
cycles.

2.3.3.3. The ISO/IEC15939 Software Measurement Process
Aiming the goals, the integration of measurement in project management and the
realization of a cyclic measurement model, the ISO/IEC 15939 standard for software
measurement has been created in 2002 [ISO/IEC02]. The standard contains four process
categories: “Establish and sustain measurement commitment”, “Plan the measurement
process”, “Perform the measurement process”, and “Evaluate measurement”. As a trigger
for measurement activities it includes a process area “Technical and management
processes”.
The activities are sequenced in an iterative cycle allowing for continuous feedback and
improvement of the measurement process. Two activities are considered to be the Core
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Measurement Process: Plan the Measurement Process, and Perform the Measurement
Process. These activities mainly address the concerns of the measurement user. The other
two activities provide a foundation for the Core Measurement Process, and provide
feedback: Establish and Sustain Measurement Commitment and Evaluate Measurement.
Measurements should be evaluated in terms of the added value they provide for the
organization, and only deployed where the benefit can be identified. These later two
activities address the concerns of the measurement process owner.
The layout of the processes and the included regularities are fully consistent with the CMMI
process area “Measurement and Analysis”.
The ISO/IEC 15939 Software Measurement Process helps to identify, define, select, apply,
and improve software measurement in any software development project. This standard
describes a compliant measurement process concerning its purposes and outcomes
combined with appropriate activities and tasks.

Figure 29: The ISO/IEC 15939 software measurement process model [ISO/IEC02]
The basic tasks and artifacts/objects are:
establishingTasks = {acceptanceOfMeasurement, assignTheResources}
establishingArtefacts =

{managementCommitment, measurementRequirements,
planForMeasurementResources,
descriptionOfTheOrganisationalUnit}
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planningTasks =

{organisationCharacterization, needsIdentification, measuresSelection,
evaluationProcedures, evaluationCriteria, measurementResourcing,
measurementSupporting}

planningArtifacts =

performingTasks =

{processIntegration, dataCollection, dataAnalysis,
userCommunication}

performingArtifacts =

evaluationTasks =

{informationNeeds, descriptionOfTheOrganisationalUnit,
candidateMeasures, selectedMeasures, measurementTasks,
informationProducts, toolsDescriptions,
trainingCourseMaterials}

{measuredArtifacts, collectedData, storedData,
informationProducts, measurementExperienceBase}
{measurementEvaluation, measurementImprovement}

evaluationArtifacts = {evaluationCriteria, informationProducts,
lessonLearned, measurementExperienceBase}
explorationTasks =

{measurementReporting, measurementExploration,
measurementConclusion}

explorationArtifact = measurementExperienceBase
controllingTasks = {measurementFeedback, informationGeneration}
controllingArtifacts = {informationProducts, informationNeeds}
Mapping the formal description of the software measurement process to the ISO/IEC 15939
measurement standard one can assign the elements as shown in Figure 30.

Figure 30: Assignment of measurement process elements to ISO/IEC 15939
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As described regarding the GQM and E4 Model mapping information needs with measurable
attributes is of high interest in measurement processes. In ISO/IEC 15939 the relationship is
defined in the Measurement Information Model. The Measurement Information Model
contains Interpretation, analysis Model, Measurement Function, and Measurement Method
aiming to connect an information need with one or more measurable attributes. This
connection is called a measurable concept.

Figure 31: Key relationships in the measurement information model

2.3.4. Software Measurement Programs
Mapping the theoretical foundations and concepts of the software measurement process to
the practical application in software engineering industry has been aimed by using different
approaches which can be recognized by the number of references reviewed.
Among others the terms “metrics program” or “measurement framework” are used to
describe the application or implementation of software measurement processes in software
engineering processes. [Kitchenham96] [PerkinsPeterson+03] [Goodman04], [Mendonça97].
Out of this meaning and the definitions in Abran et al. [AbrLaf+99], and Berry and Jeffery
[BerryJeffery00], software measurement programs can be defined as follows:
“A software measurement program is the set of on‐going organizational processes required
to define, design, construct, implement, operate, and maintain an information system for
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collecting, analyzing and communicating measures of software processes, products, and
services.”
A major driving force for establishing and sustaining a software measurement program are
often legal terms or other contracts which dictate a specific process quality level and thereby
the use and application of software measurement. Apart from that companies even, if they
are convinced of the usefulness of a software measurement program, have to do a cost‐
benefit analysis to know whether or not the investment of personal and financial resources
is worth. Experience reports regarding the cost of measurement programs points out that
the overall cost for establishing such program should not exceed 10% of the overall project
costs [GrableJernigan+99]. The six major outcomes of successful measurement programs are
[Solingen04]:

•

Increase productivity

•

Fewer defects

•

Reduced development time

•

Increase reusability

•

Future expertise of personal resources

•

Increase user satisfaction

The quantification of costs and benefits is not an easy task because some of the benefits are
difficult to express in numbers and not implementing a measurement program can end up in
failed projects and thereby risk the entire business.
To overcome this situation recent approaches try to measure these benefits and calculate
the return on investment (ROI) [EweWag05] [Rico04] of software measurement programs
and presents an average ROI of 8 [Solingen04]. The return on investment is thereby
calculated by dividing a financial representation n of the resulting benefits by a financial
representation of the costs.
Table 7: Return on Investment of software measurement programs
Context

Return on Investment

General Dynamic

2.2

US Navy

4.1

Hughes Aircraft

5

IBM Global Services India

5.5

Motorola

6.77
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Philips

7.5

Raytheon

7.72

Boeing

7.75

Hewlett-Packard

10.4

Northrop Grumman

12.5

Odgen ALC

19

Average

8.04

Of course, this numbers should be used cautiously because usually only success stories are
published. Taking into account other reports about tackled software measurement programs
the actual situation is quite different:
According to Kaner and Bond [KanerBond04] just a few companies establishes a program
and even less can finally succeed. Unfortunately those who come to pain are often kept
secret. [HallFenton97] Already from 1988 Howard Rubin [Rubin87] [Rubin90] produced
statistics about measurement program successes or failures. Also in the eighties, an industry
survey [Hetzel90] has revealed that less than 10% of respondents had a positive image of
measuring software because of bad experiences. Since then, these statistics show a
permanent disability rate of 78% or more within two years of the program proper
functioning elapsed. Another corroborating Desharnais study [Desharnais94] among the
twenty Canadian companies have analyzed successes and failures in the implementation of
SMP and exhibitions same failure rate 60%. This results could be clarified by a study from
Dekkers [DekkersMcQuaid02] subsumed the investigations in this regard and comes up with
a failure rate of almost 80% in the first two years after establishment on a population of up
to 640 measurement programs in the industry. This study was reconsidered in 2004 and the
quintessence as well as the statement about the success rate has been confirmed
[McQuaidDekkers04].
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Figure 32: Results of established corporate measurement programs
Especially the fact that over time the success rate declines draws a worrying picture and the
reasons as well as possible solutions should be investigated.
A very detailed analysis of pitfalls and best practices for implementation and sustainment of
software measurement programs can be found in [Braungarten07].
Beside reasons related to software measurement in general:

•

misunderstanding of measurement theory [DekkersMcQuaid02]

•

lack of senior management’s commitment [Dennis02]

•

lack of ongoing education of measurement theory among staff [KanerBond04]

Some pitfalls are related to the used measurement tools:

•

nonexistence or expensiveness of automated tool support [BakerHantos03]

•

fear of staff against effort for tool usage and data analysis [Minkiewicz00]
[deSilveira2002]

•

unclear cost‐benefit ratio of used tools [EmamBriand97][Reifer02]

•

inflexible usage of existing measurement tools [Johnson01]

In the course of time experiences with software measurement programs lead to distinct best
practices regarding measurement context, measurement process, measurement product,
and measurement input. Important best practices are related to the measurement tools:

•

easy to use measurement tools for automatic data collection and analysis
[UmaEmu05] [Jones03] [Holmes02]
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•

real‐time data collection and securing of data integrity and consistency
[EbertDumke07][Russac02]

•

storage of software measurement data into repositories or comprehensive databases
[DekkersMcQuaid02] [Harrison04]

•

general access to software measurement data for the collectors or stake holders
[Pfleeger93]

•

realistic assessment of cost‐benefit ratios, ROI, or implementation costs
[DawsonNolan03] [Kitchenham96]

•

enable incremental implementation of software measurement programs (starting
with a small set if high‐priority measures) [EbertDumke07][Goodman04] [IveMat00]

•

enable monitoring of trend analysis over time [Wiegers97]

•

provide quick feedback on measurement results [Wiegers99][DekkersMcQuaid2005]
[GrableJernigan+99]

Since it has been identified as a key factor for the success of a software measurement
program the maturity of measurement technology is addressed in some of the above
mentioned reasons [Kunz+06e]. To analyze the importance of measurement technology and
to draw connection between different levels of measurement process maturity and
measurement technology maturity, [Daskalantonakis94] proposed a maturity model for
software measurement maturity assessment. Based on similar assumptions in other
maturity model like CMMI (see chapter 2.3.2.2. CMMI Framework for Process Integration
and Product Improvement) they propose six maturity levels. Later adoptions [BP95], [BP96a]
and analysis [Braungarten07] of the maturity model ended up in the maturity grid presented
in following table.
Table 8: Maturity grid for software measurement maturity assessment [Braungarten07]
Topic

1. Formalization of
the development
process

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 6

(initial)

(repeatable)

(defined)

(managed)

(optimized)

- Process
unpredictable

- Repeat mastered
tasks

- Process
characterized and
understood

- Process measured
and controlled

- Process optimized

- Project depends on
experienced
professionals

- Process depends
on experienced
professionals

- Standards applied

- improvement
procedures
established

- Focus on process
improvement

- no/poor process
focus
2. Formalization of
the measurement
process

- Little or no
formalization

- Formal procedures
established

- internal standards
applied

- Organization has
been learned and
improved
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3. Scope of
measurement

4. Implementation
support

- Done occasionally
on projects with
experienced people
or not at all

- No data or
database

- Done on projects
with experienced
people

- Data collection
and recording

- Metric packages
applied

- Organization have
learned and adapted
metric packages

- Project estimation
techniques exists

- Existence of
specific automated
tools

- Existence of
integrated
automated tools

- Project focus

- Product focus

- Process focus

- Process
optimization

- Per project
database

- Product database

- Process database

- Knowledge base

- standardized
database across all
projects

- corporate database
containing process
information

- Improvement and
learning database

- Problem
prevention

5. Measurement
evaluation

- Little or no
measurement
conducted

- Project
measurement and
management

- Product
measurement and
management

Process
measurement and
management

- Continuous
measurement
feedback and
improvement

6. Measurement
support for
management control

-Management not
supported by
measurement

- Little support by
measurement

- Product
measurement and
control

- Management
process measured
and controlled

- Can define
technology values
and needs

- Basic control
- can check
achievements
7. Project
improvement

- No statistical
process control
- No senior
management
involvement

- Disciplined project
and configuration
management
- Risk management
- Subcontractors
evaluated

8. Product
improvement

- Poor configuration
management and
quality assurance

- Effective quality
assurance
- Reviews
conducted
- Periodic customer
interface for
feedback

9. Process
improvement

- Hard to plan and
commit
- No focus on
improvement

- Dedicated process
resources
- Process data not
retained nor
analyzed

- Need discipline to
track and eliminate
problems

- Quantitative
project feedback
- Effective reuse

- Improving
technology

- Subcontractors
controlled
- Qualitative
foundation for
applying technology

- Have some
mechanisms for
determine problem
causes

- Can analyze and
prevent problem
causes

- Methods and tools
tailored to needs

- Significant
productivity
improvement

- Not many
quantitative
measures of
problem causes

- Hard to improve
the measurement
process

- Quantitative
foundation for
improvement

- No foundation for
improvement

- Staff training
established

- Quality
improvement
- Training assessed
and improved

10. Predictability

- Unpredictable
results for similar
work
- Unstable plans and
schedules

- Predictable results
for similar work
- Tools used for
project planning

- Able to project
and track product
quality parameters

- Process quality
and productivity
projection and
tracking

- High predictability
due to process
optimization
- Can analyze and
prevent problem
causes
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Summary: Software Measurement Systems and Processes
The classification of the measurement process MP itself is based on the measured
artifact. The measurement of aspects (aspects product or processes or resources) leads
to the aspect‐oriented measurement. The measurement of all aspects of a product or all
aspects of the process or all aspects of the resources would be called as capability‐
oriented measurement. If we involve all software artifacts (product and process and
resources) we will call this as a whole measurement. These characteristics build the
“approach” attribute of measurement process.
The inclusion of measurement activities (e.g. measurement and analysis, effort
estimation) itself confirm the exceptional position and constitute that software
measurement becomes part of a software engineering process model.
In this way one can identify a software measurement process which can potentially use
every above mentioned measure to satisfy an information need for the management of a
software engineering process.
Otherwise, the “solution” characteristic of the measurement process can be explained
depending on their kind of performing such as in‐house or outsourced or based on
methodology of global production.
Unfortunately, there is no general international consensus about a defined set of
measurement activities for the development of software. Because of that the
implementation of above described theoretical foundations, concepts, processes, and
standards as a Corporate Measurement Program seems to be a promising approach and
increasingly important. Though, it does require taking into account manifold aspects and
can be considered as non‐trivial. [FentonPfleeger97], [Goodmann93]
Based on the identified best practices for SMP implementation two areas for the support
and assistance for successful SMP can be identified: infrastructures for measurement
consisting out of different tools and the automation of software measurement (sub)
processes.
For the identification of a better solution regarding both aspects the current situation in
the tool area should be considered taking into account both goals: acceptance of the
stakeholders and automated procedures.

2.4. Software Measurement Paradigms
As outlined in the previous sections of this chapter the application of software measurement
can be done using different ways and techniques of quantifying software entities. To
characterize the existing ones and to draw the connections this chapter is intended to
provide a detailed consideration of measurement paradigms.
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2.4.1. Basics of Scalability
In this section a first graduation of the software measurement characteristics is introduced.
The idea of classification of measurement aspects and processes is not new. Examples are
1. Zelkowitz defines a ranking of validation of research papers as a 14‐scale taxonomy in
decreasing manner as: project monitoring, case study, field study, literature search,
legacy data, lessons learned, static analysis, replicated experiment, synthetic,
dynamic analysis, simulation, theoretical, assertion, no experimentation [Zelkowitz07].
2. A consideration of the experiment levels by Kitchenham leads to (also decreasing):
industrial case studies, quasi experiment, and formal experiment [Kitchenham07].
3. Sneed identifies a ranking of (function point based) productivity related to the kinds
of developed systems as (decreasing): industry, trading, governance, assurance and
banking [Sneed05].
For the considerations, experiences and some of the results from industrial projects at
Alcatel, Siemens, Bosch, and German Telecom ([BraKun+05], [Dumke07], [EbertDumke07],
[Richter05], [SchmKunz+07]) is used in order to achieve a holistic approach. The different
aspects of the measurement process component are defined as a first assumption in an
ordinal manner/scale (considering also [BourqueOligny+07], [Braungarten07], [FarBra+05],
[LairdBrennan06], [Pandian04], [SchmKunz+07], and [Sneed05]). First ordinal classifications
of the measurement process components in an increasing manner are the following
G:

intention ∈ {understanding, evaluation, improving, managing}
viewpoint ∈ {internal_goals, external_goals, goals_in_use}

A:

domain ∈ {(product_aspects ∨ process_aspects ∨ resources_aspects),
(product ∨ process ∨ resources), (product ∧ process ∧ resources)}
origin ∈ { other_pendant, pendant_in_same_domain, original }

M:

method ∈ {experiment/case study, assessment, improvement, controlling}
sort ∈ {analogical_conclusion, estimation, simulation, measurement}

T:

level ∈ {manual, semi‐automatic, automatic}
support∈{one_measurement_phase,some_measurement_phases, whole_measurement}

P:

kind ∈ {manager, researcher, practitioner}
area ∈ {measurement_expert_staff, measurement_application_staff}

Q:

value ∈ {identifier/nomination, ordinal_scale}
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structure ∈ {single_value, (normalization ∨ transformation), aggregation}
form ∈ {(intuition ∨ law ∨ trend ∨ principle), analogy, (criteria ∨ rules_of_thumb),

E:

(axiom ∨ lemma ∨ formula)}
contents ∈ {(limits ∨ threshold), (gradient ∨ calculus), proof}
measure ∈ {interval_scale, ratio_scale}

V:

aggregation ∈ {values, (data_basis ∨ repository), (dashboard ∨ cockpit)}
type ∈ { sociological_unit, economical_unit, physical_unit, hardware_unit,

U:

software_unit}
standard ∈ {non_standard, quasi_standard, standardized}
E’:

form: see above
extension ∈ {correction, (refinement ∨ approximation ∨ adaptation), extension}

A’:

domain: see above
changing ∈ { understood, improved, managed, controlled }

Including the different levels of performing the measurement in the IT area leads to the
following classification
MP:

approach ∈ {aspect‐oriented_measurement,
whole_measurement}

capability‐oriented_measurement,

solution ∈ { outsourced, global_production, inhouse}
Note that the exponents address the main characteristics and the indexes show the sub
characteristics. This assumption explains some first relationships.

2.4.2. Main Characteristics Preferences of Measurement Process
Components
In the following some examples of this kind of measurement aspects scaling are presented.
Related to the measurement artifacts the following elements are established (note that the
sign “⊰” characterizes the so‐called evidence level (see [Kitchenham07]):
product ∨ process ∨ resources
aspects
origin
origin
A
⊰A

product ∧ process ∧ resources
origin
⊰A
.

Considering the measurement and including the application leads to
case_study

M sort

assessment

⊰ M sort

improvemen t

⊰ M sort

controllin g

⊰ M sort

.
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Addressing the tool aspects gives
manual

semi_automatic

T support ⊰ T support

automatic

⊰ T support

.

Achieving the personnel background it is obtained:
manager

P area

practitioner

researcher

⊰ P area

⊰ P area

.

And finally addressing the used experiences leads to
principle

analogy

rules_of_t humb

formula

E contents ⊰ E contents ⊰ E contents

⊰ E contents .

2.4.3. Sub Characteristics Preferences of Measurement Process Components
Considering the sub characteristics chosen relationships are given:
domain

domain

A other_pendant ⊰ A domain_pendant ⊰ A

domain
original

.

Describing the measurement and application aspects obtains

M

method
analogical_conclusion

method

method

method

⊰M estimation ⊰ M simulation ⊰ M measurement .

Relating the tool aspects leads to
level

level

level

T one_meas._ phase ⊰ T some_meas. _phases ⊰ T whole_measurement .
Achieving the personnel background as

P

kind
measuremen t_expert

⊰P

kind
applicatio n_staf f

.

Furthermore, considering the experiences it is defined:

E

form
threshold

⊰E

form
gradient

⊰E

form
proof

.

2.4.4. Combined Characteristics Preferences of Measurement Process
Components
Finally, using both kinds of characteristics leads to the following example relationships.

A

aspects
domain_pen dant

⊰A

aspects
original

⊰A

product ∨ process ∨ resources
other_pend ant
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⊰A

product ∨ process ∨ resources
domain_pen dant

⊰A

product ∧ process ∧ resources
other_pend ant

.

or
case_study
analogical
_conclusio n
⊰M

assessment

⊰M simulation

⊰M

improvemen t
estimation

case_study

⊰M

experiment
controlling
estimation ⊰ M simulation

assessment

controllin g

⊰M measurement ⊰M measurement ⊰M measuremen t .

and
law
law
law
proof
threshold
calculus
E
⊰E
⊰E

analogy
analogy
analogy
gradient
limits
⊰E
⊰E
⊰ E proof

formula
lemma
rules_of_t humb
criteria
axiom
gradient
calculus
⊰ E threshold ⊰ E
⊰ E threshold ⊰ E
⊰ E proof .

2.4.5. Simplified Examples of Measurement Process Description
At first the formal descriptions is used in order to describe some typical software
measurement situations and implementations. Therefore some different levels of
measurement evidence such as

• Using only the next lower levels of previous paradigm measurement experiences
leads to the measurement approximation
• Using one or more of the second and/or third lower substitution levels can be
considered as measurement qualification
• Using only the lowest level of previous paradigm measurement experiences leads to
the measurement initialization
are established.
In the following some examples using the scaled measurement process description are
described. Usually, in the software development and application one can describe some of
the following tasks and activities based on our formal background [DumBra+07].
First general metrics application:
A first example shows a simple application of metrics based on a basic measurement process.
aspect_ori ented

MP inhouse

(G

evaluation
internal_g oals

:

×A

product_aspects
original

experiment

semi_autom atic

× M measuremen t )T some_meas. _phases

,P

practition er
measuremen t_expert
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formulas
ordinal_scale
→ (Q normalization × E threshold )

Product quality assurance:
Then next example describes a more practical situation considering the (full) product
measurement in an IT area.
capability − oriented
MP inhouse
:

(G

managing
external_g oals

×A

→V

product
original

ratio_scale
cockpit

assessment

semi_autom atic

× M measuremen t )T measuremen t_phases

,P

practitioner
measurement_expert

software
× U standardized

Process improvement:
This example characterizes some of the process improvements using process improvement
standards.
capability − oriented

MP inhouse

(G

:

improving
goals_in_u se

×A

process
original

improvement

ordinal_sc ale

→ (Q aggregatio n

→E

criteria
approximat ion

×A

semi_automatic

practition er

× M measurement )T measurement_phases ,P measuremen t_appl._st aff
criteria

semi_autom atic

practition er

× E threshold ) T measurement_phases ,P measuremen t_expert

process
improved

Project controlling:
Another example of process measurement and evaluation is given in the following.

MP

(G

capability − oriented
global_pro duction

managing
external_g oals

→ (V

→E

criteria
adaptation

×A

:

process
original

ratio_scal e
cockpit

controlling

software_unit

automatic

× U standardized )T whole_meas urement

process
controlled
×A

practictio ner

automatic

× M measurement )T whole_measurement ,P meas._appl ._staff

,P

practictioners
meas._appl._staff
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Resources adaptation:
The last example is addressed to the resource measurement as an improvement of the IT
infrastructure.
capability − oriented
MP outsourced
:

(G

improving
goals_in_u se

×A

resources
pendant

improvemen t

semi_autom atic

practition er

× M measuremen t )T measuremen t_phases ,P measuremen t_expert

identifica tion
practition er
semi_autom atic
intuition
→ (Q sinle_valu e × E threshold ) T measurement_phases ,P measuremen t_expert

→E

analogies
adaptation

×A

resources
improved

These examples demonstrate some of the possible constellations of measurement processes.
One example involves an aspect‐oriented approach and the other ones are capability‐
oriented. In order to perform a general comparison and classification one must consider all
the MP characteristics (at first the G level then the A level etc.). That leads to
traditional

traditional

traditional

MP first_metrics_appl. ⊰ MP process_improvement ⊰ MP resource_adaptation ⊰
traditional

traditional

MP product_quality_assurance. ⊰ MP project_controlling
This is only one of the results. On the other hand one can identify the point of view in order
to achieve any improvement in the measurement process level.

2.4.6. Measurement Process Improvements
In the sections above an ordinal scaled multi‐dimensional “space” of software measurement
aspects have been characterized that consists of the lowest measurement level as
aspect_ori ented

MP outsourced

(G

understand ing
internal_g oals

×M

:

×A

product
pendant_in_same_domain

experiment
analogical_conclusion

)T

manual
one_meas._ phases

identifica tion
intuition
→ (Q sinle_valu e × E threshold )

,P

manager
meas._expert_staff
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some immediate levels or measurement situations such as
aspect_ori ented
MP inhouse
:

(G

evaluation
external_g oals

×A

product_as pects
original

{

assessment

semi_automatic

researcher

× M estimation )T some_meas._phases ,P meas._appl._staff

nomination
(Q normalization
interval_s cale
V data_basis

analogy
× E calculus

×U

}

)

hardware_unit
quasi_standard

(can be improved by “aspect‐oriented” → “capability‐oriented”, “evaluation” → “improving”,
“external_goals” → “goals_in_use”, “product_aspect” → “product” etc.)
and the highest software measurement level
whole_meas urement

MP inhouse

(G

managing
goals_in_u se

×A

product ∧ process ∧ resources
original

→(V
formulas

→ E extension

:

ratio_scal e
cockpit

automatic

software_unit automatic
ed ) T whole_measurement
standardiz
×U

poduct ∧ process ∧ resources

× A controlled

controlling

× M measurement )T whole_meas urement

,P

,P

practitioner
meas._appl._staff

practition er
meas._appl ._staff
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Summary: Measurement Paradigms and Improvements
Finally, the following graduation of measurement improvements is presented as a first
kind of improvement classification:

•

Weak measurement improvement: This kind of improvement consists of an
improvement of a measurement sub characteristic to the next level (as one
step).

•

Moderate measurement improvement: The improvement of the measurement
process based on more than one step of a/some sub characteristic(s) building
this kind of measurement process improvement.

•

Essential measurement improvement: This kind of improvement consists of an
improvement of a measurement main characteristic to the next level (as one
step).

•

Remarkable measurement improvement: The improvement of the
measurement process based on more than one step of a/some main
characteristic(s) building this kind of measurement process improvement.

Therefore, based on the formal described measurement process methods of
measurement improvement are identified easily.
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3. Performing the Software Measurement Process
“The efficiency of the software measurement process depends on the level of
automation by tools.”[Ebert+05]
Tool support is an important factor in every area of software engineering and ensures
activities starting with the requirement definition at the beginning until software test and
maintenance at the end of the software development life‐cycle.
Therefore the purpose is to determine the performance or quality of the software product or
the software development process by producing and collecting measurement data by so‐
called measurement tools [Dumke05]. The need for a measurement tool application and
thereby the support of measurement activities strongly enhances the acceptance of
software measurement methods. It is a well known and commonly accepted coherency that
one can’t expect that a measurement method will be really accepted by users if there is no
adequate tool support [BunDek08], [Lother2007], [Dumke96], [KnöllBusse91] [Kunz+08e].
For the different intentions the notion of computer‐assisted software measurement and
evaluation (CAME) can be used to identify the different kinds of measurement tools
[DumGri96]. In this regard the usage of a measurement tool is based on define
measurement frameworks [Dumke96], [OmanPfleeger96], [Zuse98] and they can be
classified according to the degree if integration on software development environments for
instance as integrated forms, external coupling forms or stand‐alone, monolithic
measurement tools [EbertDumke07].
Taking into account the different software measurement phases the scope of measurement
tools are identified according to Figure 33. The dotted lines represent typical stage coverage
by single tools (adapted from [Dumke05]).

Figure 33: Scope of different CAME tools
According to the different measurement activities CAME tools needs to realize the following
features:

•

measuring artifacts (source code, structure graphs etc.)

•

collecting data
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•

processing data

•

planning and analyzing resources (budget, software resources, human
resources)

•

generating reports and providing actual analyses

The high importance of measurement tools for software engineering can be summarized
with by citing Louis Pasteur with his phrase: “A science is as mature as its measurement
tools.”
Nowadays CAME tools can be successful used in all areas of software engineering for
instance software product measurement, process quality evaluation, and measurement of
resource quality.
The determination into measurement activities and measurement data storage presented in
the measurement process frameworks (see chapter 2.3.2. Measurement in Software
Development Process) suggest a differential consideration into the thesis in hand, too. At first

the situation on measurement tools should be examined and later measurement storage
facilities are taken into account. The framework for a novel measurement infrastructure will
involve both aspects, of course.

3.1. Software Measurement Tool Situation
Since various different measurement tools exist, the following chapter is intended to present
selected representatives for different tool types. Further reading can be found in [Smlab09],
[Dumke96] and [EbertDumke07].

3.1.1. Product Quality Measurement Tools
For existing measurement tools in a commercial environment the portfolio of the
measurement tool producer Telelogic is identified as a good reference example. Starting in
1993 Telologic became a world leader in software quality assurance tools and was taken
over by IBM in 2003. Telelogic produces various tools to support measurement in a broad
scope of use cases starting in requirements management (with Telelogic DOORS); across
modeling (Telelogic Rhapsody) to software test (Telelogic Tau). For measuring source code
and analyzing static and dynamic product quality attributes Telelogics tool Logiscope is a
major player in the tool market. By supporting different programming languages,
programming paradigms and various types of measures the universal scope of Telelogic
Logiscope is comprehensible.
Logiscope is able to calculate measures in different design levels (application, class, function)
and therefore analyze different levels of granularity inside a software product.
For the specific quality evaluation of entirely different products the user is able to adapt
existing or define a new quality model for a specific use case. The definition of a quality
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model is done by selecting measures and defining thresholds for each measure. This practice
is a well known procedure widely used in the software measurement area [AbrKunz+03].
The measurement results are shown together with the defined quality model thresholds in
so‐called kiviat diagrams. Some publications appoint this diagram style as radar charts
[Lother07].
The derivation of the measurement values is contrariwise to the factor‐criteria‐metric
scheme (see chapter 2.3.3.1. The Goal‐Question‐Metric Method) All measurement results are
used to compute a quality statement for each sub‐criteria and the results for the sub‐
criteria’s are used to compute the overall quality statement. This procedure is called the
generation of quality statements and shown in Figure 34.

Figure 34: Generation of quality statements [Lother2007]
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Figure 35: Telelogic Logiscope kiviat diagram
Beside the analysis of the measurement results the user is able to analyze the corresponding
source code to identify the reasons and causes for possibly adverse quality evaluation. An
example of a kiviat diagram containing measurement values is shown in Figure 35.
The application of the tool is described in a more detailed way in [LotSchm+02] and
[LotherBöhm02].
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Figure 36: Telelogic static source code analysis
In the course of time Telelogic enhances its portfolio with tools for companywide
measurement information integration from the different Telelogic measurement tools. The
common example is Telelogic Dashboard with the ability to integrate the described Telelogic
tools and with various types of visualization capabilities for strategy decision making
[Telelogic08]. This intention to create a measurement tool chain is on the one hand
supported by the capabilities of integration third party software products like Microsoft
Excel and Microsoft Project but on the other hand is limited to specific measurement tools.
As mentioned before the presentation of the Telelogic tool portfolio is only a case in point
other tool producers like power software with their tools Essential metrics, Krakatau
professional and “visualize it”[powersoftware08] or scientific toolworks with their
representative Understand and TrackBack [SciToo08] containing similar functionality and co‐
operation as described in the case of Telelogic.
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Figure 37: Telelogic Dashboard

3.1.2. Process Quality Measurement Tools
Beside measurement tools arranged alongside the software development lifecycle and
creating so‐called tool chains for a product quality driven approach, additional measurement
tools has been developed to measure the software development process itself.
These process measurement tools are focused on specific process quality standards as there
were described in chapter 2.3.2. Measurement in Software Development Process . A common
example for suchlike tools is the CMMi assessment tool from CMM Quest [CMMQuest08].
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Figure 38: CAME tool for CMMI Assessment
The main goal of suchlike tools is to support assessments for process quality evaluation
during a certification appraisal. The integration into the development process lacks of the
mentioned missing integration or data exchange capabilities of product quality
measurement tools and the distrust of development companies to allocate theirs data for
quality assessments.
Especially the process alignment with process standards can provide intrinsic value and the
standardization of the appraisals can reducing the costs while establish a process
improvement cycle. This process improvement can easily be documented through CAME
tools for process evaluation.
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Figure 39: ISD Appraisal Wizard for CMMi Assessments

Figure 40: ISD Appraisal Wizard Process Area Viewer
Another major market contender for process measurement and control which should be
mentioned is Rational with their core product ProjectConsole [Rational08]. The tool provides
information import from other Rational tools and few third‐party tools (e.g. Microsoft
Project). With this information ProjectConsole offers reporting capabilities to development
teams in means of project control and continuous usage of this tool throughout the
development process enables analysis in means of process measurement.
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Figure 41: Rational ProjectConsole
A detailed analysis about the monolithic characteristics and the capabilities respectively
needed efforts for measurement tool integration is presented in chapter 4.3. SOA‐capability
of Software Measurement Tools because this research has been done with a focus to a
specific integration paradigm called service‐oriented architecture (SOA).

3.1.3. General Measurement Tool Capabilities
Existing measurement tools integrate more functionality and tool producers try to establish
tool chains within their portfolio to cover as much potential use cases as possible. But
obviously interchange from tools of different producers bears a lot of bottlenecks due to few
export possibilities and proprietary tool architecture.
To provide an overview about existing tool characteristics the input, output, and automation
capabilities are summarized in the following table.
The chosen criteria’s are input, output, and automation: Input/output has been chosen
because software measurement tools heavily rely on data from various sources (e.g.
integrated development environments, UML modeling tools, and work effort databases).
The existing of connections to theses applications substantially influences the efficiency of a
measurement tool. Secondly the results of software measurement have to be exported for
further processing (for example in spreadsheets or other measurement data storage
facilities) or reports and graphs have to be created and printed [AuerGraser+03].
The automation of software measurement and thereby the avoiding of expensive manual
practices lowers the effort and enhances the accuracy of collected data.
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Table 9: Overview about measurement tool capabilities
Tool

Input

Output

Automation

Telelogic Logiscope

Manual Entry,

Project Data, CSV,
HTML

None

Source Code File

Graphs: PNG
Krakatau
Professional

Manual Entry,
Comma‐Separated
Values (CSV)

CSV, HTML, PDF,

ISD Appraisal Wizard

Manual Entry, CSV

PDF, PNG; HTML

None

Rational
ProjectConsole

Manual Entry, MS
Project File

CSV, HTML

Data Collection,

Graph: PNG

Generation of
project website

MySQL data file

Generation of quality
reports
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Summary: Measurement Tool Situation
The consideration of existing measurement tools discovers general short‐comings
[AuerGraser+03]:

•

missing interfaces

•

few implemented input file formats

•

rare native automation

•

customization effort required

•

platform dependence

•

expensive tool evaluation

As a result of applying suchlike measurement tools in practical environments different
drawbacks are extracted from lessons learned [Lother07]:

•

measurement tool complexity and lack of standardized interfaces
makes it difficult extract measurement data

•

expert knowledge is necessary to analyze measurement results

•

integration of the measurement tool is necessary to assure a
continuous application into a measurement process

•

the handling of the tools and the analyses of measurement results is
nontrivial

•

software developers wanted to have direct access to measured data
which is not possible due to lack of interfaces and access possibilities

•

no (automated) integration of the measurement process into the
development process that leads to lack of support of distributed
development processes

One approach to provide the possibility of a tool overlapping analysis and measurement
data storage is the establishment of particular measurement storage facilities.

3.2. Software Measurement Repositories
As already mentioned software measurement or more specific software metrics can be used
for instance to help estimate project characteristics, measure project progress and
performance, or quantify product attributes. But once, having defined a suitable set of
metrics data to be collected and analyzed, the question of how to store these data in an
appropriate way comes up [BraKunz+05a].
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Hence, among others the Canadian Software Productivity Center Inc. (SPC) prepared a list of
general criteria to meet at best when defining a software measurement data storage facility
in line with the establishment of an intra‐enterprise software metrics program
[BraKunz+05b].
Corresponding to SPC (cf. [SPC 04]), this facility should:

•
•

be easy to use so that users can update and report data with a minimum of trouble.
be flexible for the following reasons:
o so that one can change its structure as the underlying metrics program
evolves and new data is collected;
o so one can perform ad hoc reports and queries on the raw data;
o and so one can use the data to create metrics other those than identified
afore.
• interface to other tools such as configuration management, defect tracking, and
project management systems, ideally. This could greatly simplify data collection and
reduce repetition of data within the company.
• be large enough to contain significant historical information.
• avoid repetition of data.
• provide the necessary access security, in case data security is an issue. This includes
the security to protect against unauthorized use as well as data corruption.
Of course there is a strong relationship between software measurement data storage
facilities and general data storage facilities. Because of that one can identify a common
classification in spreadsheet and database management systems within analyzed facilities.
Consecutively both concepts will be described in a nutshell.

3.2.1. Analysis of existing Spreadsheet for Software Measurement
Since there are ambiguous interpretations of the term spreadsheet prevalent in the IT area,
generally one has to distinguish between the following two forms in order to be scientifically
right.
Spreadsheet program
According to Clermont [Clermont03], a spreadsheet program basically consists of the
calculation directive and constant values, which are required to properly specify pertinent
formulas.
Spreadsheet (instance)
Also following Clermont [Clermont03], a spreadsheet (instance) can be defined as a
spreadsheet program plus the expected input data in the same manner compared to the
execution of a program.
Being well aware of the fact that spreadsheet programs are just a piece of software to IT
professionals organizing input values in concise columns and rows, for typical spreadsheet
program end‐users (mostly domain specialists with little or no IT training) a slightly different
interpretation approach seems to be advisable:
“For them spreadsheets are a computer supported realization of three tools that are
fundamental for our modern civilization: paper, pencil, and calculator.” [Clermont 03]
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In the context of this publication the abbreviated term spreadsheet is used to pool both
meanings in the direction of the instance of a spreadsheet program.
Owing to the release of Microsoft’s operating system with a graphical user interface,
Windows, a new era of spreadsheet systems got introduced with new features, like mouse
operation or drag and drop.
Since Microsoft’s Excel was one of the first available spreadsheet systems for the new
environment, its rivals have not been able to compensate this competitive edge, ever.
Consequently, Excel has remained the standard spreadsheet system up to now even
implementing a macro‐language that enables the user to add arbitrary imperative functions
[Clermont03].
Current trends in the development of innovative techniques for spreadsheet systems even
include eXtensible Markup Language (XML) [Bradley98] representation of data.
In the course of our investigations plenty of spreadsheets of historical software
measurement brought together by different organizations or professional associations could
be found, whereas only the apparently most established ones shall be illustrated by the
following table and examined beneath:
Table 10: Survey and classification of assorted spreadsheets of software measurement
Architecture
Research
Facility
Dataset

DACS
Productivity
Dataset

NASA Ames
Dataset

NASE/SEL
Dataset

Software
Reliability
Dataset

U.S. Department of Defense (DACS SLED) 15

Owner:

ISBSG Benchmarking Data
CD R10

ISBSG 16

Updates:

1979

1989

End of 1970ies

1997

1970ies

Approx. Every
2 Years

Region:

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

Worldwide

Source:

NRL, U.S.
D.o.D.

U.S.
Government,
Industry

NASA

NASA (GSFC),
SEL

NASA, AT&T
Bell Labs

International
Market Leaders

Military

Mixed

Aerospace,
Military

Mixed

Mixed

Mixed

Problem data

Productivity
data

Error data

Complete
Software
Lifecycle

Failure Interval
Data

Project and
Productivity
Data

> 50,000
Records from
Status /
Runtime
Reports

16

2,027

Environment:

Domain:

Extent of
Projects:

1

> 500

(192 man
weeks) with
142 defects

33
(3,700 trouble
reports)

Anonymization:

No

Yes

-/-

-/-

Yes

Yes

Validation:

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

Yes
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Metrics:
LOC

3

3

2

-/-

2

3 (partly)

FP

2

2

2

-/-

2

3

EFFORT

3

3

2

-/-

2

3

DURATION

2

3

2

-/-

2

3

ERRORS

3

3

3

-/-

3

3

Others

3

3

2

-/-

2

3

Legend: 3 = present | 2 = not present | -/- no information available

As rendered in Table 10, the market of publicly available but commercially purchasable
spreadsheets or as the case may be datasets of software metrics focusing on different
domains is basically being dominated by the two organizations DACS (USA) and ISBSG
(Australia).

3.2.1.1. DACS SLED
The Software Lifecycle Empirical/Experience Database (SLED) which consist of five sub areas
has been collected out of diverse sources by the Data & Analysis Center for Software (DACS)
of the Department of Defense (D.o.D.) of the Government of the United States of America
and can be acquired by purchase for a fee of 50 US Dollar. The referring collection process
has been initiated by the DACS in order to support the acquisition as well as the
maintenance and distribution of empirical data accompanying the software lifecycle (cf.
[Dumke00]). Thus, software process quality with regard to research, teaching and
commercial concerns can be improved, similarly.
As already stated earlier, therefore five different datasets are being offered that cover all
aspects of the software lifecycle:
a) ARF Dataset
In the year 1979 the U.S.‐American Naval Research Laboratories (NRL), assigned by the U.S.
Department of Defense, worked on the development of a computer‐based military
Architecture Research Facility (ARF), while one of its chief developers, D. Weiss, compiled the
error data emerging in line with this development endeavor as the ARF Dataset. Withal, the
carried out software development project had a personnel expenditure of 192 man weeks,
whereupon 142 defects stemming from the program code could be discovered [King 04].
A brief survey of the characteristics of the noted error data is shown in Appendix B.
b) DACS Productivity Dataset
Just like almost all other datasets and/or spreadsheets belonging to the DACS SLED the DACS
Productivity Dataset (DPDS) has been produced by an institution being subordinated to the
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U.S. D.o.D. In this special case, the information have been collected by R. Nelson at Rome
Research Laboratories of the homonymous Rome Airforce Base on the base of countless,
public Government or private industry sources and even got augmented, when he switched
over to the DACS organization. This collection of productivity data now comprises
information of more than 500 software development projects starting from the 1960ies and
quitting in the end of the 1980ies of the past century, stemming from the domains of
aviation electronics, aerospace, radar system support, COTS, communication and MIS
[King04].
The development aimed at the intention to bring forward and support the analysis of the
impact of methodologies for the implementation on the productivity in the area of software
development. For this purpose the decision was made to provide valuable software tools for
the analysis of the distribution and for the determination of certain relationships between
the respective parameters with access to the persisted storage for online users for free.
[King04]
For the characterization of a project within the DACS Productivity Dataset beyond a vast
quantity of others, primarily ten parameters are applied, which are noted in Appendix B.
c) NASA Ames Error/Fault Dataset
The error and/or defect dataset of the US‐American NASA Ames Aircraft Research
Laboratories (AARL) contains error data had been originated from the end of the 1970ies in
line with the development of 33 digital flight control systems on the base of the appraisal of
more than 3,700 software trouble reports ([Harrison00] and [King04]).
d) NASA SEL Dataset
In the year 1976 the Software Engineering Laboratory (SEL) was founded as an organization
funded by the NASA and the affiliated Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) in order to
improve both GSFC software products and processes continuously as well as to positively
influence research in the area of measurement and evaluation of the software development
process and the effectiveness of methodologies for the software development. In the course
of time the SEL achieved an outstanding importance for this scope and could benefit from
the collaboration with the Computer Sciences Corporation of America (CSC) and the
University of Maryland (UMD) by the same token.
After the major update in November 1997 the data collection of the SEL now comprehends
more than 50,000 records which contain data of the whole software lifecycle, arranged into
five different datasets. Because of the multitude of the consulted sources (mostly
component status reports and runtime analyses) a precise subsumption in definite software
environments or domains is not feasible, so far [King 04].
The online and at no charge offered software tools for a visualization by scatter plot
diagrams and histograms on the base of project statistics as well as scatter plot diagrams
and histograms on the base of component statistics are of invaluable virtue.
Unfortunately, an overview of the persisted project parameters is not publicly accessible and
can thus not be put on record.
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e) NASA Software Reliability Dataset
In the nineteen seventies, J. Musa compiled a set of failure interval data emerging from 16
software development projects of the AT&T Bell Laboratories in order to assist software
managers in monitoring test status and in predicting workflows on the one hand and to
assist researchers in validating software reliability models on the other hand. Withal, the 16
measured projects were carefully controlled during data collection to ensure a high quality
and they originate from different environments; among them is software for real time
command and control as well as commercial and military applications [DTIC08].
A detailed description of the dataset can be found in Appendix B

3.2.1.2. ISBSG Benchmarking Data CD Release 10
Cultivating a close cooperation with one of the most important associations for functional
size measurement of software called IFPUG the International Standards and Benchmarking
Group (ISBSG) continuously collects project and productivity data of international and
market‐leading organizations of the software development sector. Additionally, the ISBSG
cares for the anonymity and offers the compilation combined with valuable software tools
for a statistical analysis packed on a CD‐ROM for purchase; a maximum fee of 850 US Dollar
for a single‐user license has to be allowed for [ISBSG07].
This collection of product and productivity data has been produced in order to support the
emerging of international standards for the software development and to produce a dataset,
which is often misattributed a database, as an alternative to commonly very cost‐intensive,
internal investigations and analyses. Thereby, it mainly aims at resource and effort
estimation as well as benchmarking that is of special interest to project managers of the
software development. To ensure the quality of the subsequently distributed data, the
retrieved information is carefully checked before incorporation. Over and above, with the
help of rotational updates in an interval of some two years a high refresh period and steady
augmentation of the dataset can be guaranteed: The tenth and latest version of the year
2007 contains records of project and productivity data on over 4000 software development
projects emanating from miscellaneous environment of predominantly well established and
market‐leading organizations from all parts of the world.
A detailed description of the attributes stored in the spreadsheet can be found in Appendix B.
Owing to its straightforwardness, rapidity and hence to the marginal impacts on a limited
budget, spreadsheets are exceedingly favored and prevalent for the acquisition of software
measurement data. Though they are not suited for a serious conducted data collection in the
long‐run because the work and management effort on increasing amounts of data cannot be
legitimated (cf. [Bernhard 2001]). Furthermore problems due to the lack of structural and
systematic consistency pay special attention to a publication of the well‐known management
consultancy PricewaterhouseCoopers [PriCoo04].
The following table complying with the notes of SPC [SPC04] opposes the emerging
advantages and disadvantages of spreadsheets and summarizes them, once more:
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Table 11: Advantages and disadvantages of spreadsheets
Pro

Contra

9 Inexpensive and accessible

8 No support of ad hoc queries

9 Easy to configure and use

8 Difficult support over network

9 Built‐in graphical reporting facilities

8 Not suitable for storing large volumes of
data

9 Easy to update when new data structure is
defined

8 Difficult to interface to other tools

9 Familiar to most management

8 Little or no security available

3.2.2. Measurement Databases
Consulting technical literature ([HeuerSaake+07], [Vossen00], and [Stein04]), the adjacent
definitions can be formulated as:
A database is defined as a structured collection of an exhaustive set of persistent
(permanently available) data in an electronic form. These data are acquired under certain
aspects and rules, arranged and archived. The management, the access on the data, and its
manipulation can be performed with small effort via a database management system.
Software programs for database management (e.g. database access, data manipulation,
ensure consistency) form a DBMS as a whole. Thereby they create a software layer between
a user and the physical representation of the data.
After all, a database system consists of the subsequently stated constituents:
DBS = DB1…n + DBMS
Suchlike DBMS are generally thought to be very efficient in managing tidy and mostly for a
long‐term use designated amounts of data. They define a database model, which harbors
concepts for a uniform characterization and provides operations und descriptive languages
for data definition (Data Definition Language, DDL), data manipulation (Data Manipulation
Language, DML) as well as for performing queries (Query Language, QL). Furthermore, those
systems support transactional concepts with regard to multi‐user control and even take care
for aspects of data integrity, data security and they also ensure the continuity of the stored
data by appropriate arrangements [HeuerSaake+07].
A common summarization of elementary, functional requirements for database
management systems that obtained great famousness as the Nine Rules of Codd was
established in the year 1982 by Codd [Codd82]:
1. Integration
(non‐redundant data storage by common management)
2. Operation
(data definition, storage and manipulation)
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3. Catalogue
(access to all descriptions of the DB through data dictionary)
4. User views
(for different users or applications)
5. Consistency control
(assurance of data integrity for events)
6. Access control
(avoidance of not‐authorized accesses)
7. Transactions
(atomic functional units, parallelism, isolation)
8. Synchronization (prevention of mutual influences)
9. Data security
(recovery of the stored data)
In the course of time some substantial architecture recommendations and/or standards
were set up for DBMS; among them the probably most important ones are: The Strawman
architecture of CCA/NBS [MatthesSchmidt99], the Three Level Architecture of ANSI/SPARC
[TsiKlu78] and the Five Layer Model of Senko [Senko73] and Härder [Härder87].
In order not to exceed the scope of this thesis the focus shall be limited on the ANSI/SPARC
Three Level Architecture, which is probably the most wide‐spread standard from the
conceptual point of view.
The standardization Three Level Architecture of ANSI/SPARC has been developed in order to
create an independency between data and applications and to support different user views.
Thereunto, a database scheme is sectioned into three consecutive levels, initially [Stein04]:
1. External Scheme (Definition of specific (probably partial) views for different users
and/or applications)
2. Conceptual Scheme (Thorough modeling of the entire database by a data model,
which is completely independent from a potential system or a concrete
implementation)
3. Internal Scheme (Description of the system‐specific realization of the database)
Moreover, the architecture of ANSI/SPARC aims at protecting the user of a DBMS against
disadvantageous effects in the course of fundamental changes of the system or runtime
environment.
This requirement, which is also known under the term data independency, can be organized
by logical and physical aspects: When the conceptual scheme can be modified without
consequences for the external scheme, it is to be the talk of logical data independency,
whereas physical data independency can be detected, if the internal scheme can be
modified unattached by the conceptual scheme without the appearance of changes in the
functionality or even within the applications.
Prior to the concrete characterization of two widespread database models, a definition
concerning this matter and stemming from the appropriate literature [HeuerSaake+07] is to
be quoted:
„A database model is a system of concepts for the description of databases. Consequently, it
defines syntax and semantics of database descriptions, the so‐called database schemes.”
With regard to this concept formation, a database depicts itself as a tangible peculiarity of a
database scheme, which comes in a language that offers assorted and in the database model
anchored abstraction concepts.
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In line with the examination of classical database models, two main categories can be
identified: On the one hand, abstract database models like the Entity‐Relationship (E‐R)
model of Chen [Chen76], the modeling with help of the Object Modeling Technique (OMT)
[RumPre+94] or even the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [RumPre+94] exist, which are
predominantly suitable for design purposes.
Apart from that, definite database models were developed, which can assist in combination
with the results of a preceding design process in implementing a database system.
The two definite database models for the design that are most relevant for the considered
practice are now to be brought up: hereunto come within the relational model and several
object‐oriented models. Besides that, there is a band of additional definite database models
like the network or hierarchical model, whose pervasiveness und hence relevance is an only
historical one, nowadays ([HeuerSaake+07]).
The relational model
Because of its bribing straightforwardness and accuracy the relational model, which has
been inaugurated in 1970 by Codd [Codd70], relishes a high degree in distribution. As its
main concepts pertain plain, non‐nested tables (sets of tuple), where relationships are
established under use of equality of values [HeuerSaake+07].
Object‐oriented models
Object‐oriented models are usually regarded as an advancement of semantic and nested,
relational models: In general (like e.g. the theoretical very profound, object oriented
database model of Beeri [Beeri90]), they are endorsed in the structural and operational
section as well as in the part of the utilization of higher concepts by object oriented
constituents. The structural frame is not only enhanced by types and type constructors, but
even by object identities, classes and structural heredity with reference to a class or type
hierarchy. Additionally, the object orientation asserts itself in operations for queries and
manipulations. Higher concepts like Meta classes, methods, heredity, overriding of methods
and encapsulation are used too, of course.
In order to standardize a homogeneous formulation out of the distinctive, object oriented
directions of development and database models, the Object Data Management Group
(ODMG) as an independent constituent of the Object Management Group (OMG) created
the “de‐facto” standard ODMG‐97 [ODMG97], which is also known under the term ODMG
2.0.
It articulates an object model for the description of terms and semantic determinations of
the related object oriented data model, certain database languages like an Object Definition
Language (ODL) and an Object Query Language (OQL) as an interface for the definition and
manipulation of data and/or information. Beyond that, it presents eventualities for a
language embedment (bindings) in object‐oriented programming languages and identifies
parallels to the OMG, CORBA and ANSI‐C++ [HeuerSaake+07].
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3.2.2.1. Assorted Measurement Databases
In the course of time many different implementations of databases with the aim to storage
measurement data could be observed, Table 12 presents an overview about a careful
selected set of measurement databases. Some details about each one can be found in
Appendix B.
Table 12: Overview about Measurement Databases
T‐Systems
Nova
MetricsDB
System

SPR
Knowledge

Not Public,
In‐House Use

Not Public,
Delivered
with SPR
Know‐
ledgePLAN

Free Tool,
Mandatory
but Free
Online
Registration

In‐House Use

1998

Annually

O.C.

Permanently

Worldwide

Europe

Worldwide

O.C.

Canada

Mixed

Industry

U.S.
Government,
Industry

O.C.

Industry

ESA Software FiSMA Laturi
Development Experience
Database
Database

NASA MDP
Data
Repository

Not Open to
the Public,
Accessible to
Researchers

Mandatory
“Experience
Pro”
Membership
(min. 1,000 €
p.a.)

Mandatory
but Free
Online
Registration

Permanently

Annually

Permanently

Every 12 to
18 Months

Region:

Europe

Europe

Northern
America

Source:

ESA, Industry

Industry

NASA IV&V,
Industry

Cost:

Updates:

QSM Project
Database

Not Public,
(Indirect)
Access as per
License Level

(Consultancy
Clients)

PSM Insight
Database

Database

Ericsson
Research
Canada MMR

Not Public,

Aerospace,
Military,
Industry

Banking,
Trade,
Assurances,
Administra‐
tion, Manu‐
factoring

Aerospace,
Military,
Industry

Mixed

Telecommu‐
nications

Management
Information
Systems

O.C.

Telecommu‐
nications

Domain:

Productivity
Data

Productivity
Data

Error and
Product Data

Any Project‐
related Data

Mutable

Any Project‐
related Data

Different
Templates

Required
Product and
Process Data
for CMMi

Extent of
Projects:

157

Approx. 600

> 14,000

Approx.
6,300

‐/‐

> 8,000

Initially

‐/‐

Environ‐
ment:

(Status 1998)

(plus 2,700
Problem
Reports)

Just 1
Sample
Project

Anony‐
mization:

Yes

‐/‐

Yes

No

No

‐/‐

No

No

Validation:

Yes

Yes

‐/‐

Yes

No

Yes

O.C.

‐/‐

Commercial

Commercial

Commercial

Commercial

None, Just a

Commercial

O.C.

Commercial

Benefit:
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and Research and Research and Research

Prototype

Metrics:
LOC

3

2

3

3

Mutable

‐/‐

3

Mutable

FP

2

3

2

3

Mutable

‐/‐

3

Mutable

EFFORT

3

3

2

3

Mutable

‐/‐

3

Mutable

DURATION

3

2

2

3

Mutable

‐/‐

3

Mutable

ERRORS

2

2

3

3

Mutable

‐/‐

3

Mutable

Others

3

3

3

3

Mutable

‐/‐

3

Mutable

Legend: 3 = present | 2 = not present | ‐/‐ no information available | O. C. = owner’s choice

The following table complying with the notes of SPC [SPC04] opposes the emerging
advantages and disadvantages of (relational) DBMS within this special context and
summarizes them, once more:
Table 13: Overview of advantages and disadvantages of software measurement databases
Pro

Contra

9 Effective storage of large volumes 8 Initial setup is more costly and time
of data
consuming
9 Security and network access

8 people may require training to use
the database

9 Support of ad hoc queries and 8 more expensive to license than
reports
spreadsheets
9 many interface to high quality
graphical presentation facilities
9 easy to update and customize as
data evolves
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3.2.3. General measurement repository characteristics
Especially high acquisition cost and therefore questionable cost/benefit ratios are
counterproductive to identified best practices for software measurement. That aggravates
the establishment of software measurement programs as stronger as lower the provision of
capital is present in distinct software development processes. This situation leads to a very
adverse situation especially in small and medium‐size enterprises.
But beyond gut instinct scientific research needs empirical analysis to establish new research
perspective.
Overall a large diversity of different CAME tools for different measurement approaches and
data storage facilities can be observed. Due to the described shortcomings an automation of
software measurement could not be observed. The definition of standardized interfaces of
measurement data storage facilities enables at least an automation of data collection. The
analysis of the state of the art of measurement tools shows that the long standing goal of
creating an integrated measurement and management system bearing the capability of
synchronizing and coordinating every measurement activity is not reach yet. Keeping in mind
that this goal was stated by Knöll nearly twenty years ago [Knöll91].
Nowadays the realization of corporate measurement programs is done by applying different
monolithic tools and respectively measurement data management facilities to create a
specific tool chain for a specific measurement process. Founded in the existence of more
than one measurement process in one development process/company a variety of the
measurement tool landscape can be identified.
The general situation in the coverage of measurement approaches by measurement tools
can be described as sufficient. The adverse situation regarding the success rate of corporate
measurement programs cannot be reasoned with non existence of measurement tools for
specific methods or measures.
But nearly all identified process related best practices are considered inadequately.
All monitored measurement programs find application in major companies. The collected
empirical data about software measurement is limited to major development processes, too.
The exclusion of small and mid‐size companies in software measurement leads to a
tendentious situation regarding empirical data which adverse for major companies, too. This
one‐sided consideration is one reason for the described problems in software measurement
processes.
The goal of the thesis in hand is to enhance the success rate and feasibility of corporate
software measurement programs by providing a framework for a measurement
infrastructure aiming process automation and tool integration.
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3.2.4. Review and Evaluation of existing Approaches to tackle the described
Drawbacks
Beside the described existing measurement tools and measurement databases some new
approaches regarding software measurement and measurement data storage has been
published and used in areas unlike software measurement. Even if these approaches are not
applied in software engineering industry the capability of being a solution or at least part of
the solution should be analyzed in the following chapter. For the ease of reading the order of
the topics has been inverted and the chapter starts with new approaches regarding data
storage facilities.
3.2.4.1. Measurement Repository Approaches
To overcome the described disadvantages of existing measurement data storage facilities to
major approaches not limited to software engineering can be identified: Repository and
Experience Factory.
In the described context of IPSE and CASE, Chou (in [Bergin93]) comprising Meta data,
modeling and source code repositories, circumscribes the term in that way:
“The repository, also known as an encyclopedia, is a database that stores information about
organizational and data structures, strategic goals, functional processes and models,
implementation procedures, and related computer programs.”
Bernstein, probably being one of the most common researchers in that thematic area of the
US‐American Microsoft group, defines the term Repository in one of his papers [Bernstein97]
more generally referring to engineering disciplines:
“A repository is a shared database of information about engineered artifacts, such as
software, documents, maps, information systems, and discrete manufactured components
and systems (e.g., electronic circuits, airplanes, automobiles, industrial plants).“
Differing only slightly from Bernstein’s disambiguation, McClure [McClure92] as a long term
repository expert understands the term “repository” in the following sense:
“The Repository is the mechanism for the definition, storage, and management of all
information about an organization, its data and its software systems as well as its access.”
Considering these characterizations, the aim of a repository’s appliance for the software
development process becomes apparent: Models and contents of engineered artifacts shall
be stored in order to support not only software‐based design tools.
According to Bernstein [Bernstein97], in the course of the lifecycle of engineered software
artifacts various objects of umpteen diverse types are defined, created, manipulated, and
managed by a diversity of tools. They need to share or exchange their data, even though the
objects themselves may also be stored in a diversity of storage systems.
3.2.4.1.1. Assorted Repositories with the Potential to Store Measurement Data
Since the repository technology turns out to be a relatively new one bearing the potential to
form amazingly all‐embracing IPSE and/or CASE environments even having the ability to
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store software measurement and/or metrics as well as other Meta data accompanying the
software development process, many vendors released and still their versions of repositories
with more or less prosperity.
Presumably, one of the first (but commercially less successful) attempts to establish such a
repository has been undertaken in 1990 as constituent of the product Application
Development/Cycle or shortly AD/Cycle of the IBM. When Texas Instruments in cooperation
with Microsoft smelled the rat and winded profit in 1994 the development got pressed
forward a lot resulting in the Microsoft Repository product line with versions 1.0 in 1997,
Version 2.0 of 1998 and the current one 3.0 in 2003 [Microsoft08]. From that time one or as
the case may be in parallel other vendors stepped in and presented their repositories,
among them parts of the powerful mySAP Business Suite of SAP AG, Unisys Repository
(UREP), Rochade of Allen System Group (ASG, initially developed by Viasoft), and even the
passed by Universal Directory of Logic Works.
Because it is nearly impossible to elude from Microsoft’s dominance, their repository version
is probably the most important and referred one in present. Consequently, in order not to go
beyond the scope of the thesis in hand, the explanations should be limited to a short and
shallow characterization of the Microsoft Repository and ASG‐Rochade.

3.2.4.1.2. Microsoft Repository
In spring 1994 Texas Instruments and Microsoft started a collaborative project to design a
Meta data repository to be integrated into the respective company’s tool strategies. Ever
since version 2.0 evolved in 1998 when Microsoft Repository 2.0 has been enclosed to MS
SQL Server 7 and Visual Studio 6 for the first time, it is now constituent of several succeeding
Microsoft products. Starting with Microsoft SQL Server 2000 the repository engine 3.0 is
enclosed. Its development aimed at the compatibility to the Microsoft’s object architecture
Component Object Model (COM), at simple extensibility as well as version and configuration
management.
The architecture, consisting of CASE/CAME tools, an information model, a repository
manager, and an underlying database, can be outlined as illustrated in Figure 42 and is
described below.
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Figure 42: Architecture of Microsoft Repository

Information Model
The contained information model is classed as the Open Information Model (OIM) describing
a core model of shareable and reusable type descriptions under use of a set of UML‐driven
Meta data specifications to circumscribe the structure and the semantics of these Meta data.
Targeting the three main areas of Object‐Oriented Analysis and Design (OOAD), component
description and specification, and database schema and warehousing [McInnis99], its
concrete formulations of classes, interfaces, properties, relationships, collections, and
models resulting in a so‐called Type Information Model (TIM) can either be performed
graphically by the Visual Modeler tool or textually by Visual Basic.
Ultimately, these type descriptions are lodged in interface type libraries by standards of the
Interface Definition Language (IDL) or custom Type Libraries (TLB). Owing to the
pervasiveness of the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) being a text‐based format for
representing structured data using tags to mark the information, the repository offers
special import and export tools, which translate instances of the OIM between the
repository and XML. These mechanisms named under the term XML Interchange Format
(XIF) can be considered as a standard way of interchanging OIM’s instances [McInnis99].
Repository Engine
Preferably layered on a SQL server of Microsoft’s product line as underlying storage engine,
the repository engine appears as an object management system with Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs) resting upon Microsoft’s COM and SQL. Of course, the engine
features tasks such as relationship and version management, a workspace model and
support of repository sessions as claimed by Bernstein ([Bernstein97] and [BerHar+97]).
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Additional Software
Besides the standard components of the repository’s architecture the Repository Software
Development Kit (SDK) and the Modeling Environment are ready for free download. As a
modeling and administration environment including OIM, it allows simple creation,
enhancement and development of information as well as a check of self‐developed
information models. Furthermore the SDK has the ability to generate another variant of the
repository via Microsoft’s pseudo‐relational DBMS Access from the OIM. Even an installation
script for the OIM, type libraries or header/constant files containing the object IDs for COM
can be produced. As a goody, the SDK can even produce relating specification documents in
Rich Text Format (RTF).

3.2.4.1.3. ASGRochade
The Rochade repository of Allen Systems Group Inc. (ASG) formerly originated by Viasoft is
denoted by its software producer as the leading Meta data repository fitting for large and
medium‐sized organizations.
Believing in the sales promotion documents [ASG08] it provides a “streamlined process for
centralizing the management of metadata from sources throughout the enterprise.” From a
single, centralized, and easily accessible location the repository is designed to store,
interrelate, and disseminate information customized to every user’s view. Besides
supporting reconciliation of business and design models, integration of different CASE tools
(e.g. Rational Rose), and resolution of conflicts in data definitions, it also provides versioning,
configuration management, and security.
Additionally, the repository brings along outstanding capabilities in data warehousing,
component/object management, enterprise architecture, and portfolio management.
Existing applications can be integrated via XML and a wide range of APIs. Information is
delivered according to the end‐user’s preferences or background; even a Web‐based access
to all stored Meta data is possible. In addition to the standardized supported Common
Warehouse Meta‐Model (CWM) of OMG, the repository ensures a maximum leverage of
Meta data through integrated development facilities resting upon open APIs.
Believing in the notes of McClure [McClure94] the utilization of repositories entails a number
of advantages and just one obvious disadvantage, which shall be opposed within the
following table:
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Table 14: Overview of advantages and disadvantages of repositories
Pro

Contra

9 Allows shared utilization of system 8 Increases management efforts and
9 information far beyond the acquisition costs
boundaries
9 of applications, tools and the
system’s
9 life cycle
9 Facilitates an integrated multi‐user
9 tool environment
9 Support of ad hoc queries and
reports
9 Improves the communication
between
9 users and the shared access on
9 information
9
Consolidates
und
removes
redundant
9 information of an organization
9 Increases system integrity
9 Relieves system maintenance
9 Allows the combination of CASE
tools of different vendors
9 Allows the reuse of information
beyond the boundaries of the life
cycle supporting tools
9 Alleviates
conversion

the

migration

and
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Summary: Software Measurement Repository
Summing up pros and cons one has to reason that spreadsheets do not bear the
capability to be a driving force for measurement programs. Especially the lack of
interfaces to other tools and the lack of security are major drawbacks. And spreadsheets
are not able to use nowadays prevalent communications capabilities over ICT
(information and communication technology). The situation for measurement databases
is less adverse indeed they are more difficult to use and the initial setup is more costly
and time consuming but they bear at least the capability to store and mange
measurement data over long period in time and provide the necessary functionality to
support the analysis of measurement data [BraKunz+05c].
The inadequacies of existing implementations or more related to comprised
measurement data rather than database technology. These measurement data is either
bounded to a specific measurement method or few specific metrics or the measurement
data is bounded to a single measurement field of application inside a single company or
department. The strengths of DBMS technologies regarding security and network access
promise to deliver sufficient integrations capabilities to use existing measurement
databases in new measurement infrastructure solutions [Kunz+06d].
Indeed, the automation of measurement analysis needs adjustments in database
technology, too. Possible approaches regarding data description for analysis support are
shown in chapter 5.5. Service‐oriented Measurement Database
Accessorily, Bernstein [Bernstein97] lists several benefits of a common repository:
1. Since a repository provides storage services, tool developers need not to create
tool‐specific databases.
2. Furthermore, it forms the fundament, so that tools can work together via easy
information sharing without special and cumbersome protocols: By conforming to
a data and information model, software tools can share data without knowing the
internals of other tools. In contrast to an axiomatic similar data dictionary, a
repository can store not only metadata but information about the whole range of
object types pertinent to an enterprise.
3. Because a repository is per definition also a database, it is subject to common
control services of databases like integrity, concurrency, and access control. Over
and above, mechanisms for check out/check in, version and configuration control,
notification, context management and workflows exist.
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3.3. Measurement Data Integration
An implementation of new techniques in a novel measurement database has to take into
account existing databases and it has to support the integration of existing information
because of their importance in software measurement processes.
Three major integration approaches have been proposed by the author and should be
described next in a nutshell.
A measurement data warehouse is intended to use measurement data integration for data
consolidation into a data warehouse by extracting and transforming measurement data from
different sources like measurement tools or spreadsheets. The information is stored into
measurement data storage by using ETL tools (Extract Transform Load) [Naumann05]. As
result the approach contains a central measurement database to serve analysis needs
[Wu05]. These analyzing needs can be solved using various analysis possibilities provided by
an OLAP server (Online Analytical Processing). The principle architecture is shown in Figure
43.

Figure 43: Measurement Data Warehouse
Due to one central measurement data storage redundancy can be much reduced. And single
analysis functionality bears the capability to integrate multiple measurement data into
different views.
A second approach creates a Measurement Data Repository by the use of a mediator.
Different wrapper for each data source enables the integration independent from the used
technology in the different sources which should be integrated. In this approach the data is
kept into the original sources and accessed by the mediator each time an analysis need is
demanding the information. From the analysis perspective the case is the same in
comparison to the data warehouse approach but from the data storage view each data
source has to be maintained and operated. The mediator centered approach is presented in
Figure 44.
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This approach is a promising one especially if the original data storage is an important source
for information in the future and not in the domain of the measurement database owner.

Figure 44: Mediated Measurement Repository
With raising numbers of information systems the amount of data sources raised, too. And
this evolution leads to new integration approaches like service‐oriented architectures. To
uses these techniques in the area of software measurement storage facilities seem to be a
promising approach. Especially since the whole measurement infrastructure contains
service‐oriented paradigms. An alteration at this point would be astonishing and in this case
very adverse.
The main architecture is shown in Figure 45. Containing different adapters for measurement
data integration and defined interfaces for visualization purposes. The availability of service‐
interfaces in the different measurement tools or existing measurement facilities is the most
important requirement in this approach to support an easy integration of these components.

Figure 45: Service‐oriented measurement database
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3.4. Measurement Experience Approaches
Dumke [Dumke03b] defines experience in the environment of Software Engineering as
following:
“Experience in the area of software development and utilization is the gained knowledge by
practice, case studies, and experiments for the development and utilization of software
products comprising the underlying processes and applied resources.”
According to the preceding definition, experience can also be seen as immediately
“experienced” knowledge resulting from actual software development project business
exertion, where it turns out to be a competitive advantage.
Indeed, there are problems in conveying and receiving experiences due to inadequate
provision for its validation as well as its origin and suitability for special project contexts, or
due to alternating team assemblies for different projects, employee turnover, or
organizational expansion. An explicit organizational experience management can help
overcoming these shortcomings and improving organizational performance by bringing
forward reuse of products, processes and experience stemming from the entire software life
cycle.
Aiming at the development of higher quality software systems at lower costs complying with
the Quality Improvement Paradigm (QIP) [Basili85], this challenge leads to the development
of so called Experience Factories incorporating repositories, which Basili defines as following:
“The Experience Factory is the organization that supports reuse of experience and collective
learning by developing, updating and delivering upon request to the project organizations
clusters of competencies [...] as experience packages.” [BasCal+92].
“The Experience Factory is a logical and/or physical organization that supports project
developments by analyzing and synthesizing all kinds of experience, acting as a repository for
such experience, and supplying that experience to various projects on demand.” [BasCal+94].
Both disambiguations suggest a philosophy of logical separation (see Figure 46 for details)
between project development and systematic, organizational learning, and packaging of
reusable experiences in order to avoid neglecting one of the tasks, sooner or later.
While the Project Organization has to meet a development project’s constraints like duration
and budget, business units and/or organizations are striving for the improvement of their
products and development processes with the aid of reuse and error prevention via
experience packaging by an Experience Factory (EF).
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Figure 46: The concept of Basil’s Experience Factory
As mentioned before, the Experience Factory approach is based on the Quality Improvement
Paradigm (QIP), which consists of six steps performed within projects and two feedback
cycles [Basili85]: 1) characterize project goals, 2) set goals, 3) choose a process, 4) execute,
5) analyze results, and 6) package the results of analysis.
Supplementary, two feedback cycles are defined: a project feedback cycle (feedback
provided during the execution phase of the project) and an organizational feedback cycle
(feedback provided to the project execution and at the completion of the project). The
definition of the QIP also implies that organizational and product improvement requires
continually accumulating knowledge and storing that knowledge in a form that can be easily
accessed, used, and modified.
So the first three steps of the QIP in terms of project planning (namely characterize, set goals,
choose process) are performed by the Project Organization. The results are transmitted as
specifications and/or environment characteristics to the Experience Factory or more detailed
to the project support.
By virtue of the received data, the Experience Factory tries to find adequate and matching
artifacts within the Experience Base. These artifacts can be of different kind (goals, processes,
tools, and so on). In case no adequate artifacts can be found, the impact and attention of the
project is raised, since there are still no comparable projects available.
In the fourth phase of the QIP the project is executed (execute process) by the project
organization or more specific project management. As a result the product to be created and
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experiences (data, lessons learned) as well as knowledge emerge, which are forwarded to
the Experience Factory. Having obtained the new information, the analysis division of the
Experience Factory quits the QIP by analyzing and packaging the gained experiences. The
Experience Base is enhanced and improved by the new data in order to sharpen it to be
more effective and suitable for following projects.
Summary: Measurement Experience Bases
In conclusion both approaches can be described as an enhancement of data with
additional information. This information is meta‐information which makes it easier to use
the original stored date. This so called semantic data is a major driving force in many
fields of application [Mencke08]
Since their target is to collect and store date rather than cover the complete software
measurement process the techniques has to be integrated in holistic measurement
approaches to benefit from the advantages in comparison to existing measurement data
storage approaches.

3.5. Software eMeasurement
To provide next generation measurement tools three major approaches can be identified:
the usage of ICT in e‐Measurement, the creation of measurement sensor networks in an
area so called software telemetry and the usage of software agents in the area of agent‐
oriented software measurement.
The usage of information and communication technology (ICT) in many fields of application
in IT industry has changed the way developing software. To tackle this challenge the
question arises how web technologies can support measurement processes [LotBraKunz+05].
Mainly three characteristics from web technologies are transformed to software
measurement [Lother07]:

•

ubiquity (in reach from everywhere, applied when desired)

•

pervasiveness (wide‐spread, involvement of different communities)

•

mobility (usable independent of user’s position)

Thus, the term e‐Measurement can be defined as: „the process of the quantification of
objects or component’s attributes according to selected measurement goals by using the
capabilities of ICT technologies.” [Lother07] [ErnstHage+02]
The structure of e‐Measurement approaches and the interplay with the IT area are shown in
Figure 47.
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Figure 47: e‐Measurement approach for Software Quality Assurance [Lother07]
The e‐Measurement approach is characterized by the different elements which are
connected by the internet. Each component realizes a specific functionality to enable e‐
Measurement based software quality assurance [Lother07].
The e‐Measurement Service can be described as
e − Measuremen t

MP e − Service

:

(G × A × M)
→ (V × U )

T Web_technology

T Web_technology

,P

,P

→ (Q × E)

T Web_technology

,P

→ E’× A’

with a simple explanation as e‐Service ∈ {global_production, outsourced} and
Web_technology ∈ {document‐based, dynamic, semantic, service, mobile, agent,
operational} and the indexes characterizing the main kinds of Web technology.
The e‐Measurement Community as a virtual environment for the measurement community
including features for knowledge transfer, communication, cooperation, and coordination
activities is characterized by
e − Measurement
T
MP e −Community : (G × A × M)

→ (Q × E)

T Web_technology P
,

Web_technology

system _ operationa lity

P
,

system _ operationa lity
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→(V × U)

T Web_technology P

system _ operationa lity

→E’× A’

with the same kind of description as e‐Community ∈ {P2P, research team, cooperating team,
organization, competence network}, Web_technology ∈ {document‐based, dynamic,
semantic, service, mobile, agent, operational} and system_operationality ∈ {coordination,
conferencing, cooperation, collaboration}.
Essential backgrounds as e‐Repository and/or e‐Experience can be described in a simplified
manner as

MP

→ (Q

e − Measuremen t
e − Experience

Web_technology

×E

→(V
→E’

T Web_technology P

system _ operationa lity

T Web_technology P

system _ operationa lity

: (G × A × M)
Web_techno logy

Web_techno logy

Web_technology

)

,

×U

)

,

Web_technology

)

T Web_techno logy

P

system _ operationa lity

× A’

whereas e‐Experience ∈ {information basis, repository, knowledge data basis, experience
factory}, Web_technology ∈ {document‐based, dynamic, semantic, service, mobile, agent,
operational} and system_operationality ∈ {coordination, conferencing, cooperation,
collaboration} [Lother07].
The e‐Quality Service are helpful Web‐based activities and are described as

MP

e − Measuremen t
e − Quality

×E

Web_technology

Web_technology

×U

Web_technology

Web_technology

× A’

→ (Q

→(V
→E’

Web_technology

: (G × A × M

Web_technology

)

)

T

T

)

T Web_technology P system _ operationality

Web_technology

Web_technology

,

P

system _ operationality

P

system _ operationality

,

with an explanation as e‐Quality ∈ {information, certification, consulting, estimation},
Web_technology ∈ {document‐based, dynamic, semantic, service, mobile, agent,
operational} and system_operationality ∈ {coordination, conferencing, cooperation,
collaboration}.
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Especially, the e‐Control summarizes a lot of Web technologies and methodologies in order
to perform this operational kind of Web systems, described as
e − Measuremen t

MP e − Control
(G × A

→ (Q

→(V
→E’

:

Web_technology

Web_technology

×M
×E

Web_technology

×U

Web_technology

× A’

type _ of _ measuremen t

Web_technology

Web_technology

)

)

)

T Web_technology P system _ operationality
,

T Web_technology P system _ operationality
,

T Web_technology P system _ operationality

,

with the details as e‐Control ∈ {evaluation, improvement, managing, controlling},
Web_technology ∈ {document‐based, dynamic, semantic, service, mobile, agent,
operational}, system_operationality ∈ {coordination, conferencing, cooperation,
collaboration} and type_of_measurement ∈ {modeling, measurement, evaluation,
application} [Kunz+05].
Finally, the Measurement e‐Learning [Kunz+05] as one of the measurement training aspects
can be formalized as
e − Measuremen t
e
:
MP − Learning

(G

Web_technology

→ (Q

→(V
→E’

×A

Web_technology

Web_technology

×E

×M

Web_technology

Web_technology

×U

Web_technology

Web_technology

× A’

Web_technology

)

)

Webmeasurement _ operation

)

T Web_technology P system _ operationality
,

T Web_technology P system _ operationality
,

T Web_technology P system _ operationality

,

whereas it holds that e‐Learning ∈ {learning, repetition, consultation, practice, examination},
Web_technology ∈ {document‐based, dynamic, semantic, service, mobile, agent,
operational}, system_operationailty ∈ {coordination, conferencing, cooperation,
collaboration,
consulting}
and
measurement_operation
∈
{artefactBasedOp,
quantificationBasedOp, valueBasedOp, experienceBasedOp}.
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The main benefit of e‐Measurement leads to the availability of such e‐Services and e‐
Supports. Therefore, the measurement level could be characterized as immediate level
mainly. Otherwise, using e‐Measurement the case of outsourced measurement is the typical
one. A usual measurement level description of measurement e‐Services as external process
evaluation could be given as following.
evaluation
aspect_ori ented
MP outsourced
: (G internal_g oals

assessment

semi_automatic

× M estimation

×A

process
original

practitioner

)T one_meas._phases ,P meas._expert_staff

ordinal scale

analogy

→ (Q single_value × E threshold )
Another example of e‐Measurement based on the “Web‐based Measurement” at the
SML@b (http://www.smlab.de) as Java measurement service has the following
measurement characteristics (again as immediate measurement level) [Kunz+05].
aspect_ori ented
MP outsourced
:
assessment

(G

evaluation
internal_g oals

semi_automatic

×A

product_as pects
original

researcher

× M measuremen t )T some_meas._phases ,P meas._expe
ordinal scale

rt_staff

intuition

→ (Q single_val ue × E threshold )
The best case of measurement level in e‐Measurement could be a remote service of e‐
Control (as server management) including the following measurement characteristics.
capability_oriented

MP outsourced

(G

:

managing
goals_in_u se

×A

resources
original

ratio_scale

→(V cockpit
formula

→ E extension

controlling

automatic

× M measurement )T whole_meas urement
software_u nit

automatic

,P

practitioner
meas._appl._staff

practitioner

× U standardiz ed ) T whole_measurement ,P meas._appl._staff

resources

× A controlled

Otherwise, simple relationships could be built comparing the traditional kinds of
measurement described in the section before. It is simple to see that holds
traditional
traditiona l
e − Measuremen t
first_metr
ics_appl.
e
−
Service
MP
p MP
p MP product_qu ality_assu rance.

and
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e − Measuremen t

MP e − Control

traditional

p MP project_controlling

where the non obvious improvements of e‐Measurement is reasoned in their better kind of
availability and more (world‐wide) involved experiences as described above.
Summary: e‐Measurement
In general e‐Measurement is able to extend the availability and accessibility of
measurement tools and enables centralized software management in distributed
software development [LotDumBraKunz+05]. A comprehensive description and a very
detailed presentation of the software e‐Measurement approach can be found in
[Lother07].
Especially the accessibility of measurement results by the provision of reports using
various formats and communication ways of the internet has been addressed
successfully by measurement tool producers. A lot of the described e‐Measurement
aspects have found their way to practical implementations in large measurement tool
suites. Unfortunately the usage of ICT in the different implementation of tool
manufactures was not following a specific guideline or industry standard. Only general
standards or file formats has been used [DumBraKunz+05]. As the result the capabilities
of the software measurement tool enhanced only in perspective of single tool portfolio.
The interplay of tools from different tool manufactures is still challenging
[AuerGraser+03].
Other disadvantages of existing tools (automation, tailored functionality) are not aimed
by this approach [DumkeKunz+05b].

3.6. Agentoriented Software Measurement
Software agents can be applied to solve new types of problems such as dynamic open
systems: the structure of the system itself is capable of changing dynamically and its
components are not known in advance, can change over time, and may be highly
heterogeneous. Usually, the AOSE would be divided in the three areas of software agent,
multi‐agent systems (MAS) and MAS development (see [BauerMüller04], [CiaWoo01],
[KnapikJohnson98], and [PanaitLuke06]).
Software agents: The essential components of a software agent form a measurement point
of view in the following scheme [Wille05].
Multi‐agent systems: The viewpoints of agent‐based systems – especially multi‐agent
systems (MAS) ‐ are generally defined in architecture models. We will also start with a
general description of the MAS aspects as shown in the following figure [DumkeKunz+05a].
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Figure 48: General components of multi‐agent systems (MAS)
MAS development: The specification, design and implementation of agent‐based system
and/or MAS differ from the OO development by starting with subjects (roles) and
introducing a training phase after the system implementation. The following figure shows
this AOSE development phase involving measurement and evaluation characteristics
[MenckeDumke07].
First, the description of measurement of software agents considering the new kind of
controlling by the agents themselves is described as:

MP

AOSE
agents

:

agents
managing
original
agent_inte
ntion
(G
×A

→(V
a gent_knowl edge_basis

→ E extension

controlling
automatic
× M measurement )T some_measurement

ratio_scale
repository

×U

software_unit
quasi_standard

automatic

) T some_measurement

improved_agent

× A controlled

Especially, the measurement methods μagent can be summarized as
complexity
functionality
size
structure
agent
agent
agent
agent
measurement ∈ { μ
,μ
,μ
,μ
,
description ( development )

μ agent

description ( application)

, μ agent

description ( publication )

, μ agent

,
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communicaton

μ agent

collaboration

μ agent

interaction

, μ agent

coordination

, μ agent

learning

, μ agent

adaptation

, μ agent

cooperation

, μ agent

negotiation

, μ agent

,

reproduction

, μ agent

,

performance
specialization
agent
agent
μ
,μ
}

Usually, agent measurement means controlling considering some of the product
characteristics during the run time. This situation can also be established for the multi‐agent
system itself. Furthermore, agent controlling does not include any personal resources
explicitly. Hence, the high level of software measurement for agent technology is described
as:
capability _oriented

MP inhouse

(G

:

managing
goals_in_u se

×A

product
original

→(V
formula

→ E extension

controlling

automatic

× M measurement )T some_measu rement
ratio_scale
repository

×U

software_unit
quasi_standard

automatic

) T some_measurement

product

× A controlled

Otherwise, the process of agent and MAS development could be classified as an immediate
measurement level. The following description demonstrates this case of software
measurement ingredients.
aspect_ori ented

MP inhouse

(G

:

managing
external_g oals

×A

process
original

practitioner
improvemen t
semi_automatic
measuremen
t_application_staff
some_measu
rement
measuremen
t
×M
)T
,P

→(Q

ordinal_scale
repository

rules_of_thumb
→ E extension

×A

semi_autom atic
criteria
× E threshold ) T some_measu rement

process
improved

Summary: Agent‐oriented Software Measurement

,P

practitioner
measurement_application_staff
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The agent‐based measurement level comparing to the other paradigms described above
leads to the following relationships:
AOSE
traditiona l
e − Measuremen t
agents
product_qu
ality_assu
rance.
e
−
Control
MP
p MP
p MP

based on the internal (in‐house) measurement and improvement and considering the
training phase in MAS development as
e − Measuremen t
AOSE
traditional
MAS _ development
e − Quality
project_co
ntrolling
MP
p MP
p MP

which can be characterized as a moderate measurement process improvement.

3.7. Telemetry based Software Measurement
One approach to overcome disadvantages of monolithic tools was the invention of telemetry
based software measurement.
As an instrument for monitoring and control telemetry has been used over time in a lot of
different fields of application (e.g. oil pipeline operation, production processes, and
aerospace industry). The Encyclopedia Britannica defines the terms as: „a highly automated
communications process by which measurements are made and other data collect data
remote or inaccessible points and transmitted to receiving equipment for monitoring, display,
and recording.” [EncBrit08]
Mapping the idea to software measurement means that an automation of measurement
data capture, collection, and measurement data analysis should be achieved. Furthermore,
the measurement process should not interfere the activity of a developer.
In the area of software measurement telemetry‐based measurement has to fulfill four
characteristics [JohKou+05]:

•

Measurement data has to be captured automatically and non obstructive

•

Measurements represent events which contains a timestamp

•

All stakeholders have continuous access to the data

•

Analytics enable short time controlling and forecast

The implementation of the telemetry approach requires the application of measurement
sensors. For the application in means of telemetry based software measurement a
measurement sensor can be defined as: a software program which is integrated into a
software development tool (CASE‐tool), whereas multiple sensors can be integrated into one
tool. The sensor thereby is intended to capture measures, collect measurement data and to
transmit measurement data to analyzing tools or measurement data storage facilities.
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Figure 49: basic architecture from the Hackystat framework [JohKou+05]
Especially the availability of the measurement data for all stakeholders requires a different
approach for the desired infrastructure because often used measurement standards defines
three different views on software measurement (technical, strategic, and tactical view) (see
chapter 2.3.3. ). Furthermore the telemetry approach bears differences regarding software
management and constitutes three management requirements [Johnson01]:

•

Not disruptive: no detraction, overhead or context swapping due to data collection

•

Developer oriented: measurement and data collection direct out of the developer
activities and analysis are oriented to this activities

•

In‐process: analysis and evaluations are embedded into the development process.

Figure 50: Hackystat sensor definition [Ullwer06]
A practical use case for example can be the measurement of changes in design documents.
Editing, printing, and expanding of interface definition in specification documents can be
measured for instance by a Hackystat sensor. A project at the Software Measurement Lab at
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the University of Magdeburg has been established to prove the capabilities of the Hackystat
framework in this regard.

Figure 51: Activities over time analysis
The orientation on the developers view makes the telemetry‐approach promising for specific
product related measures and measurements. Unfortunately the framework is limited to
Hackystat sensors and existing tools can only be included by data integration the
functionality cannot be used separately and the framework contains no methods for the
automated selection of appropriate sensors for a distinct information need (for example be
the use of semantic descriptions),
For the analysis of measurement results the Hackystat framework uses a browser‐based
approach. The measurement data is stored on a public web server. That can counter the
efforts for higher measurement acceptance due to security concerns because measurement
results are normally a high valuable good in software engineering industry.
General shortcomings of Hackystat:

•

Measurement is limited to Hackystat sensors, other approaches needs second
parallel infrastructure

•

Development of measurement sensors is driven by committed non‐professionals and
does not take into account professional information needs

•

The framework does not take into account measurement standards

•

Measurement is considered as enclosed task, needed integration into process
frameworks is difficult

Summary: Telemetry‐based Software Measurement
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Unfortunately, in practice common software measurement tools find small acceptance
due to their high costs, inflexible structures, missing integration capabilities, and
therewith unclear cost/benefit ratio. That disadvantages have been tackled by e‐
Measurement approaches and by the definition of telemetry‐based measurement.
Subsuming a combination of all approaches seems to be a promising approach for the
creation of a measurement architecture providing tailored functionality by using
measurement services, containing semantic described measurement data and
experience, and building an infrastructure by applying e‐Measurement characteristics
and using ICT.

3.8. Measurement Paradigms Evaluation
This chapter discussed the software measurement involvements and different levels
addressing different software technology paradigms such as Web‐based software
engineering (WBSE), agent‐based software engineering (AOSE) and service‐oriented
software engineering (SOSE) [DumkeKunz+08]. Based on these technologies an
infrastructure‐based measurement service was discussed considering the quality assurance
themselves.
For an evaluation of the aforementioned paradigms a lot of different aspects have to be
taken into account. To provide a visualization of all aspects in one figure an adoption of the
kiviat diagram type using an interlacing approach has been chosen.
The following figure summarizes the different aspects of measurement process evaluation
considering the best at the outer circle.
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Figure 52: Software measurement process aspects and levels
Note the shown sub characteristics in this chart are described only one time per
measurement component.
Based on this kind of visualization we can demonstrate the different levels of measurement
processes in the following manner. Figure 53 compares the measurement process levels of
an example of traditional measurement, e‐Measurement and AOSE.
Taking into account the aforementioned formal considerations, the resulting levels
representing ordinal scale type. The main reason is that the previous analysis only contains
ranking order.
As shown in Figure even the analysis of measurement paradigms based on ordinal scale type
provides valuable results which drawbacks of existing solutions have to mentioned and
which levels a measurement infrastructure should cover to provide a useful approach.
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Figure 53: Software measurement process levels
Taking a closer look to the results in Figure 53 it is obvious that there is no single approach
which combines outstanding characteristics in every relevant category.
In comparison to traditional software measurement, e‐Measurement and Agent‐oriented
measurement delivers good results in most categories. Particular Agent‐oriented
measurement is outstanding in some categories
The consequential limitation constitutes the need for building infrastructures from scratch
determine effort to avoid technological isolated solutions especially regarding the
capabilities to integrate existing functionality and data [DumkeKunz+06a].
Their major drawback, the missing practical usage, leads to other approaches for integration
technologies. One of the most observed in recent surveys is the approach of service‐oriented
architectures [Schmietendorf07]. The idea of the approach and their capabilities for building
software measurement infrastructures is presented in the next chapter.
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4. SOAbased IT Architectures
4.1. Introduction
After describing the state of the art and pointing out techniques and technologies that could
depict the way to next generation measurement tools, the general question arises if one
should start from the scratch with something complete new or is upgrading and enhancing
of existing solutions the better choice.
Observations in related IT areas show that the integration of existing solutions in new
approaches is often necessary to promote the acceptance of new implementations by
assuring former investments and enable a stepwise migration.
Mapping this idea to software measurement tools changes the viewpoint from product‐
centered to process‐centered software architectures [FarBraKunz+06].
A general definition of software architecture can be found in [BassClements+03]: “The
software architecture of a program or computing systems is the structure or structures of
the system, which comprise software components, the externally visible properties of those
components, and the relationships among them.”
Service‐oriented architectures (SOA) as the prevailing approach and upcoming industry
standard for integration and creation of corporate IT architectures has been chosen as the
technological groundwork for the thesis in hand [RuSchmKunz+07a].
The following chapter is intended to describe the concept and uses technologies of service‐
oriented architectures in a nutshell.

4.2. Aspects of Serviceoriented Architectures
One of the biggest challenges in the software‐engineering field is the paradigm change from
“from scratch” development without taking into account existing implementations to reuse
striving software development processes were the focus lies on the development of
functional services to establish service oriented architectures [Meinel06].
In difference to this definition of software architectures service‐oriented architectures are
not restricted to a single program or system. Contrariwise they deal with company‐wide or
as the case may be with cross‐company IT system architectures.
A service‐oriented architecture has to have an integrated process‐oriented perspective of IT
system architecture. In the foreground of a service‐oriented solution is not a single
application but the integration of different components which provide their functionality as
services.
Therefore a multi‐tier integration architecture for a service‐oriented architecture is needed.
Shan and Hua proposed a solution named SANTA (Solution Architecture for N‐Tier
Applications) [ShanHua06]. This model was mapped to SOA in [Schmietendorf07]. The main
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contribution is the determination of different layers for business process, basic services and
existing applications.

Figure 54: Service‐oriented integration architecture [Schmietendorf07]
Existing applications provide their functionality by using basic services or composite services
respectively to execute assigned business processes [RuSchmKunz+07b].
Such services can be spread across heterogeneous IT landscapes by being implemented in
different programming languages or they can only be integrated temporarily. But only as
recently as a standard technology for the implementation of services arises SOA solutions
found more and more acceptance. Especially the creation of the eXtensible Markup
Language (XML) and the usage of this language to describe services, relationship of services
and service interfaces forced the application of service‐oriented architectures from the
technological side.
This technological viewpoint marked the consideration of service‐oriented architectures in
the beginning of its appearance. This viewpoint was established in the definition of SOA by
the Gartner Group in 2003:
“Essentially, SOA is a software architecture that builds a topology of interfaces, interface
implementations and interface calls. SOA is a relationship of services and service consumers,
both software modules large enough to represent a complete business function. Services are
software modules that are accessed by name via an interface, typically in a request‐reply
mode. Service consumers are software that embeds a service interface proxy (the client
representation of the interface).”[Natis03]
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With raising application and propagation and the determination in different layers (see
Figure 54) the definition what a SOA is about shifts from the technological perspective to a
methodical one where SOA is defined as a paradigm:
“Service‐oriented Architecture is a paradigm for organizing and utilizing distributed
capabilities that may be under the control of different ownership domains.” [MacKenLas+06]

4.2.1 Demarcation against other Integration Proposals
The idea of service‐oriented architectures has not been emerged with the development of
the web service technology [DostalJeckle04]. The basic concepts were presented in the
surrounding of distributed communication models like DCE (Distributed Computing
Environment) or CORBA (Common Object Request Broker). Both approaches were focused
on client/server‐based systems and to a less extent on the implementation of company‐wide
integration architectures.
But in difference two this two techniques there are approaches for company‐wide
integration solutions in the context of Enterprise Resource Planning systems (ERP) and in the
Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) approach [Schmietendorf07].
Integrated ERP systems offered for example by SAP or Oracle provide a consistent and
homogeneous data model to realize integrated and unified business processes on an
overlying level. They apply data and process integration to provide a consistent presentation
[Woods04].
Due to the concentration of ERP systems the approach of enterprise service architectures is
not an alternative the area of software measurement infrastructures.

4.2.2. Technological Aspects of Web Services
Service offers provided by service‐oriented architectures are mostly characterized by
attributes that appear in the context of component‐based and object‐oriented software
engineering. Additionally some new characteristics emerged such as the unavailability of the
source code in most cases and the fact that a service can be already running at the point in
time when the service is integrated in new developed architectures.
In general the characteristics of services can be sorted into two different aspects [Erl05]:
Technical characteristics


A service provides functionality across well defined interfaces. The internal details
of the implementation are hidden.



Services support a loose coupling. That means that modifications in one service
not entail modifications in other services



Services are executed autonomic. The needed and used resources are controlled
by the service itself.
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Services support reuse in principle. Therefore design guidelines have to be
established as mandatory.



Services are stateless. Information is stored only for a specific session.
Mechanisms for the storage of a status are allocated at a higher level.

Functional characteristics


Services can be assembled by using existing applications or services. New
requirements can be implemented by the orchestration or choreography of
existing services.



The usage of a service implies an agreement about functional and non functional
requirements.



Services can be discovered on demand by human or technical users.

Even if it is only one possible way of implementation, service‐oriented architectures are
linked most times with web services. That is the case because the technology of web services
progresses the implementation of SOA’s very much.
According to the definition of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) a web service is a
“software system, designed to support interoperable machine‐to‐machine interaction over a
network. It has an interface described in a machine‐process able format.” [BoothHugo+04]
The cornerstone for the pervasion of web service technology was placed by the prevalence
of XML with its advantages of platform independence and readability for machine and
human users.
XML by itself is not only a mark‐up language in contrast to the name. In fact it is possible to
define new languages by using the contained rules and methods. Especially the separation of
the content and the logical structure of a document to describe the enclosed data is a key
target. In this way the term “meta‐data” was inducted to depict the fact that enclosed
content is described with a logical structure.
A language defined with XML consist a number of mark‐up tags and a document specific tree
structure. The combination of both is called content model and stored as Document Type
Definition (DTD) or XML Schema (XSD).
The usage of XML can provide some advantages in the area of service‐oriented architectures.
XML can be used as a universal exchange format data description and interface definition to
enable communication between applications or services. XML offers the possibility of using
enclosed meta‐data to describe the document structure with its hierarchy and data
elements. But the XML file and the corresponding scheme definition is linked by loose
coupling which enabled platform independent implementation [ChaBer08].
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Thus, four key attributes of web services can be declared [KosLey04]:

•

a web service can be identified by a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI)

•

the web service interface is machine readable and described in a standardized way

•

a web service communicates with other software systems through XML messages

•

a web service acts autonomously, a distinct observation in which way a message is
processed is not intended

This key attributes direct to a so‐called web service protocol stack with different
technologies and specifications for the different attributes. The several building blocks are
described next.

Figure 55: Basic web service protocol stack [KosLey04]
The communication between web services (which consists method invocation, parameter
and result transfer) is realized by the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). Even if the usage
of the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is not mandatory SOAP is often summed up by the
formula
SOAP = XML over HTTP [KnuDim+03].
A SOAP message consist of a so called BODY with data and an optional HEADER with
additional information for example how the data is coded or which authentication is used.
<?xml version=“1.0“>
<env:Envelope xmlns:env = http://www.w3c.org/soap-envelope>
<env:Header> … </env:Header>*
<env:Body>
…
<env:Fault> … </env:Fault>*
…
</env:Body>
</env:Envelope>

Figure 56: Structure of a SOAP message
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According to [Short02] the usage of SOAP provides some advantages in the area of service‐
oriented architectures. As explained above SOAP is independent from specific transport
protocols. HTTP is specific but since a SOAP‐message is just a XML file it can be transferred
with other protocols.
Existing middleware systems like J2EE (Enterprise Java Beans) or COM+ (Component Object
Model) can be modified to support SOAP. In this way SOAP enables interoperability between
different middleware approaches.
And as most important advantage SOAP is programming language and platform independent.
Every technology that supports XML and HTTP can interact with other technologies doing
the same.
Having described the structure of messages the next important point is the definition of
interfaces. The Web Service Description Language (WSDL) is used for the XML‐based
interface definition for web services.
<wsdl:definitions xmlns:wsdl = „http://w3.org/...“>
<wsdl:documentation ... />
<wsdl:types> Schema Imports </wsdl:types>
<wsdl:message> Nachrichten </wsdl:message>
<wsdl:portType> Operationen </wsdl:portType>
<wsdl:binding> Protokolle und Formate </wsdl:binding>
<wsdl:Service> Service Definition </wsdl:Service>
</wsdl:definitions>

Figure 57: Structure of a WSDL description
This WSDL definition accordingly describes mainly technical aspects to enable the
implementation and not quality or commercial aspects.
The WSDL definition addresses three major questions:
1. What offers the service? That defines what messages that are sent by the service and
which operations are offered for clients of this service.
2. How are the messages defined? That defines which protocols are used by the web service
to encode the messages (afore cited SOAP is the standard protocol but other protocols can
be used to).
3. Where the web service located? Typically the name and physical address (e.g. Unified
Resource Identifier) is defined here.
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Figure 58: Overview about WSDL concepts [KosLey04]
Figure 58: Overview about WSDL concepts [KosLey04] presents an overview about the WSDL
concept and the three described aspects.
Another basic technological specification for services is UDDI (Universal Description,
Discovery, and Integration). This specification is used to identify and discover widespread
web services. The main goals are cataloguing, indexing and registration of web services.
Therefore the contained information is distinguished into White‐, Yellow‐, and Green‐Pages.
White‐ and Yellow‐Pages contain information about the service provider (contact
information and industry sector) and the Green‐Pages contain the technical description of
the service (basically the WSDL definition). The fundamental application of UDDI is shown in
Figure 59

Figure 59: Basic application of the UDDI concept [KosLey04]
From technical viewpoint UDDI provides an expandable data model for the description of
web services and possible multiple client‐side or server‐side interfaces which support the
registry, the search and the administration of services.
In contrast to other integration approaches SOA enables to assemble different service
activities. In this context the terms orchestration and choreography have been stamped to
describe the different way of cooperation of web services [DostalJeckle+05]. Thereby
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orchestration describes the executable aspects of a business process from a process
viewpoint with a central controlling instance. On the other hand choreography describes the
tasks and the interplay of different processes with a peer‐to‐peer characteristic.
The goal of orchestration is to map a business process to a sequence of atomic service
implementations. The responsibility for the process execution and the execution of the
behind services is assigned to a single stakeholder (who is in charge for the single business
process) [Erl05]. Whereas, the choreography approach combines the process executions of
different stakeholders and realizes an intercorporate‐wide process handling [Erl05].

Figure 60: Principle of orchestration and choreography [Peltz03]
For the two approaches different web service technologies has been established. For
orchestration the Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS) and for
choreography the Web Service Choreography Description Language (WS‐CDL). Due to the
fact that BPEL has become a de‐facto standard and under consideration of the drawbacks of
existing choreography solutions [BarrosDumas+05] the explanations are constrict to
orchestration in the following.
BPEL4WS is a XML based programming language and enables the mapping, controlling and
execution of business process by using of web services. Every business process can be
defined as an abstract process (definition of process characteristics) or an executable
process (definition of internal implementation).
With BPEL it is possible to define which information are transferred to a specific destination
and which functionality is called in a specific location. Additionally exceptions (for example
error processing) can be defined. BPEL enables the user to define specific sequences of web
services without taking care of their internal implementation.
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Thus, for every process or sub‐process the following attributes are defined [AlvesAssaf 07]:

•

Partner links. Connection of stakeholders to WSDL‐port types

•

Variable declaration by using XML schema

•

Definition of events, compensation, fault, and termination handlers

•

Description of the desired process action

For the description of the desired process action a set of atomic (e.g. invoke, receive, reply,
assign, throw, validate, exit) and structured activities (e.g. process, scope, sequence,
repeatUntil, forEach, if, flow) are predefined.
For the definition of BPEL documents often GUI based tools (e.g. Active BPEL Designer) are
used but they can also be generated from graphical notation (e.g. Business Process Modeling
Notation). The execution of defined processes is done by so‐called WS‐BPEL engines
[RudKunz+07].

Figure 61: Architecture of a BPEL environment [Collaxa03]
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Summary: Service‐oriented Approach
EAI solutions are able to realize business processes by using applications or data source
over a network. Thereby they are able to implement company wide architectures. Such
solutions often only provide a technical view on integration while describe in the core a
platform for message exchange, protocol conversion, and mapping of information via a
bus system [ReiSchm+03].
By contrast a Service‐oriented architecture provides integration on a functional
dimension and thereby a decoupling of applications. In that case not applications are
used but functionality is invoked. By using standardized service descriptions, services can
be exchanged without affect the execution of superordinated business processes.
Only for the integration of existing measurement databases EAI techniques should be
taken into account to provide as much empirical knowledge as possible for any Service‐
oriented architecture.
Currently the Web‐Service technology is used mainly within the application development
as substitution of proven middleware technology as for example CORBA. The arising
advantage consists of the resulting technology independence. In this way a combination
of techniques like J2EE from SUN or .net from Microsoft is possible [Schmietendorf07].
Through the standardization Web Services can be used in manifold use cases they can be
integrated just in time for various business processes far beyond the boundaries of the
individual enterprise.

4.3. SOAcapability of Software Measurement Tools
The analysis of existing measurement tools was performed with two different viewpoints:
a) A survey of manufacturers about existing products and existing integration opportunities
b) An independent analysis of existing measurement tools concerning the SOA‐capability
The presented detailed analysis covers aspects concerning among others functionality,
interfaces, security, payment options, and supported standards [SchmKunz+07].
As an additional result three major capability levels of service interfaces has been identified:
1) Output of measurement values
2) Input of measurement data
3) Control and triggering of measurement services
In this way we consider two different views for interface evaluation: the used technology
and the provided functionality.
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4.3.1. Assessment about SOAcapability of measurement tools
The target of this section is to analyze how far the aspects of service‐oriented architectures
have penetrated into the area of software measurement tools.
The SOA‐capability depends predominantly on import potentiality of measurement data,
export potentiality of results, and the implemented facilities to control the tool.

Figure 62: substantial functionality for SOA‐capability
Since the most important thing for the usage of a distinct tool is the occurrence of interfaces
for the export of measurement results, the analysis is focused on this aspect.
At first, a classification of interfaces according to the needed effort to adapt the interfaces
into a service‐oriented measurement infrastructure is introduced. And five major categories
are identified and pointed out in the following table.
Table 15: Effort classification for SOA‐execution of measurement results
Existing
Interface

Web‐Service‐ Very marginal effort

XML‐based Interfaces

Low effort (simple creation of web‐
services out of XML‐files and databases)

Standardized
format

exchange Effort at medium level

Proprietary
format

exchange Medium up to high effort

No exchange possibility Continuous effort
(only paper and printout) information transfer

due

to

manual

By applying this classification approach to the 39 analyzed tools, one can see that over half
of all tools just have a proprietary interface with a medium up to high adoption effort. If a
measurement tool provides more than one type of interface the one with the lower effort
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was captured. The results are pointed out in Figure 63 while the detail results for each tool
are put into the appendix.
Based on the results one can reason that the majority of existing measurement tools have a
medium or high effort for embedding them into an SOA. Only nearly one third (31%) need
just marginal or low effort.

Figure 63: Occurrence of different interface technologies
The second focus in the survey was on the combination of the functionality of different tools
and/or the possibility to control the tool by an interface. This is important for the SOA idea
of measurement tools because the main goal is to create a tailored measurement tool out of
the functionality from different independent tools.
The results in this area are very uneven. Over half of all the tools just provide proprietary
interfaces and in this way no possibilities exist to access functionality or to control the tool
via the interface. Another 10% use database connections to transfer data in the first instance.
These connections also do not have the precondition either to control or to access tool
functionality.
Even if the other 34% do not provide options for controlling or accessing functionalities, the
usage of XML at least allows enhancements in this direction in the near future.
As a subsumption one can say that the functionality of the presented interfaces does not
deliver the needed requirements for service‐oriented architectures. In this way the
realization of a software measurement tool as a web service offer is the exception
[NewLom03].
Therefore, the second step was to make a survey among measurement tool manufactures
how far their products are applicable to create service‐oriented measurement
infrastructures, and if they are available as a service offer, respectively.
Another facet was to find out if there are any planed ideas for SOA´s in future releases, if at
the moment there is no service‐oriented functionality.
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4.3.2. Survey among Measurement Tool Manufactures
As an outcome of our survey, over 30 replies has been received. Some of the tools were part
of our first assessment and, in general, one can outline that the answers give a
representative view on software measurement tools from the manufactures point of view.
The first look is again on export interfaces. The results are shown in Figure 64 and they are
corresponding to the first assessment. Every tool has an export possibility but the effort to
integrate them into SOA´s is not marginal due to non service‐able connection type.
Is it possible to export data out of your product?

0%

10%
Yes, via proprietary format

41%

Yes, via standardized format
Yes, via XML-based format
49%

No

Figure 64: Results about export interfaces
The next questions target another important fact for Service‐oriented Measurement
Architectures: the combination of different tools according to distinct functionality. The
results can be that for every distinct information need, different functionalities from
different tools were combined to a new service by using web service orchestration [Peltz03].
The results point out an optimistic view to this issue: over 80% of all manufactures say that
their tool can be combined with other tools (see Figure 65) and nearly 80% say that single
functionality of their tools can be used independently (see Figure 66).
As aforementioned an approval of this appraisal is very doubtful. The first reason is that tool
manufactures often understand combining opportunities as the option to combine tools
from their product portfolio and not to other tools, for example by using open or
standardized interfaces or connections. Because of the fact that more features have been
implicated into the concept of tool combination, the independent assessment is not
rebutted.
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Is it possible to combine your tool with other measurement
tools?

19%
33%
Yes, via proprietary interface
Yes, via standardized interface
No
48%

Figure 65: Combination of different measurement tools

Is it possibile to use only a single functionality?

23%
34%
Measurement
Analysis
Data-storage
No

13%
30%

Figure 66: Usage of single functionality
Especially for commercial software, the question about the different type of license models
is very important. If a software measurement tool provides functionality as a web service,
the license model should provide pay‐per‐use to avoid high acquisition cost and therewith
open up new possible users. Unfortunately this aspect is not considered by the tool
manufactures at the moment [Kunz+06a].
Only 3% provide a pay‐per‐use option and just a quarter provide at least the possibility to
purchase a single module/component.
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Which type of licenses are available?

Purchase of a single Product
29%
45%

Purchase of a single
module/component
Pay per use (online)

3%
23%

Other

Figure 67: Different types of licenses models
Summary: Current Situation of SOA‐based Measurement
Subsuming the assessment and the survey one can say that existing measurement tools are
in general SOA‐capable even if there is some effort to invest on.
But the establishment of new license models for Service oriented tools is necessary in view
of the current situation. But to create a real benefit of Service oriented architectures, the
possibility of combination among different measurement tools has to be improved.
Therefore, an accepted SOA Guideline which describes requirement and interface
requirements has to establish and to create an applicable approach for Service
standardization and collaboration. Tailored functionality and new license models in the
area of software measurement tools especially for small and medium‐sized businesses can
boost the application of software measurement in this area [Kunz+06b].
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5. Serviceoriented Measurement Infrastructures
The analysis of existing measurement tools and the target of implementing a standardized
measurement process make it reasonable to take into account the technological solution of
service‐oriented architectures and the paradigm of providing services rather than monolithic
tools. The application of the mentioned technologies could create a measurement
infrastructure which should be defined as:
“A Measurement Infrastructure is an adaptable, automated, and coherent substructure for
technical and organizational securing of a Corporate Measurement Program, through the
holistic usage of CAME tools, a persistent data storage in a measurement database, and a
measurement data exchange by the use of well defined interfaces.”
To distinguish between the terms architecture and infrastructure for the thesis in hand an
infrastructure is defined as an implementation of a distinct architecture.
Applying the technologies and the paradigm of service‐oriented architectures to software
measurement one will early come to a point that a lot of different ways exist to implement a
software measurement program by means of SOA. Taking into account the described basic
characteristics of SOA and the outlined needs for a software measurement infrastructure, it
is obvious that the framework cannot end up in only one distinct measurement tool.
Contrariwise, the thesis in hand aims to present a general framework for creating a service‐
oriented infrastructure for various software measurement use‐cases.
The previous chapter points out that different aspects have to be taken into account to
successfully implement a software measurement program. Summing up, the following goals
are defined for a service‐oriented measurement infrastructure:
-

No limitation to product measurement. Support of resource and process
measurement and establishment of
Support of corporate measurement programs
Controlling and enhancement of measurement process level and continuous
realization of a standardized software measurement process
Overcoming of general measurement tool shortcomings
Establishment and support of software measurement repository
Inclusion of a measurement experience base
Application of ICT and guideline for the interplay of tools of different providers
Standardized approach for integration of different services
Enable different license models
Enable automated procedures for measurement service orchestration according
to a specific information need
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In order to reach the defined goals different systems and components are needed for very
different functionalities. To provide an overview Figure 68 shows the different elements and
how they are interacting together.

Figure 68: Simplified architecture and included systems of the framework
Every decision for on a specific technology or on a specific subset of entities has been done
with the target to create a coherent solution and not to cover all possible use cases.
The increasing economic relevance of software measurement for organizations cannot be
neglected. But issues like complexity and missing traceability of measurement processes
constitute the need for direction and guidance in this regard. This need is satisfied by the
development of the Practical Software Measurement (PSM) [PSM01]. The main concepts of
PSM provide a foundation for the international standard ISO/IEC 15939 (see Chapter2.3.3.3.
The ISO/IEC15939 Software Measurement Process.).
As described in chapter 2 the ISO/IEC 15939 Information Technology – Software
Measurement Process helps to identify, define, select, apply, and improve software
measurement in any software development project. This standard describes a compliant
measurement process concerning its purposes and outcomes combined with appropriate
activities and tasks. Thereby the core measurement process is divided in the sub‐processes
“plan” and “perform” using the information needs as input, for example by using the Goal
Question Metric approach (see chapter 2.3.3.1. The Goal‐Question‐Metric Method) with the aid
of appropriate business goals.
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For a better understanding the following figure draws the scope of the intended
infrastructure is shown in context of the ISO standard.

Figure 69: Scope of ISO/IEC 15939 standard [ISO/IEC02]
To date, the core measurement process can be facilitated by monolithic software
measurement tools taking a set of metrics and the measurement object as input and
producing measurements together with some kind of evaluation or analysis
[KernchenKunz+07c].
Owing to high license costs of such monolithic and rigid measurement tools, the real benefit
is hard to identify. Because of that the commercial application of software measurement
seems to be increasable by using flexible infrastructures without high acquisition costs and
with the possibility to tailor the functionality according to a project specific measurement
information needs.
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Figure 70: SOA‐based Measurement Process
Based on the general characteristics of ISO/IEC 15939 a service‐oriented measurement
infrastructure with different services and components should be specified and implemented
to realize the defined processes and activities.
To give an overview about the desired infrastructure Figure 71 describes the core
architecture and the core elements aligned to the ISO/IEC 15939 measurement process
standard

Figure 71: Different SOMI orchestration processes [Kunz+06f]
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To create such an infrastructure it is necessary to define the technology or the notation in
which the different elements or specifications have to be implemented or described. In this
way a level‐based procedure was used as shown in Figure 72.

Figure 72: Level‐based infrastructure composition

5.1. Process Definition
At first it is essential to describe the process model in a semantic manner to obtain a high‐
level view of the entire measurement process and to enforce a standard compliant
procedure. Therefore, the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) [OMG06] has been
applied. In doing so this representation describes all processes, sub‐processes, properties,
and sub‐properties of ISO/IEC 15939. This process model is used to divide the complete
measurement process into different architectural components. Furthermore, the BPMN is
used to produce the business process diagram on the basis of the ISO/IEC 15939 process
model. Figure 73 presents the standard at a glance. Since he has been described in detail in
chapter 2.3.3.3. The ISO/IEC15939 Software Measurement Process, the following
explanations are shrieked to the BPMN implementation.

Figure 73: Simplified ISO/IEC 15939 process overview
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Technical and Management Processes
The Technical and Management processes represent the overlying business processes where
a requirement for measurement is driven by an information need which is intended to be
satisfied by the result of an instance of a measurement process: information product.

Figure 74: Technical and Management processes

The first process step is intended to establish and sustain measurement commitment. Assign
resources and identify measurement scope are the subtask for this sub process.
1 – Establish and sustain commitment

Accept requirements

Assign resources

Figure 75: Establish and sustain commitment
The trigger for the measurement commitment has its origin in the requirement for
measurement from Technical and Management processes.
[Technical and Management processes]
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Figure 76: Detailed view on process Establish and sustain commitment
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Plan the Measurement Process
The first out of two core measurement processes is plan the measurement process. Major
input is logically the information need and the measurement commitment (scope and
resource allocation). Additional improvement actions from earlier iterations of the
measurement process
2 – Plan
Characterize
organizational
unit

Analyze
information
needs

Review, approve,
and provide
resources for
measurement tasks

Define data collection,
analysis, and reporting
structures

Select
measures

Acquire and
deploy supporting
technologies

Figure 77: Plan the Measurement process
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The most important process step thereby is analyze information needs and within select
measures. Activities in this regard should use experience from previous mappings of
information needs and software measures and follow a standardized procedure (e.g. Goal‐
Question‐Metric or Factor‐Criteria‐Metric paradigm). The second important step is the
definition of evaluation criteria’s. Thus, the definition of a quality model has to be done in
the plan process.
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Figure 78: Detailed view on Plan the Measurement process
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The results of the sub process are a set of appropriate measures aligned with project specific
threshold as a quality model.
Perform the Measurement Process
The second core measurement process is Perform the measurement process. Thereby the
measurement of software engineering artifacts, data collection and analysis, as well as the
communication of results is the major steps. The major output of the perform process and
therefore of the core measurement process is the information product.

Figure 79: Perform the Measurement Process
Experience from previous iteration is mainly used in regards of measurement analysis. The
analysis and results communication will be done in an iterative manner as long as
measurement data is collected.
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Figure 80: Detailed view on Perform the Measurement process
Evaluate Measurement
The last process step and the most unique one of the ISO/IEC 15939 measurement process is
Evaluate measurement. As the name implies the focus is to evaluate previous procedures
and to identify potential improvements. Especially the mapping of information need and
measure should be evaluated in this process step.

Figure 81: Evaluate measurement
Beside the pure software measurement data (derived from perform) the measurement
experience base is feed with information in this sub process.
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Figure 82: Detailed view on Evaluate measurement

5.2. Serviceoriented Measurement Infrastructure detailed Description
The automation and technical support of the several processes and sub processes differs
between each other. The fulfillment of the measurement of identified measures and the
collection and storage of the measurement data is freely offered by existing tools but as
described in previous chapters a set of different services is necessary.
In general a service‐oriented measurement infrastructure need a throughout support of a
complete measurement process. That drives the look to sub processes which are barely
automated or supported: the mapping of an information need with distinct measure and the
evaluation of measurement processes. But obviously this throughout implementation is
necessary for a proof of concept of a service‐oriented measurement infrastructure.
The question arise which use case is appropriate for a first prototype, which components
from common SOA’s could be used and which components have to be implemented specific
as measurement services.
Some restrictions have been made regarding supported measures and measurement
artifacts. To choose a widespread and well accepted set of measures for a relevant use case
the Chidamber & Kemerer metrics for object‐oriented design have been selected. The
measurable artifacts have been constricted to Java as the major programming language in
the scientific area as well as the open source community. But even with these constraints
the pictured scenario (C&K metrics and Java technology) can be taken as widespread in
software engineering practice.
Since, their exists manifold possible technical solutions for every described framework
element and the fact that the technical solutions are only part of a device record out of
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which a distinct infrastructure is created at runtime. The presented implementations can
only provide a glimpse of resulting infrastructures.

5.2.1. GQM Process Model
For the task of mapping the information need with a measure two standardized approaches
has been applied: the Goal‐Question‐Metric Method (GQM) and the machine readable
description of knowledge about metrics with ontology’s.
As presented in chapter 2.3.3.1. The Goal‐Question‐Metric Method GQM contains a holistic
measurement process. Since, the ISO/IEC 15939 was chosen as the overall process model,
the following BPMN diagram is limited to two sub processes representing the GQM
paradigm for selecting appropriate measures for defined goals and thereby information
need.
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3 – Produce
GQM plan
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6 – Package
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Select project and
identify project
goals

2 – Identify GQM goals
Specify
measurement
goals
informally

Specify GQM
goals

Rank and
select GQM
goals

Figure 83: BPMN diagram of GQM paradigm

5.2.2. Ontology for Objectoriented Metrics
Ontology’s are a fundamental concept of the Semantic Web envisioned by Tim Berners‐Lee
[LeeHendler+01]. Together with explicit representation of the semantics of data for machine‐
accessibility, such domain theories are the basis for intelligent next generation applications
for the web [AngMarOls+03] and other areas of interest [Devedzic06] with a special focus on
knowledge sharing and reuse. Ontology’s are also basis for interaction and work of different
agents or applications [KernchenRud+07] [MenckeKunz+08a]. Top‐level application areas
identified by [Fikes98] are collaboration, interoperation, education, and modeling.
Ontology’s can be defined as a specification of a conceptualization [Gruber93], or in other
words as the formal representation of an abstract view of the world. They include a
vocabulary, instances, taxonomy, relations, and axioms about a certain domain.
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A vocabulary defines terms with unambiguous meanings. Furthermore, logical statements
for the description of terms and rules for their combination and relation are provided. A
taxonomy is part of the ontology concept for a hierarchical classification in a machine‐
process able form. Individuals/instances represent the objects of the ontology and thereby
the available knowledge, while classes/concepts describe abstract sets of individuals.
Attributes can be assigned to instances for description. They have a name and value. The last
key concept of ontology’s is the relation. It can be described by using attributes and
assigning another individual as a value. Common relation types are the is‐a relation
(subsumption relation) and the part‐of relation (metonymy relation). The possibility to
define special domain specific relations is a considerable additional value of the concept of
an ontology. Axioms are always true and represent knowledge that is not inferable from
other individuals.
It is possible to distinguish ontology’s in two broad categories: lightweight and heavyweight
ontology’s. A lightweight ontology is described by individuals, classes, attributes, relations
and axioms, meanwhile heavyweight ontology’s are an extension of lightweight ones by the
additional usage of axioms for a more detailed domain description [MenckeKunz+08b].
There already exist ontology’s for different fields of application. Some are available via
libraries like the DAML ontology library [DAML08] and the SchemaWeb library [Schema08].
The first part of the ontology connects a distinct information need with a software
characteristic. The software characteristics can be distinguished into product, process, or
resource related. For resources the ontology defines among others costs, experience, and
magnitude, for process among others time and effort. For the product characteristics
artifacts like size and complexity were taken into account as well as aspects of the ISO/IEC
9126 standard for product quality. Some standardized examples are efficiency, portability,
reusability, design, reliability, usability, and availability. Considering the general goal of
object oriented metrics it is clear that product quality and in this case the design is the main
focus for object‐oriented software characteristics. The other elements have been defined to
provide an extensible model [Kunz+06a].
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Figure 84: Ontology component “Software Characteristic” [Weise06]
Another important part of the ontology is the consideration of object‐oriented structure and
concept. The logical structure of object‐oriented objects like encapsulation or coupling is
often a measurable artifact. Therefore the measurable artifact is divided into object‐oriented
structure and object‐oriented concept.
The object‐oriented structure is arranged by using different elements with correlated
relations.
Another important feature in this ontology component is the “usesElement” association.
Thereby a “using”‐relation between two elements is described. A metric measures an
attribute of an element by using another element. For example the size of a class
(“isDefinedFor”) is measured by counting its included methods (“usesElement”).
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Figure 85: Ontology component “Measurable Properties”
As previously described the target of the ontology is to connect a distinct information need,
which must be satisfiable by measurements, with a specific measure. The need itself evolves
from requirements for control and optimization of software and related processes and
resources.
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Based on an analysis of the problem area a concept model is created. It aims to connect
object‐oriented metrics with a measurement goal which refers to distinct software
characteristics with predications which are based on measurement results. Furthermore
evaluation and interpretation criteria are included.

Figure 86: Ontology component “Metric Context”
The metrics themselves can be distinguished in base and derived metrics and they can be
classified into product, process or resource metric.
In a similar way a metric is defined for a measurable property which connects it to an object‐
oriented structure respectively an object‐oriented concept.
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Figure 87: Ontology component “Object‐oriented Metric”
In the following figure all components are arranged in the intended manner as Object‐
Oriented Metrics Ontology (OOMO).
An information need is connected with a concept model and in this way with a measurement
goal and with a distinct software characteristic.
The software characteristic is connected with a measurable property which is defined for an
object‐oriented metric and the according metrics attributes.
Figure 88: Ontology for software measures presents the interplay of the aforementioned
components into the ontology for object‐oriented metrics.
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Figure 88: Ontology for software measures

5.2.3. Web Service for Objectoriented metrics
Another core component for a service‐oriented measurement infrastructure is for sure a
web service for performing measurement activities. This task has been realized as part of a
master thesis project at the SML@b [Farooq05]. The implementation of the
Chidamber&Kemerer metrics for object‐oriented design as a web service creates an
important building block for the proof‐of‐concept of the service‐oriented measurement
infrastructure. By including the results of the evaluation of a comprehensive set of open‐
source libraries and applications the web service creates the groundwork for an extensive
set of empirical data. This empirical data can be used for benchmarking user projects against
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the industry standard represented by a large set of open‐source applications
[FarKerKunz+06] [BraFarKunz+06] (A detailed description of the collection and storage of
empirical data is shown in chapter 5.5. Service‐oriented Measurement Database).

Figure 89: Web service for measuring C&K metrics [Farooq05]
The GUI has been created as a prototype and is not part of the final infrastructure. But it
enables and idea of analysis possibilities provided by the measured data. Figure 89 shows a
screenshot of the implemented measurement analysis. In this case a comparison of two Java
software systems.
A detailed description how visualization is realizes in the intended infrastructure can be
found in chapter 5.4. Graphical User Interface
For the integration of this service into the SOMI it is more important how the measurement
results are provided for other services beside the graphical visualization. To provide a
feasible interface the measurement results are captures as an XML file. Figure 90 shows an
example for a measurement result containing the different measures.
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!—C&K Metrics Results for the dom4j technology (code author:User)-->
-<dom4j>
<!-- org.dom4j.dom element contains metrics results for DOMText packages.-<dom4j-1.6.1>
<NOC>0</NOC>
<LOC>64</LOC>
<DIT>5</DIT>
<WMC>38</WMC>
<CBO>7</CBO>
<RFC>47</RFC>
<LCOM>703</LCOM>
</dom4j-1.6.1>
-</dom4j>

Figure 90: Example for a XML result file for a measurement
The interaction of the different actors and web service elements regarding measurement
and data retrieving are shown in the sequence diagrams (Figure 91, Figure 93) and the
different activities are presented in the activity diagram (Figure 92).

Figure 91: Sequence diagram for measuring a Java project [Farooq05]
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Figure 92: Activity diagram for measuring a Java project

Figure 93: Sequence diagram for measurement data retrieving
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5.2.4. Search and Integration Process for Measurement Services
To realize the components for the service directory and measurement service integration we
choose the approach of a SOA‐Service‐Center [SchmiDim04]. Such a service center supports
different tasks and implies the use of already existing tools and new approaches. It provides
several functionalities like a directory about all available services, descriptions for provided
interfaces, and information about existing service compositions. A second important
information in this concrete use case aims at the number and types of metrics that a distinct
measurement service supports. In addition, one can add Meta information about the
provided services in such a service center, for example sequence relationships or expected
quality behavior.
But more important for building up an infrastructure are the provided search functionalities.
Therefore, the service center offers functionalities like runtime search, criteria‐based search,
and information where the services already have been used [SchmiDim04].
The second important question addresses the security of measurement services. Logically,
no user will accept that his measurement objects become public. Therefore, it is necessary
that the integration architecture is able to ensure that the web services which are being
used to build the measurement infrastructure are compliant to the security policy of the
concrete environment.
On this account the Web Service Security Framework has been used to describe how to
incorporate security technologies (e.g. Kerberos [MIT05]) into web services by defining a
place for them within the SOAP headers [NewLom03]. The WS‐Security specification targets
message alteration by including digital signatures and message disclosure by supporting
message encryption, while it can also be used to authenticate messages through the use of
Kerberos [MIT05].
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Figure 94: SOA Service Center [SchmiDim04]
This SOA Service Center is not limited to measurement infrastructures nor was it developed
particular for this field of application. But this Service Center is a good example that using
the SOA technology enables the integration of new technologies in the area of software
measurement.
Even if some of the components contain a own GUI for demonstration purpose the general
goal is to create a complete infrastructure by the use of SOA and web services with the aim
to be viewed as one software measurement tool. That establishes a need for a uniform
interaction with a user.
Referring back to the foundations of software measurement it was mentioned those
different users are stakeholder in a software measurement program.
On the one hand for a software developer the measurement process should disappear and
on the other hand capabilities are needed for quality engineers if measurement indicates
lack of quality.

5.3. Quality driven Assembly of Web Services
The importance of providing service‐oriented architectures in every field of application is
beyond controversy these days and applied in high diversity in different economic fields.
Unfortunately existing solutions are focusing mainly on the provided functionality. But for
the success of Systems Integration in the long run, the quality of developed architectures is
of substantial interest [Kunz+08a] [Kunz+08b].
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Existing approaches relates to QoS (Quality of Service) parameters such as throughput,
response time and availability. Similar approaches are introduced by Menascé and Dubey
[MenDub07] or Sirin, Parsia and Hendler [SirinParsia+05]. But these QoS parameters describe
only single aspects out of many and the orientation on network related aspects like
performance, availability, capacity, integrity, security, and accessibility leads to the result
that a lot of services lack on other quality facets like reusability, portability, or
maintainability.
In a Gartner study the adverse situation in the usage of services was summarized by the
quotation [Chappell06] [Gartner07]:
“You should expect to reuse only a fraction of your services, maybe just 20% of them.”
Probably it is not astonishing that reusability is not being reached if it is not measured
previously.
For the enhancement of QoS attributes with comprehensive product quality attributes a
framework for quality‐driven creation of architectures is proposed in this chapter. Besides
these quality‐oriented characteristic the usage of semantic knowledge and structured
process descriptions enable an automatic procedure. Especially the combination of both is a
promising approach. Due to manifold advantages of high‐flexible infrastructures compared
to monolithic products a lot of initiatives propose approaches for the integration of single
components (e.g. services). Semantic metadata provides the basis for the automation of this
process. But those approaches lack from a throughout consideration of empirical data.
Either only functional requirements or single quality attributes are taken into consideration.
In contrast to existing approaches the presented framework reveals a holistic orientation on
quality aspects. It combines semantic web technologies for the fast and correct assembly of
system elements and quality attribute evaluations for making the best assembly decisions
possible. Therefore complex quality models [AbrKunz+03] are considered as well as empirical
evaluations. Furthermore different types of quality evaluation like simulation and static and
dynamic software measurement are used. Combining them delivers a holistic quality view on
components and the flexibility enables a quality improvement of the targeted system by the
exchange of single components if the evaluation of their quality attributes decreases.
The presented general QuaD2‐Framework (Quality Driven Design) can easily be adapted to
many different fields of application, e.g. service‐oriented architectures or enterprise
application integration [KerKunz+07a]. In this way the framework can be a meaningful
approach for service‐oriented architectures in a general way beside the service‐oriented
measurement infrastructure [Kunz+08c] [MenckeKunz+08d].

5.3.1. QuaD² Framework
In general the sub processes of this empirical‐based assembly process are the initialization,
the feasibility check (checking the functional coverage), and the selection process based on
empiricism as well as the operation of the established application. Quality assurance is
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achieved by certain sub processes that allow optimizations at initialization time as well as
during runtime. Furthermore measurement sub processes are performed to update
evaluation data.
The major goal of the described core process is an architecture consisting of single services.
Such a service contains metadata‐annotated functionality.
In order to achieve the sketched goals a special process is developed below. Its major use
cases are introduced in Figure 95.

Figure 95: Use Case Diagram: Empirical‐Based Service Orchestration Process
The basis of the presented approach is a collection of semantically‐annotated sources: the
process model repository, the service repository, a quality model repository and
furthermore an experience factory.
The process model repository is the source for process models that serves as description for
the functionality of the aspired distributed system. Example for such processes can be
ISO/IEC 15939 [ISO/IEC02] for the software measurement process or didactical approaches
[Mencke08]. Technological realization may vary, too. They can result in UML [OMG07],
BPMN [OMG05], ontology’s [Mencke07], etc.
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An important source for empirical quality evaluations are quality models being provided by a
quality model repository. The basis of a quality model’s definition is an extensible list of
quality attributes. The specification of a certain quality model is realized by selecting and
weighting appropriate attributes. The evaluation and selection of appropriate services is
based on evaluation criteria for each included attribute. Such attributes can be e.g. cost,
performance, availability, security, and usability. The attributes and corresponding
evaluation formulas are standardized e.g. in ISO/IEC 9126 [ISO/IEC01].
The service repository contains services, their semantic description and their evaluation data
regarding all defined quality attributes.
The selection and adoption of process models and quality models are difficult tasks which
constitutes the need for guidance and support. Because of this, the presented framework
proposes the usage of existing experiences and knowledge about previously defined and
used process models and quality models to support both process steps. Based on the Quality
Improvement Paradigm, Basili and Rombach proposed the usage of an Experience Factory
which contains among others an Experience Base and Lessons Learned [Basili94], [Basili99].
In the presented framework, the Experience Factory is fed from the process evaluation
process and is the major building block to save empirical data and the user’s experiences
with specific process procedures or with distinct quality attributes.
Figure 96 defines the used diagram elements for the diagrams below; optional elements
have a grey border.

Figure 96: Definition of used diagram elements
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The focus on quality is a throughout property of the developed process and results in certain
measurement and evaluation sub processes that are introduced in the following general
process description and are described more detailed in subsequent sections. The derived
results are directly used for optimization purposes [MenckeKunz+08c].
Initialization Steps
The selection of an appropriate process model that defines the functional requirements for
the parts of the later distributed system is the first step. Due to the fact, that such a choice
can be a manual process, it should be supported by an experience factory providing
knowledge and experiences – lesson learned – for the decision for or against a specific
process model for the current need. The process model essentially bases on semantic
metadata to allow the later automatic mapping of semantically described service
functionalities to the functional requirements specified by the process model. With the
chosen process model a set of concrete distributed systems is possible. In our measurement
process characterization that means an essential measurement improvement.
product ∧ resources

A original

processs

∪ A original

product ∧resources ∧ process

= A original

After the experience‐supported selection of an appropriate process model the second step
of the presented approach is a selection of a quality model from a quality model repository.
This is intended to be done automatically. For certain domains manual adaptations can be
more efficient. A manual individualization of this predefined set of quality attributes as well
as of their importance weighting is also possible. That means the experience basis in the
measurement process establishes an essential measurement improvement
criteria

formula

E threshold ∪ E extension

formula

→ E repository .

For these purposes an experience factory can be helpful again. As a result of this step a
process model and importance‐ranked quality attributes are defined.
Feasibility Check Steps
With this information process step three is able to determine whether enough available
services exist to provide an acceptable amount of functionality demanded by the process
model. If there is no acceptable coverage after the negotiation sub processes, then an abort
probability based on already collected data can be computed. The user needs to decide
whether he accepts the probability or not. If not the distributed system provision process
will be aborted.
In the case of an acceptable coverage the runtime sub processes of step 4 can start.
The involved transformation of measurement results could be characterized as remarkable
measurement improvement as
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The first of them determines the next process step to be executed following the process
model. Therefore information about the last process steps can be taken into consideration
to optimize the next process step execution. Exception handling in case of aborted pre‐sub
processes is a functional requirement and thereby should be covered by the process model
itself.
Due to the fact that new services can be added to the service repository, another coverage
check for the next process step is performed. Now, up‐to‐date service information, their
evaluation values as well as the data of the quality model are available to identify the best
service possible.
Selection Steps
The weighting of the quality attributes during the initialization delivered weighted attributes.
This procedure is not intended to be performed during runtime, because the executed
distributed system should not be interrupted (abort, costs …).
The result is a best possible distributed system based on the existing services as well as the
specified quality model.
Operation and Evaluation Steps
Once the most optimal service is identified it can be executed and measured in parallel.
These data are used to evaluate the last process step. The runtime sub processes are
repeated until either all process steps of the process model are successfully executed or an
abort due to missing services took place. Considering the quality assurance the modified
kind of measurement tools can be described as essential measurement improvement as
semi_autma tic
automatic
autmatic
T one_meas._
phase → T one_meas._ phase → T whole_measurement

including the derivation of the involved personnel that is used only for the first steps of
infrastructure building as
practition er

P measuremen t_applicat ion_staf f → P initial

The last step five of the presented approach covers the evaluation of the entire process
being an input for the experience factory. It compares the achieved results with the desired
ones.

5.3.2. QualityBased Service Selection Core Process
In general the service selection has several steps. The first identifies all possible services
according to the required functionality defined within the process model (during
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initialization phase). An additional step selects the identified quality model that specifies
what quality aspects are useful for the intended usage and how important they are for the
initiator of the application to be assembled. Manual adjustments are possible, but not
necessary and are performed during initialization, too. Only in exceptional cases a manual
adjustment during runtime is reasonable.
That means that the measurement itself using the QuaD2 approach is changed as essential
measurement improvement in the following manner
assessment

controlling

M measurement → M measurement
Step three is the most important one and identifies the most appropriate service for the next
process step to be performed during the selection process. It takes into account the
weighted quality attributes as well the candidate service set whose elements fit the
functional requirements of the current process step. Figure 98 shows a diagram presenting
the underlying application flow of this special Service Selection Process.
Adjustment

Quality Model
Repository

Repeat

Evaluation Data
Normalization

Weighted Quality
Attributes Matrix

Process Model
Element /Service /
Evaluation Data
Matrix

Determine Worst
Evaluated
Service

Delete Worst
Evaluated
Service

Until
|subset|=1

Service

End

Figure 98: Service Selection Process
The weighted quality requirements matrix is manually created by selection needed quality
attributes from a predefined set during initialization. The user has to weight the attributes in
a normalized scale. For example he can decide to weight the cost of a service with 70% (0.7),
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the performance is considered to be less important (20% = 0.2) and size is weighted with
10% (0.1). All weights must sum up to 1.
Amongst others the calculation formula and normalization directive are stored for all quality
attributes to be able to determine the qualitatively best service for the current need.
For the service selection process quite a few approaches have been taken into account. The
general goal was to create a ranking based approach whereas the qualifiedly best service can
be identified. A second arbitration was made to enable consideration of measures with
different range of values: a normalization of service quality measures.
In doing so the normalization contains a transformation of values into a specific range [0 to
1]. On the one hand it enables comparison and combination of different measures on the
other hand a shifting of values in the original set beyond the primarily values and thereby a
changing of variance or deviation can influence the values of other services, even if their
values haven’t changed at all. Normalization with the highest value among the candidates
converts the value to the desired range [0 to 1] and the normalization keeps the ranking
property. Due to the influence of the normalization range the values are only meaningful in
comparison to identical normalized values which is sufficient for the desired ranking, of
course.
To display the mentioned side effect Table 16 presents an example where three services are
part of the selection process. A selected set of measures and specific weights for each
measure constitutes the basis for the selection process. With the measured values for each
service at a distinct point in time a normalization process is calculated and the aggregation
of these values leads to the ranking of the three services.
In the course of time the quality measures for the several services can change, of course.
Consequently, the presented example contains the second set of measured values. In that
case the Response Time for a service has been worsening noticeable. In doing so the shifting
of the range of values has the described side effect to the normalization process. The ranking
in those measures stays consistent but the aggregation delivers a different result in
comparison to the first dataset even though the values for service A and service B are still
unchanged.
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Table 16: Example of normalization implication
Point in Time
X

(1 best)

Continued
use of data
(1 best)

Memory
utilization

Response
Time

Service A

0.5

0.64

400 kB

30ms

Service B

0.75

0.40

700 kB

20ms

Service C

0.30

0.20

1100 kB

60ms

Weight

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.40

Restorability
Service

Normalized
and weighted

Aggregation

Ranki

Service A

0.1

0.128

0.128

0.2

0.556

2

Service B

0.15

0.08

0.072

0.268

0.57

1

Service C

0.06

0.04

0.0

0.0

0.1

3

Service A

0.5

0.64

400 kB

30ms

Service B

0.75

0.40

700 kB

20ms

Service C

0.30

0.20

1100 kB

200ms

Aggregation

Rank

Point in Time
Y

Normalized
and weighted

Service A

0.1

0.128

0.128

0.34

0.696

1

Service B

0.15

0.08

0.072

0.36

0.662

2

Service C

0.06

0.04

0.0

0.0

0.1

3
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The approach to overcame the described disadvantage has been identified in establish an
elimination process. Since the worst service (regarding the measured values) is eliminated
and the remaining values are re‐normalized the described side effect is corrected.
Following the defined necessities and given data the service selection is formally described
below. For the following formulas let PM be the chosen process model. Formula

f

funct

( PM ) specified in Formula 1 is used to determine the set of services E from the

service repository. Each of them can deliver the functionalities specified within the chosen
process model within formula 2.

f

funct

E= f

: Process model a {Service, ...}
funct

( PM )

(Formula 1)
(Formula 2)

Using the classic normalization approach presented in Formula 3, the evaluation values vi , j
of quality requirements j defined in the quality model must be normalized for each service i.
These vi , j are the measurement/simulation values to anticipate the optimal decision for the
next process step.

vinorm =

vi − min(v)
* (max norm − min norm ) + min norm
max(v) − min(v)

(Formula 3)

With the help of the weighted requirements matrix from the (maybe adjusted) quality model
the last step – the identification of the optimal service according to the empirical data and
the quality model – can be performed (see Formulas 4 to 8). Formula 4 adjusts the
normalized evaluation values to ensure proper calculation. If v=1 describes the best quality
level then no adjustments are necessary, otherwise a minimum extremum is desired and 1‐v
must be calculated.

f

mm

, if a maximal v is the best
⎧v
(v ) = ⎨
⎩ 1 − v , if a minimal v is the best
n −1

f eval (ei ) = ∑ f
j =0

mm

(Formula 4)

(v )e ∈ E ∧ n = QM
norm
i, j

i

(Formula 5)

V = {f eval (ei ) ∀ei ∈ E}

(Formula 6)

e worst = eindex | index = min ({x | v x = min(V )}) ∧ eindex ∈ E

(Formula 7)

E ′ = E \ e worst

(Formula 8)
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To determine the best evaluated service, Formulas 5 to 8 are repeated until E ′ contains only
one element. It provides the needed functionality and is the most appropriate one according
to the specified quality model.
After the service selection execution can occur and measurement about runtime behavior
will be captured to get additional quality evaluations for this service.
Service Repository Management
As described in the general QuaD2 Process the presented quality‐driven service assembly
framework requires a service repository and semantic descriptions and evaluation data
about all available entities. This section introduces the Service Repository Managements
Processes.
A first overview is given in the following Use‐Case Diagram. Two different users are
distinguished. The controller activates evaluation updates and the service provider who can
either add or update a service. Every change of a service forces a new evaluation regarding
all defined quality attributes.

Figure 99: Use Case Diagram: Service Repository Management Use Cases
Amongst the described use cases, the service insertion is the major one. The insertion is
divided into three steps – consistency check, standardization check and evaluation. The first
and second focus on functionality and the third is about quality. As mentioned above,
functionality‐related issues are already discussed elsewhere. The quality‐driven QuaD2‐
Framework adds a new dimension and shifts the focus towards the Service Evaluation
Process (see Figure 100).
The Service Evaluation Process uses the defined formulas for each quality attribute being
stored in the Quality Attributes List to calculate the evaluation values for every service. Not
for every attribute a mathematical formula is available, but at the attribute’s definition time
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an evaluation procedure must be specified to allow quality assessment. Such evaluation
procedures can be e.g. experiments, user surveys, or certain simulations.
Because initial evaluations can change over time, updates are necessary. For this purpose a
runtime measurement is performed parallel to service execution. Event and time triggered
service evaluations provide additionally empirical data. This continuous service evaluation
ensures the throughout quality assurance during the QuaD2‐Processes and enables high
quality software products [KernchenKunz+07b].
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Figure 100: Service Evaluation Process
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5.4. Graphical User Interface
According to the Use‐case diagram of the whole measurement infrastructure (see Figure
101) different visualization opportunities has to be provided. Different views should be
provided for developer, quality engineer, and project manager. Developer and product
manager should be served with to analyze visualizations whereas the quality engineer view
should enable to analyze the measured values in detail [Kunz+08d].
Since, the desired measurement framework takes into account these different roles of the
software development process, different use cases could be identified and are considered
for design of different graphical user interfaces.

Figure 101: Use‐case diagram of intended infrastructure
The selection and interplay of the different services are not the focus of the layer
architecture. The figure is intended to present the approach of using plug‐ins for
development environments or project dashboards as presentation layer.
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Figure 102: Architecture of intended framework
Providing analysis of measurement values is logically one of the most important parts of
software measurement. The general goal is to give the different stakeholders an
understanding of the measures quality attributes. Thereby it is an integrative part of every
measurement activity but in literature one can identify manifold approaches of
measurement data analysis [Kunz+07a] [ZenkerKunz+08b].
Since, the framework is intended to implement the ISO/IEC 15939 measurement standard
for high diversity of use‐cases the concept contains stakeholders with different view on
measurement data.
To cover the different perspectives two visualization concepts have been implemented:


Traffic Light Report



Measurement Cockpit

Taking into account the desired user of this type of measurement visualization it is very
important to define in which way, from a CASE tool perspective, the different quality reports
should be provided. For the integration of measurement reports in existing tools or new
created infrastructures the providing as a service seems to be a consequential.
In consideration of the stakeholders it is obvious that in either case the traffic light report
should be an integrative part of existing CASE tools.
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Because of the quality engineers demand of a much more detailed view, complete analysis
of all measured values, and the demand of creating own reports out of a huge amount of
datasets, a stand‐alone tool with a strong connection to the measurement database seems
to be meaningful in this regard.

5.4.1. Traffic Light Visualization of Measurement Results
As the title of concept implies, the measured values should be mapped by using defined
thresholds to present an easy to understand result. To derive this representation of quality
out of the possibly high amount of measured data the methodology of the Goal‐Question‐
Metric Method is used (see chapter 5.2.1. GQM Process Model).

Figure 103: Eclipse Plug‐In Design [Hertel08]
In some cases, especially if the traffic light report indicates a lack of quality, the demand for
a more detailed analysis constitutes the need for a visualization of the several measures with
the same user interface.
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Figure 104: Kiviat diagram representation
A second aspect which is of interest in relation to traffic light report is the lapse of values.
Once again of higher interest if the traffic light report switches to a non desirable state.

Figure 105: Measurement results over time
As mentioned above the traffic light visualization is desired to be integrated in CASE‐tools for
software development. This has been realized by implementing such plug‐in for the Eclipse
development environment [Eclipse07]. Eclipse is an open‐source project aiming to provide
an efficient platform for software development using various programming languages (e.g.
Java, C++). The implementation of the plug‐in has been done within a master‐thesis project
at the SML@b in 2007. A detailed description of the project and the outcome can be found
in [Hertel08].
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5.4.2. Cockpit for Measurement Results Analysis

Figure 106: Cockpit vision [Plenum06]
Not only in software measurement but more in more also in this area multi‐screen cockpits
gain higher importance for visualization purposes. As mentioned above especially for quality
engineers the capabilities are helpful. Even if our own measurement service implementation
so far only support object‐oriented measures, the specification for a multi‐screen
measurement cockpit should take into account all available measures. Therefore the
common determination of software measures into product, process, and resource seems to
be adequate to define different views for the multi‐screen cockpit. The main enhancement
in comparison to Figure 102 is the enhancement of three view components in contrast to
only one in the general plug‐in concept.
One the one hand with arising technical solutions the limitation to one or two displays is
outdated but on the other hand the limitation of the human mind to capture a limited
amount of information at one time persists. That contradiction leads to the question how
much information about a specific project or the process at one time is useful.
The general goal is not to provide a huge amount of information but to substantiate
information where necessary.
Finally, the concept contains four views. Whereas one view provide merely communication
and presentation instruments and the other three views provide measurement analysis and
information. Namely the views are intended for:


Project overview



Measurement analysis



Progression of measurement values over time / future trend / estimation



Communication / presentation
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Figure 107: Architecture for cockpit view realization
By applying this approach a multi‐screen measurement cockpit based on the presented
building blocks and GUI elements could be implemented and the current setting is shown in
Figure 108.
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Figure 108: Measurement cockpit at SML@b[Hansen08]

5.5. Serviceoriented Measurement Database
The importance of a comprehensive storage of software measurement data is beyond
controversy these days. Two major use cases can be identified in this regard:


storage of measured data for analyzing



provision of empirical or historical data for benchmarking or to support the analysis
of new measured data

Based on the architecture in Figure 45 a service‐oriented measurement database (SOMDB)
has been created to build a central part of the desired service‐oriented measurement
infrastructure.
The data model of the database contains a key element: QualityModel. As described above a
quality model contains a set of weighted attributes to provide an empirical base for
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analyzing measured values. Each created project holds an own set and the standard
initialization values can be modified according to distinct project characteristics.

Figure 109: Entity‐Relationship diagram of the SOMDB
For formal considerations the entity QualityModel (QMP) can be defined as:
QMP = (Ti |Ti ={Mi,Wi,Oi,TGi,TYi} with Mi element MP)
With MP as the set of all measured metrics in a distinct project the tuple QMP and:
Mi : Measure M element MP
Wi : Weight of M
Oi : optimum value of M
TGi : target value
TYi : threshold for acceptable values
The representation of this tuple in the Entity‐Relationship diagram is shown in Figure 110,
whereas for each defined project one tuple is existing.
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Figure 110: Detailed view on the QualityModel dataset
To provide a more graphically view on the threshold concept Figure 111 shows the three
areas:


ideal range: target value and a defined distance from that value (green color in traffic
lights)



accepted range: acceptable interval between the green interval and the second
threshold (yellow color in traffic lights)



beyond accepted range: unacceptable values (red color in traffic lights)

All three values (optimum, ideal threshold, accepted threshold) are defined as positive real
numbers without any limitations.

Figure 111: Threshold concept for measurement values
Another important part is the interface of the database and the thereby associated
measurement data validation. To realize the validation data an approach by using XML
Schema [HoriEuzenat+03] has been chosen. Thereby the structure of a valid document is
defined and adjusted with the received one. In doing so the parameters of the interface are
defined, too. The following figure shows in detail the structure of the created schema.
Thereby, the statement of a project identifier and organization name is optional. All other
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attributes are required, namely project name, measurement tool name, and programming
language. To this measurement dataset a various number of measurement results can be
added. This measurement results are containing metric name, acronym, and the
measurement value. Optionally, the identifier of the measured class can be added.
<?xmlversion = "1.0" encoding = "utf‐8"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs = "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
<xs:element name = "measurement">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element ref = "measurementResult" maxOccurs = "unbounded"/>
</xs:sequence>
<xs:attribute name = "projectName" type = "xs:string" use = "required"/>
<xs:attribute name = "projectID" type = "xs:integer" use = "optional"/>
<xs:attribute name = "organisationName" type = "xs:string" use = "optional"/>
<xs:attribute name = "measurementToolName" type = "xs:string" use = "required"/>
<xs:attribute name = "programmingLanguage" type = "xs:string" use = "required"/>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name = "measurementResult">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name = "metricName" type = "xs:string"/>
<xs:element name = "metricAcronym" type = "xs:string"/>
<xs:element name = "ooClass" type = "xs:string" minOccurs = "0"/>
<xs:element name = "value" type = "xs:string"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:schema>

Figure 112: XML‐Schema definition
In Figure 113 an example of a measurement file with two measurement results is presented.
At each time the web service is called the measurement file is transferred and the data is
stored. In doing so, a latching or a buffer in the web client is not necessary and the size of
the file only depends on the number of measurement results to be stored.
<?xml version = "1.0" encoding = "ISO‐8859‐1" ?>
<measurement projectName = "SMLab project" projectID = "1" organisationName = "SMLab"
measurementToolName = "OOMJ" programmingLanguage = "Java">
<measurementResult>
<metricName>Number Of Children</metricName>
<metricAcronym>NOC</metricAcronym>
<ooClass>checktransaktion</ooClass>
<value>4</value>
</measurementResult>
<measurementResult>
<metricName>Lines Of Code</metricName>
<metricAcronym>LOC</metricAcronym>
<value>121324</value>
</measurementResult>
</measurement>

Figure 113: Example of a measurement file
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5.5.1. Measurement Data Analysis
As a result of the survey about existing measurement spreadsheets and databases (see
chapter 3.2. Software Measurement) the visualization of measurement data and the thereby
provided analysis possibilities are a key success factor for software measurement in general.
This defines the goal of drawing meaningful conclusions out of the created measurement
database.
The major concept in this regard is the visualization by using kiviat diagrams (as presented in
Figure 35). Bearing the capability of presenting different measures in one chart, alongside
with a defined quality model or other measurement data makes this approach the agent of
choice.
In Figure 114 the blue line visualizes the measured value for a distinct project. The desired
values for each measure are drawn with the green line. The traffic light behind each measure
represents the analysis regarding the defined thresholds for this specific project. This has
been done sine drawing all three lines of the quality model makes the emerging figure very
confusing.

Figure 114: Overview about the Service‐oriented Measurement Database
Since, the quality model is a generic one sometimes the desired values are out of reach or
beside a reachable level. In this case a comparison with other real projects provides a more
realistic view on software quality. For this purpose the SOMDB contains the possibility of
choosing similar projects as benchmark on the basis of included measures. Logically, one has
to select a set of measures which are used as the basis to calculate similarities and this set of
measures should not included the measure to analyze. Otherwise one can only identify if
other project reaches a specific characteristic with less Lines of Code or a lower Depth of
Inheritance Tree but assertions about the target measure is not possible.
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Figure 115: Analysis by using similar projects regarding a specific measure
The values of the selected similar projects are drawn together with the main project in a
kiviat diagram, too.

Figure 116: Kiviat Diagram with selected projects
At the moment the database contains 15.000 measures java classes, 150.000 measured java
methods, and over 400 million measured lines of code. With this huge amount of
comparative data the SOMDB is one of the biggest in her sort and a very powerful tool for
benchmarking approaches.

5.6. Mapping to Measurement Paradigms
The kernel idea constructing proactive measurement infrastructures is based on the so‐
called QuaD2 framework. This framework can be implemented using various technologies as
e.g. ontology’s, web services and agents. The presented quality‐driven approach uses
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semantic descriptions for processes automation and supports different quality models and
quality attribute evaluations. The easy extensibility of process models, services, interfaces
and quality models makes the presented framework deployable for many fields of
application.

Figure 117: Software measurement process levels including the QuaD² approach
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6. Summary and Future Work
The final chapter of the thesis recapitulates this work, provides a summary and a future
perspective of the presented topic.
The thesis in hand presents the undertaken steps of a PhD project to answer the main
target:
How should an infrastructure for software measurement be arranged, to implement the
software measurement process of an organization?
Chapter 1 draws the point of origin of the thesis. The increasing importance of software
engineering in general and software measurement in detail constitutes a demand for a
research work in this area.
The foundations of software measurement and existing approaches are presented in chapter
2. Thereby an overview about general aspects of software measurement is presented. In
doing so the elements of a software measurement systems and different paradigms for
software measurement are presented.
The implementation of these approaches as a measurement program is described in chapter
3. Especially the drawbacks of existing solutions and the resulting success rate are discussed
and the reasons are analyzed.
Additional, existing approaches to tackle the described drawbacks and an evaluation of
existing measurement paradigms guides the way to a service‐oriented measurement
infrastructure.
For the provision of a new type of measurement approach two different drivers were
identified:
a) customer asks for tailored functionality to combine components of different tool
manufactures and to avoid high acquisition costs
b) Measurement tool producer’s needs to gain access to new sales markets which is
intended to be reached by provide services combined with the possibility of new
license models e.g. pay per use.
To introduce this topic, chapter 4 contains a presentation of service‐oriented IT architectures,
in a nutshell. An important part of this chapter is the analysis of SOA‐capability of existing
measurement tools. This analysis is realized by taking into account different viewpoints. A
detailed survey of tool manufactures about the capabilities of existing tools and future
strategy is validated by an independent analysis about SOA capabilities of existing
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measurement tools. This analysis provides valuable input for the framework for a service‐
oriented measurement infrastructure.
The review of the state‐of the art, the need and relevance stated by a survey, the analysis of
SOA, and the determination of the SOA capability of existing measurement tools leads to the
framework described in chapter 5.
The implementation of such infrastructure based on object‐oriented metrics constitutes a
proof of concept with a highly distributed type of measures in practical software
measurement.
The single elements are presented as well as prototypical implementations of measurement
components which are able implement all desired elements of the service‐oriented
measurement infrastructure. The inclusion of graphical user interfaces for a very broad
range of users (from project management to quality engineers) reason a high distribution
into a software engineering organization in comparison with existing solutions focused on
single functionality.
Another major component, the service‐oriented measurement database, is described in
detail in chapter 5.
Some of the presented components provide a benefit away front the presented use case of a
Service‐oriented measurement infrastructure. Especially the component for a quality driven
assembly of services QuaD² creates benefit for all service‐oriented solution away from the
presented use‐case.
Subsuming some elements missing in available solutions have been achieved by own
investigations:

-

Creation of an ontology for object‐oriented metrics including a web service for
standardized machine readable interface
BPMN based Implementation of the ISO/IEC 15939 measurement process
standard for a throughout realization of measurement processes
Application of the OASIS Reference Model for Service‐Oriented Architecture 2.0
Integration architecture for existing solutions and an integration of the
infrastructure into an IDE by using plug‐ins
the mentioned QuaD² framework for quality driven service assembly

The Validation of the presented approach has been done by different approaches. Surveys
and case studies regarding existing solution prove their relevance for establishing new
solutions in this regard.
Prototypical implementation and validation by publishing them in various papers and
thereby applying Delphi studies [RoweWright01] on them implies a validate approach of the
framework.
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Applying the Delphi approach to the complete framework or a validation approach by
implementing the whole architecture beyond a prototypical solution for a practical
validation and empirical studies about the usage would go beyond the scope of the thesis in
hand and has to be kept for future work in this research area.
To reach the described goals the thesis mainly deals with the following areas:

-

the challenges and the potential of provide measurement services instead of
monolithic measurement tools
measurement infrastructure alongside a defined measurement process
semantic description of service to provide automated assembly
design of service‐oriented architectures on the basis of quality indicators
process evaluation as input for infrastructure design

Future Perspective
Based on the evaluation of the technical solution two main application scenarios are
reasonable:

-

Establishing of public service provider to provide single services as broker and
which will be paid by different license models (e. g. pay per use, pay per month,
flat rate). Commercial services can be provided alongside with open‐source
services. The functionality of each service is described in a semantic manner and
the service provider measures the services in use, in this case the service
selection can be done by functional and non functional characteristics
- The main technology is adopted by large development organizations which build
their own infrastructures inside their intranet. According to needed measurement
functionality services from measurement tool producers are bought and
integrated into the internal infrastructure.
Both use cases provide promising perspectives for the future of software measurement tools.
The first one is able to enable small and mid size companies to implement software
measurement because high acquisition costs and thereby unclear cost/benefit ratio is solved.
The second case enables a throughout solution regarding software measurement in large
scale development organizations and provide one solution for a hole measurement process,
consolidates the knowledge but providing different graphical user interfaces, analysis
possibilities and different level of detail for different stakeholders.
In both cases two facts can be assured from whereas benefits for the framework are
expected:

-

-

More functionality is provided as web services owing semantic descriptions for an
automated assembly. That would enhance the applied measurement field to
other than object‐oriented measures
more empirical data about measurement processes, web services and
measurement results can be collected and applied for an enhancement of
measurement data analysis and web service evaluation
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In both cases the application to other measurement areas and other application areas of
service‐oriented architectures can be identified as beneficial.
Beside the enhancement with more functionality and empirical data a framework like the
presented one needs acceptance beside the scientific world. But economic success not
always relates to technical capabilities or applied standards. More often success in
commercial business relates to support and publicity by perceived communities.
To promote the framework he has been published at various conferences and workshops.
Additionally, the framework is supported among other by the German speaking user
association for software metrics and effort estimation and by the central European
computer measurement group at their workshop for measurement aspects of service‐
oriented architectures.
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Appendix A: ISO/IEC 15939 Measurement Process
Activities
1. Establish and sustain measurement commitment
a) Accept the requirements for measurement
i. The scope of measurement shall be identified.
ii. Commitment of management and staff to measurement shall be established.
iii. Commitment shall be communicated to the organizational unit.
b) Assign resources
i. Individuals shall be assigned responsibility for the measurement process within
the organizational unit.
ii. The assigned individuals shall be provided with resources to plan the
measurement process.
2. Plan the measurement process
a) Characterize organizational unit
i. Characteristics of the organizational unit that are relevant to selecting
measures and interpreting the information products shall be explicitly
described.
b) Identify information needs
i. Information needs for measurement shall be identified.
ii. The identified information needs shall be prioritized.
iii. Information needs to be addressed shall be selected.
iv. Selected information needs shall be documented and communicated.
c) Select measures
i. Candidate measures that satisfy the selected information needs shall be
identified.
ii. Measures shall be selected from the candidate measures.
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iii. Selected measures shall be documented by their name, the unit of
measurement, their formal definition, the method of data collection, and their
link to the information needs.
d) Define data collection, analysis, and reporting procedures
i. Procedures for data collection, including storage and verification shall be
defined.
ii. Procedures for data analysis and reporting of information products shall be
defined.
iii. Configuration management procedures shall be defined.
e) Define criteria for evaluating the information products and the measurement process
i. Criteria for evaluating information products shall be defined.
ii. Criteria for evaluating the measurement process shall be defined.
f) Review, approve, and provide resources for measurement tasks
i. The results of measurement planning shall be reviewed and approved.
ii. Resources shall be made available for implementing the planned measurement
tasks.
g) Acquire and deploy supporting technologies
i. Available supporting technologies shall be evaluated and appropriate ones
selected.
ii. The selected supporting technologies shall be acquired and deployed
3. Perform the measurement process
a) Integrate procedures
i. Data generation and collection shall be integrated into the relevant processes.
ii. The integrated data collection procedures shall be communicated to the data
providers.
iii. Data analysis and reporting shall be integrated into the relevant processes.
b) Collect data
i. Data shall be collected.
ii. The collected data shall be stored, including any context information necessary
to verify, understand, or evaluate the data.
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iii. The collected data shall be verified.
c) Analyze data and develop information products
i. The collected data shall be analyzed.
ii. The data analysis results shall be interpreted.
iii. The information products shall be reviewed.
d) Communicate results
i. The information products shall be documented.
ii. The information products shall be communicated to the measurement users.
4. Evaluate measurement
a) Evaluate information products and the measurement process
i. The information products shall be evaluated against the specified evaluation
criteria and conclusions on strengths and weaknesses of the information
products drawn.
ii. The measurement process shall be evaluated against the specified evaluation
criteria and conclusions on strengths and weaknesses of the measurement
process drawn.
iii. Lessons learned from the evaluation shall be stored in the “Measurement
Experience Base”.
b) Identify potential improvements
i. Potential improvements to the information products shall be identified.
ii. Potential improvements to the measurement process shall be identified.
iii. Potential improvements shall be communicated.
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Appendix B: Attributes of analyzed Measurement
Databases
Attributes of the ARF Dataset [Harrison 2000]
Software Component Details
Component Code

Total Statements in Segment

Number of Comments in Segment

Number of Pre-Process Statements in Segment

Subjective Complexity (Easy, Moderate, Hard)

Function (Computational, Control, Data Accessing,
Error Handling, Initialization)

Software Problem Report Details
Form Number

Project Code

Programmer Code

Form Date

Number of Components Changed

Number of Components Examined

More than one Component Affected

Date Change was Determined

Date Change was Started

Code of Changed Component

Effort for Change (Less than 1 hour, 1 hour to 1 day,
1 day to 3 days, more than 3 days, unknown)

Type of Change (Error Correction, Planned
Enhancement, Implement Requirements Change, Improve
Clarity, Improve User Service, Develop Utility,
Optimization, Adapt to Environment, Other)

Implementation Technique
(The implementation techniques used on the software project expressed as a percentage of the DSLOC built using
specific techniques of Structured Coding, Top Down Design and Programming, Chief Programmer Teams, Code
Reviews or Inspections, and Librarian or Program Support Library.)

Productivity

Average Number of Personnel

(Ratio consisting of DSLOC to Total man-months)

(Ratio consisting of total man-months to total months)

Error Rate (Ratio Consisting of Errors to DSLOC)
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Attributes of the DACS Productivity Dataset [Harrison 2000]
Software Component Details
Project Size

Project Effort

(Number of delivered source lines of code (DSLOC) in the
delivered project.)

(Effort in man months required to produce the software
product.)

Project Duration

Source Language

(Duration of project in total months derived from start
and end dates of projects, less any “dead time” in the
project.)

(Programming languages used on the project recorded by
name and expressed as a percentage of the total DSLOC
written in each different language.)

Errors

Documentation

(The number of formally recorded Software Problem
Reports (SPRs) for which a fix has been generated during
the period covered by the project.)

(Delivered pages of documentation including program
listings, flow charts (low and high level), operating
procedures, etc.)

Implementation Technique

Error Rate

(Percentage of DSLOC built using specific techniques of
Structured Coding, Top Down Design and Programming,
Chief Programmer Teams, Code Reviews and Librarian
or Program Support Library.)

(Number of formally recorded Software Problem Reports
for which a fix has been generated during the period
covered by the project.)

Average Number of Personnel

Productivity

(Ratio of Total man-months to Total Months)

(Ratio of DSLOC to Total man-months.)

Attributes of the NASA Software Reliability Dataset DTIC 2004
Software Component Details
Project Identification (System Code)

Failure Number

(An internally assigned identification number.)

(A number identifying a particular failure. Failure a
consecutively numbered from the first failure recorded.)

Failure Interval

Day of Failure

(The time elapsed from the previous failure to the current
failure. For project 6, this time is given in CPU seconds;
for the remaining projects, the time is given in wall-clock
seconds.)

(Represents the day on which the failure occurred in
terms of the number of working days from the start of the
current phase or data collection period.)
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Attributes of the ISBSG Benchmarking Data CD Release 10 [ISBSG 2007]
Project Data Parameters
Project ID

Count Approach

(A primary key, for identifying projects.)

(A description of the technique used to count the function
points; e.g. IFPUG, MKII, NESMA, COSMIC-FFP etc.)

Function Points

Function Size Metric Used

(The adjusted function point count number. Adjusted by
the Value Adjustment Factor.)

(The functional size metric used to record the size of the
project, e.g.. IFPUG3, IFPUG4, in-house etc.)

Value Adjustment Factor

Counting Technique

(The adjustment to the function points, applied by the
project submitter, that takes into account various
technical and quality characteristics e.g.: data
communications, end user efficiency etc. This data is not
reported for some projects, (i.e. it equals 1).)

(The technology used to support the counting process.
Certain technologies used in function point counting can
impact on the count’s potential accuracy.)

Development Platform

Summary Work Effort

(Defines the primary development platform, (as
determined by the operating system used). Each project is
classified as either, a PC, Mid Range or Mainframe.)

(Provides the total effort in hours recorded against the
project by the development organization. The three
methods provided for are A, B and C.)

Resource Level

Data Quality Rating

(Data is collected about the people whose time is included
in the work effort data reported. Four levels (1 to 4) are
identified in the data collection instrument.)

(This field contains an ISBSG rating code of A, B, C or D
applied to the project data by the ISBSG quality
reviewers.)

Max Team Size

Development Type

(The maximum number of people that worked at any time
on the project, (peak team size).)

(This field describes whether the development was a new
development, enhancement or re-development.)

Reference Table Approach

Architecture

(This describes the approach used to handle counting of
tables of code or reference data, (a comment field).)

(Defines the architecture type of the project. e.g.:
Client/Server, LAN, WAN etc.)

Language Type

Primary Programming Language

Defines the language type used for the project: e.g. 3GL,
4GL, Application Generator etc.

The primary language used for the development: JAVA,
C++, PL/1, Natural, Cobol etc.

DBMS Used

Upper CASE Used

(Whether the project used a DBMS.)

(Whether project used upper CASE tool.)

Lower CASE Used (with code generator)

Integrated CASE Used

(Whether project used lower CASE tool with code
generator.)

(Whether project used integrated CASE tool.)

Used Methodology

Project Elapsed Time
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(States whether a methodology was used.)

(Total elapsed time for project in months.)

Development Techniques

How Methodology Acquired

(Techniques used during development. (e.g.: JAD, Data
Modeling, OO Analysis etc.).)

(Describes whether the methodology was purchased or
developed in-house.)

Project Inactive Time

Implementation Date

(This is the number of months in which no activity
occurred, (e.g. awaiting client sign off, awaiting
acceptance test data). This time, subtracted from Project
Elapsed Time, derives the elapsed time spent working on
the project.)

(Actual date of implementation. (Note: the date is shown
in the data in date format 1/mm/yy).)

Defects Delivered

User Base – Business Units

(Defects reported in the first month of system use. Three
columns in the data covering the number of Extreme,
Major and Minor defects reported.)

(Number of business units that the system services, (or
project business stakeholders).)

User Base – Locations

User Base – Concurrent Users

(Number of physical locations being serviced/supported
by the installed system.)

(Number of users using the system concurrently.)

Organization Type

Business Area Type

(This identifies the type of organization that submitted the
project. (e.g.: Banking, Manufacturing, and Retail).)

(This identifies the type of business area being addressed
by the project where this is different to the organization
type. (e.g.: Manufacturing, Personnel, and Finance).)

Application Type

Package Customization

(This identifies the type of application being addressed by
the project. (e.g.: information system,
transaction/production system, process control.))

(This indicates whether the project was a package
customization. (Yes or No).)

Degree of Customization

Project Scope

(If the project was based on an existing package, this field
provides comments on how much customization was
involved.)

(This data indicates what tasks were included in the
project work effort data recorded. These are: Planning,
Specify, Design, Build, Test, and Implement.)

Work Effort Breakdown

Ratio of Project Work Effort to Non-Project
Activity

(When provided in the submission, these fields contain the
breakdown of the work effort reported by five categories:
Plan, Specify, Build, Test and Implement.)

(The ratio of Project Work Effort to Non-Project
Activities.)

Percentage of Uncollected Work Effort

Function Point Categories

(The percentage of Work Effort not reflected in the
reported data. i.e. an estimate of the work effort time not
collected by the method used.)

(When provided in the submission, the following five
fields which breakdown the Function Count are provided:
external Inputs, external Outputs, external Enquiries,
internal logical files, and external interface files.)

Enhancement Data

Total Defects Delivered
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(When provided in the submission, for enhancement
projects the three fields Additions, Changes, and
Deletions, which breakdown the Function Point Count are
provided.)

(Defects reported in the first month of system use. This
column shows the total of Extreme, Major and Minor
defects reported. Where no breakdown is available, the
single value is shown here.)

Source Lines of Code (SLOC)

Unadjusted Function Points

(A count of the SLOC produced by the project.)

(The unadjusted function point count (before any
adjustment by a Value Adjustment Factor if used).)

Normalized Work Effort

Work Effort Unphased

(For projects covering less than a full development lifecycle, this value is an estimate of the full development lifecycle effort. For projects covering the full development
life-cycle, and projects where development life-cycle
coverage is not known, this value is the same as Summary
Work Effort.)

(Where no phase breakdown is provided in the
submission, this field contains the same value as the
Summary Work Effort. Where phase breakdown is
provided in the submission, and the sum of that
breakdown does not equal the Summary Work Effort, the
difference is shown here.)

Unadjusted Function Point Rating
(This field contains an ISBSG rating code of A, B, C or D
applied to the unadjusted function point count data by the
ISBSG quality reviewers.)

Productivity Rates Parameters
Project ID

Normalized Productivity Delivery Rate

(The primary key, for identifying projects.)

(Project productivity delivery rate in hours per function
point calculated from Normalized Work Effort divided by
Unadjusted Function Point count. Use of normalized
effort and unadjusted count should render more
comparable rates.)

Project Productivity Rate

Normalized Productivity Delivery Rate
(adjusted)

(Project productivity delivery rate in hours per function
point calculated from Summary Work Effort divided by
Unadjusted Function Point count.)

(Project productivity delivery rate in hours per function
point calculated from Normalized Work Effort divided by
Adjusted Function Point count.)

Reported Productivity Delivery Rate (adjusted)
(Project productivity delivery rate in hours per function point calculated from Summary Work Effort divided by
Adjusted Function Point count.)
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Appendix C: Assessment results for Measurement
Tools
Measurement tool

Non
exportable
report

Non
exportable
charts

Results
presented
in HTML

File
(Format)

DB
(Interfac
e
(JDBC,
…))

XML

WebServiceoriented

JMetrics

x

x

x (Textfile)

-

*(plann
ed)

-

Imagix 4D

x

x

*(planned:
XML
to
HTML
Reports)
x

-

-

-

SLIM-Metrics and SLIMDataManager

x

x

-

x
- RTF,
-CSV
[Microsoft
VisioSupport])
- PS
- PNG
-Table
(ASCII text
file)
-

x (DB,
ODBC)

-

-

Scientific Toolworks,
Inc.

x

x

x

x (PERL API,
C/C++ API)

-

-

-

Function Point Workbench

x

x

x

-

x

x

x

x
(XMLFile)
??

-

TAU / Logiscope

SCOPE
Project
Sizing Software

x

x

-

x
(spreadsheet
format)
x
(Word,
Framemaker,
Interleaf)
x
(Word,
Excel, PDF)

x
(MsACC
ESS)

-

-

SDMetrics

x

x

x

-

x
(XML
for
Micros
oft
Excel)

-

CMM-Quest

x

x

x

x (text [tab
separated
tables],
Openoffice.or
g
CALC,
XML
for
Microsoft
Excel)
x (text)

-

-

-

CMTJava, CMT++

x

x

x

-

x

-

COSTAR

x

x

-

-

-

-

EPM – Essential Project
Manager

x

x

x

x (text, Excel,
XML)
x
(text
(Costar's
native
file
format), CSV,
Excel, BMP)
x (CSV)

x

-

EM – Essential Metrics

x

x

x

x (CSV)

* (SQL
DB,
JDBC)
* (SQL
DB,

x

-

Understand for ADA
Understand for C++
Understand for Delphi
Understand
for
FORTRAN
Understand for Java
Understand for JOVIAL
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Essential

x

x

x

x (CSV)

Krakatau Project Manager

x

x

x

x (CDF/CSV)

JDBC)
x
(MySQL
data file)
-

Krakatau Professional

x

x

x

x (CDF/CSV)

Resource Standard Metrics
– RSM / RSM Wizard
(GUI)

x

-

x

TychoMetrics

x

x

x

Appraisal Wizard

x

x

x

Metrics4C,
Metrics4FORTRAN,
Metrics4Pascal,
Metrics4Project

x

x

-

ASSESS for Assembler,
COBOL, Java

x

-

x

ExperiencePro

x

x

x

CodeReports

x

x

x

x (xls, Crystal
Reports, …)

CodeCheck

x

-

*(customiz
eable)

x (txt)
*customizeab
le

MPP (Kuhrau)
COSMOS

x
x

-

-

x (txt,xls)
x (txt)

LDRA Testbed

x

x

x

JUNIT

x

x

JDepend

x

x

Krakatau
Metrics

x

-

-

-

-

-

-

x (text, CSV)

-

-

-

x
(CSV,
MetaFile,
BMP, JPG,
PNG)
x (text, CSV,
Excel,
rtf,
pdf, bmp, jpg,
wmf,
emf,
gif,
wb1,
wk2, dif, slk)
x
(text[console
output], gif)

- (x) [not
confirme
d]

-

-

- (x)
[not
confir
med]
-

-

-

-

x
(with
external
Plugins:
CSV,…)
x (txt, xls)

x
(MSAcce
ss)

x

-

-

-

-

x
(ODBC,
JDBC)
-

-

-

-

*
(custo
mizeab
le)
-

-

x (txt)

-

-

-

x

x (txt)

-

x

-

x
(with
Ant)

x (txt)

-

x

-

Krakatau Lite

-
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Appendix D: Process Modeling with BPMN
To present an overview about the Business Process Modelling Notation the following short
description has been taken from selectbs.com (http://www.selectbs.com/adt/analysis‐and‐
design/what‐is‐business‐process‐modeling‐notation‐bpmn)

The Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) is a standardized graphical notation for
drawing business processes in a workflow.
The Business Process Management Initiative has developed a standard Business Process
Modeling Notation (BPMN) [OMG06]. The primary goal of BPMN is to provide a notation
that is readily understandable by all business users, from the business analysts that create
the initial drafts of the processes, to the technical developers responsible for implementing
the technology that will perform those processes, and finally, to the business people who
will manage and monitor those processes. Thus, BPMN creates a standardized bridge for the
gap between the business process design and process implementation.
This specification defines the notation and semantics of a Business Process Diagram (BPD)
and represents the amalgamation of best practices within the business modeling community.
The intent of BPMN is to standardize a business process modeling notation in the face of
many different modeling notations and viewpoints. In doing so, BPMN will provide a simple
means of communicating process information to other business users, process implementers,
customers, and suppliers.
There are different levels of process modeling [OMG06]:
¾ Process Maps – simple flow charts of the activities
¾ Process Descriptions – flow charts extended with additional information, but not
enough to fully define actual performance
¾ Process Models – flow charts extended with enough information so that the process
can be analyzed, simulated, and/or executed
¾ BPMN supports each of these levels
A goal for the development of BPMN is that the notation be simple and adoptable by
business analysts. The modeling BPMN is made by simple diagrams with a small set of
graphical elements. It should make it easy for business user as well as developers to
understand the flow and the process. The four basic categories of elements are:
1. Flow Objects
a. Events
b. Activities
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c. Gateways
2. Connecting Objects
a. Sequence flow
b. Message Flow
c. Association
3. Swim lanes
a. Pool
b. Lane
4. Artifacts
a. Data Objects
b. Group
c. Annotation
These four categories of elements give us the opportunity to make a simple diagram (BPD). It
is also allowed in BPD to make your own type of a Flow Object or an Artifact to make the
diagram more understandable.
Flow objects
Flow Objects consist of only three core elements. The three Flow Objects are:
¾ Event: An Event is represented with a circle and is something that happens. It could
be Start, Intermediate or End. This element is a trigger or a result.

¾ Activity: An Activity is represented with a rounded‐corner rectangle and shows us the
kind of work which must be done. It could be a task or a sub‐process. A sub‐process
also has a plus sign in the bottom line of the rectangle.

¾ Gateway: A Gateway is represented with a diamond shape and will determine
different decisions. It will also determine forking, merging and joining of paths
[OMG06].
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Connecting objects
The Flow Objects are connected to each other with Connecting Objects. There are three
different Connecting Objects [OMG06]:
¾ Sequence Flow: A Sequence Flow is represented with a solid line and arrowhead and
shows in which order the activities will be performed. A diagonal slash across the line
close to the origin indicates a default choice of a decision.
¾ Message Flow: A Message Flow is represented with a dashed line and an open
arrowhead. It tells us what messages flow between two process participants.
¾ Association: An Association is represented with a dotted line and a line arrowhead. It
is used to associate an Artifact, data or text to a Flow Object.

Swim lanes
A Swim lane is a visual mechanism of organizing different activities into categories of the
same functionality. There are two different swim lanes, and they are:
¾ Pool: A Pool is represented with a big rectangle which contains many Flow
Objects, Connecting Objects and Artifacts.
¾ Lane: A Lane is represented as a sub‐part of the pool. The lanes are used to
organize the Flow Objects, Connecting Objects and Artifacts more precisely.
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Artifacts
Artifacts allow developers to bring some more information into the model/diagram. In this
way the model/diagram becomes more readable. There are three pre‐defined Artifacts and
they are [OMG06]:
¾ Data Objects: Data Objects are used to show the reader which data is required or
produced in an activity.

¾ Group: A Group is represented with a rounded‐corner rectangle and dashed lines.
The Group is used to group different activities but does not affect the flow in the
diagram.

¾ Annotation: An Annotation is used to give the reader of the model/diagram an
understandable impression.
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Appendix E: Detailed Description of selected Artifacts

Figure 118: Schema of the OOMO database [Weise06]

Figure 119: OOMO class description
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Figure 120: BPEL structure of the OOMO metrics identification process

